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Abstract 

Proteins are utilised as building blocks, or tectons, in bionanotechnology, for simple and cost-

effective synthesis of complex nanostructures. Ideally, these tectons should form controllable, 

ordered arrays, which are well defined and stable to different conditions encountered during 

synthesis and application. Stable protein 1 (SP1) is an exceptionally stable nanoring, which is 

resistant to a range of different conditions, making it an ideal bionanotechnology tecton. This 

study developed novel SP1 tectons with the incorporation of an unnatural amino acid, p-azido-

L-phenylalanine at two geometrical orientations in the nanoring (lateral and vertical tectons). 

Following click chemistry for site-specific biorthogonal conjugation, a range of novel 

functionalised SP1 nanomaterials were produced. Bacterial cellular machinery was exploited 

to co-translationally encode p-azido-L-phenylalanine using the amber codon suppression 

technique. Strain-promoted azide-alkyne cycloaddition was established at the azide sites,

simply by mixing and stirring with alkyne-functionalised molecules. Subsequently, a range of

functional particles (fluorophores, gold nanoparticles, and enzymes) were selectively attached

onto the SP1 scaffolds. Mass spectrometry confirmed the incorporation of p-azido-L-

phenylalanine and calculated at greater than 95 % efficiency for both mutants. Strain-promoted

azide-alkyne cycloaddition of the florescent dye, Cyanine 5, and subsequent fluorescence

imaging further confirmed the incorporation. Size exclusion chromatography and transmission

electron microscopy also revealed successful conjugation of green fluorescent protein, glucose

oxidase and, horseradish peroxidase, and gold nanoparticles with both SP1 tectons, and the

scaffolding of two redox proteins forming an enzymatic cascade. This study introduces new

SP1 tectons as robust scaffolds to build functional bionanohybrids that may form components

of future nanodevices.
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1. Overview 

Proteins can be used as starting materials to build different nanostructures, utilising their 

structure, functions, and properties. This has widened the range of building blocks and 

strategies in bionanotechnology to generate nanomaterials with ordered structure and 

enhanced properties. In this thesis, I show a new approach to improve the use of 

stable protein 1 (SP1) in bionanotechnology. Specifically, to use SP1 as nanoscaffold 

to anchor other functional molecules on and improve their properties. To achieve this, I 

developed new mutants of SP1 that can scaffold a range of other molecules and 

control their assembly into different nanostructures. 

1.2. Bionanotechnology 

Bionanotechnology exploits biomolecules and their properties for nanotechnological 

applications [1].  Nanotechnology deals with manipulating and controlling materials at an 

atomic or molecular scale, where unique and exciting properties are realised over their bulk 

counterparts [2].  Materials with at least one of the dimensions in 1-100 nm range are classified 

as nanomaterials. This technology has been in use for over a thousand years, such as metal 

oxides used to impart different colours in stained glasses [3] and is seen everywhere now, from 

electronic devices to active ingredients in cosmetic products. Although the fundamental 

principle underlying all of these phenomena is the same, modern nanotechnology has enabled 

more control over their synthesis and application. 

Despite the tremendous growth in the field, the formation of complex nanostructures still 

proves challenging. Two main approaches exist for the synthesis of nanomaterials (Figure 1.1); 

1) bottom-up approach compiles basic units into organised nanoscale objects [4], and 2) top-
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down approach breaks down basic units from bulk materials to desired nanostructures [5].  

Also, hybrid techniques combine both methods [6], such as in the development of a generalised 

nanochip biochemical sensors for detecting biochemical species [6]. While top-down 

approaches offer advantages like large-scale production and cost-effectiveness, bottom-up 

approaches are more efficient in forming high ordered complex materials [7]. Biomolecules 

exist naturally at nanoscale dimensions where they possess inherent functions and the ability 

to self-assemble. They can be easily engineered to desired building blocks by modifying 

functionality, allowing for greater control over the final assembly. Moreover, such approaches 

are eco-friendly, avoiding the use of harsh chemicals and conditions, unlike other synthesis 

approaches.  

Figure 1.1. Schematic comparing two main nanofabrication approaches. Adapted 

with permission from [8], ©2018, Elsevier.  
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1.3. Self-assembly nanofabrication 

Self-assembly is defined as the spontaneous organisation of atoms and molecules to high 

ordered structures without any external control [9]. Almost everything in nature, from living 

beings to galaxies, involves self-assembly of some kind, and it forms the underlying principle 

that supports life [10]. Self-assembly is governed by non-covalent interactions, the information 

for which is contained in the basic structure of molecules [11, 12]. Molecules interact and 

assemble from less ordered states, leading to a high ordered assembly, entering a minimal 

energy state or equilibrium with the environment [13]. It is a way of entering a stable state, the 

shape and function of which is controlled by a subtle interplay of these interactions. Nature 

does it effortlessly with high precision and complexity [14].  

Self-assembly is found in its most superior form in biological systems, where it ranges to 

several assembly orders. This self-assembly category is termed a hierarchical assembly (Figure 

1.2.A), which involves ordering building blocks to several length scales forming complex 

functional structures. The basic unit organises to a ‘first-order assembly’ using short-range 

forces that form the building block for a ‘second-order assembly’ [9]. This can go on over 

several length scales (nanoscale-macroscale) with different levels of interactions (short-long). 

Adapting from nature, we can utilise this inherent property of biomolecules for cost-effective 

synthesis of novel nanomaterials [15, 16]. When biomolecules are used as starting material, the 

resulting system shows no non-specific binding issues. Moreover, their inbuilt functions can 

be exploited to form artificial systems that mimic natural processes. This is executed by 

designing building blocks from existing biomolecules and achieving control over their surface 

properties (charge, functions, hydrophobicity). Biomolecules are modified to change their 

natural size, shape, orientation or functionality to build tectons [17]. Tectons are wild-type 

biomolecules that have been engineered to direct the assembly of starting units in a specific 

way towards the desired structure. The design of the tecton controls the final geometry that it 

forms. Some of the architectures formed by self-assembly nanofabrication are depicted in 

Figure 1.2.B. 
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Figure 1.2. Self-assembly nanofabrication: A) Schematic depicting the artificial 

hierarchical organisation of basic units to functional assembly; B) Different 

nanoarchitectures synthesised via self-assembly fabrication.  

1.4. Biological building blocks 

Biology is built of four basic units; lipids, carbohydrates, nucleic acids and proteins. Lipids 

form a large class of naturally occurring organic molecules soluble in non-polar solvents. 

Carbohydrates are sugars, starches, and fibres that provide energy fuel for the body. Nucleic 

acids are the primary source of storing and expressing information, there are of two types; DNA 

and RNA, respectively. Proteins are made of amino acids and perform multifaceted jobs in the 

body. Both biomolecules have been exploited for nanofabrication to serve a specific function 

other than their own. In what follows, I will briefly examine these molecules as building 
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blocks for nanotechnologies, a few of their impacts in such applications and the current 

limitations dealt with by using them. 

1.4.1. Lipids 

Lipids exhibit functions that are determined by their geometry. Their basic structure consists 

of hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions that explain the driving factor of their self-assembly. 

The final structures formed are determined by geometrical parameters like length and surface 

area of both groups [11], as well as the composition of the external environment. Lipids 

naturally assemble into nanostructures like bilayers, surfaces, vesicles and micelles [18]. Their 

natural interactions have been exploited for templating the assembly of other functional 

molecules. For instance, the surface of gold nanorods (Au NR) was modified with the lipid 

molecule 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphothioethanol (DPPTE), which interact with 

each other, subsequently organising them into one and two-dimensional assemblies 

(Figure 1.3.A) [19].  

Lipids are also used for their amphiphilic nature to assemble molecules that are 

insoluble in water. This is demonstrated by the nanodisc technology (Figure 

1.3.B) using phospholipid bilayer and lipoprotein cover to reconstitute insoluble 

membrane proteins for their research [20]. Lipids also exhibit desirable properties like 

transparency to visible light and unique heat-conducting properties. Hybrid structures of 

alternating lipid membranes and graphene oxide layers (Figure 1.3.C) were assembled to 

form multi-layered structures with unique optical and sensing properties [21]. Although 

natural lipids have been used for nanotechnologies, their modification to form lipid 

tectons is still in its infancy.  
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Figure 1.3. Lipid nanotechnology: (A) Surface modification of Au NR with 

DPPTE, and 1-D and 2-D self-assembled NR complex configurations on a solid 

surface. Adapted with permission from [19], © 2008, American Chemical Society; 

(B) Model of nanodiscs with incorporated rhodopsin. Adapted with permission

from [22], © 2007, American Chemical Society; (C) Schematic of bionano

multilayer structure, consisting of alternating graphene oxide monolayers and lipid

membranes. Adapted with permission from [21], © 2012, American Chemical

Society.

1.4.2. Carbohydrates 

Carbohydrates are the least explored building block in terms of self-assembly nanofabrication. 

The information encoded in these molecules is complex, unlike in other biopolymers [23]. The 

recognition schemes of natural polysaccharides are unique and challenging to anticipate [24].  

Moreover, it is difficult to synthesise such molecules due to minimal knowledge existing about 

their complex interactions. Despite their distinctive nature, two significant developments exist 

in carbohydrate nanotechnology; 1) glycan microarrays [25] and 2) synthetic lectins [26]. 
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1.4.3. Nucleic acids 

Most nanotechnological works have been developed with nucleic acid building block due to 

the ease of design and control over the final structure. The following section highlight examples 

of DNA nanotechnologies. DNA is a polynucleotide chain built of four bases that assemble in 

3D conformations according to Watson-Crick base pairing [27]. The precise base-pairing 

interactions inherent to oligonucleotides allows for the design of predictable and exotic 

geometries. This makes nucleotides desirable building block for nanotechnologies. By 

carefully programming the complementary strands and adding supramolecular interaction sites, 

we can develop different geometries like tetrahedron, dodecahedron or icosahedron [28]. DNA 

has also been used as a template to organise other functional molecules like nanoparticles and 

polymers [29]. For example, the surface of AuNP was decorated with single-stranded DNA 

molecules with ligated thiol groups to form discrete AuNP clusters [30]. The hybridization of 

DNA using a long template DNA strand, then arranges AuNP with specific spatial separation. 

Such AuNP clusters have been engineered to other 2D and 3D structures for use in plasmonic 

devices.   

Although nucleic acid materials exhibit stability at physiological temperature, their chemical 

stability is a concern because of their sensitivity to nucleases. Another major drawback is the 

high concentration of magnesium ions required for folding causes compatibility issues for 

cellular applications, limiting the number of tasks they can achieve.   

1.4.4. Proteins 

Proteins and peptides are comprised of amino acids, covalently linked by peptide bonds. 

Peptides are short polypeptide chains that are up to ~40 amino acids long [31]. Proteins are 

long polypeptide chains of amino acids that fold to secondary, tertiary, and quaternary 

structures in hierarchical self-assembly [32]. Unlike nucleic acids, protein structures are 

complex, involving dynamic interactions, functions and states of assembly. Thus, there was a 

lag in using proteins as starting material for nanotechnology, which was resolved by attaining 

more control and understanding over protein structure and functions in the last years [33, 34]. 
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Proteins offer benefits in having a wide range of units to start with, which differ in size, shape 

and functions. Some peptide and protein-based materials have been discussed below to give an 

idea of such fabrications.   

Select peptides and proteins can interact and assemble under certain conditions to form fibrillar 

structures called amyloid fibers. Amyloid fibers are natural nanomaterials with distinctive 

properties like high mechanical stiffness (comparable to silk and steel), tunable size and 

morphology with experimental conditions [35]. They possess the ability of reversible self-

assembly, which is vital for the degradability of materials [36], making them attractive 

nanomaterial that can be tuned for specific applications.  Insulin amyloid fibers were used as 

the template for assembling conducting polymers [37] and metal nanoparticles [38] to 

nanowires (Figure 1.4.A). Zhang et al. reported β-sheet oligopeptides that self-assemble to 

hydrogel materials under physiological conditions, which mimics the extracellular matrix for 

the growth and differentiation of neuronal cells (Figure 1.4.B) [39].  

Figure 1.4. Fibrillary protein assemblies :( A) Insulin amyloid fibrils coated with 

conducting polymers was able to generate highly conducting nanowires. Adapted 

with permission from [36]; (B) Depicts the use of amyloid scaffolds for neuronal 
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cell attachment, neurite outgrowth, and synapse forming. Adapted with permission 

from [36]. 

Some proteins exist in ring-shaped geometries, which can be induced to form nanotubes and 

nanosheets.  Hcp1 is one such protein tuned to nanotubes (Figure 1.5.A) by engineering 

cysteines at the top and bottom surfaces of rings that form disulphide bonds (Section 1.5.2.2.3) 

[40, 41]. Similar interactions were mutated to cylindrical-shaped protein walls of tobacco 

mosaic virus (TMV) that aligned them to 2D arrays (Figure 1.5.B) [42]. Bovine serum albumin 

(BSA) assisted synthesis of 3D nanostructures was reported for assembling satellite gold 

nanoparticles (Au NP) to core gold nanoparticle [43]. Such satellite/core nanoclusters exhibit 

extraordinary optical properties due to the proximity effects of satellite and core nanoparticles 

(Figure 1.5.C).  
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Figure 1.5. Protein nanotechnology: (A) Schematic depicting the residues chosen 

for cysteine substitution and subsequent assembly of cysteine Hcp1 mutants to 

nanotube. Adapted with permission from [40], © 2008, National Academy of 

Sciences, U.S.A.; (B) The crystal structure of TMV cysteine mutants (outer surface) 

that form nanosheets through disulphide bonds. Adapted with permission from 

[41], © 2018, American Chemical Society; (C) Protein-coated satellite NP is 

formed by coating citrate-stabilised satellite NP with a protein before being 

assembled onto larger citrate-stabilised core NP to form plasmonic core/satellite 

nanoclusters. Adapted with permission from [43], ©2016, American Chemical 

Society. 
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1.4.4.1.  Why protein-based materials 

Proteins provide a richer pool of building blocks available in different geometries, each suited 

to a specific application. Protein structures are well defined and are adopted to perform 

assigned functions. The structural and functional data are encoded in the primary amino acid 

sequence, the understanding of which is easy now with developments in protein science [44]. 

This allows for the precise design and control of protein tectons with a vast repertoire of amino 

acid chemistries available. As stated previously, proteins are responsible for a range of different 

functions in biology. They can also be exploited for their inherent functions to create custom 

materials with defined functions. The limitations of using proteins would be their thermal and 

chemical instabilities under conditions required for specific synthesis and applications. This 

could be resolved by choosing thermostable proteins that can resist high temperatures and 

chemical conditions encountered during such processes. Thus, using proteins as building 

blocks allow us to fulfil many tasks in nanotechnologies.   

1.4.4.2. Understanding protein synthesis  

Some proteins cannot be produced to satisfactory yields from natural sources. However, 

using commercially available expression systems, most proteins can be easily made in-

house if the amino acid sequence is known. A variety of techniques exist for protein 

synthesis, of which recombinant protein synthesis is the most common [45]. The two main 

stages of recombinant protein production are protein expression and protein purification. The 

protein’s gene is cloned into plasmids called expression vectors, designed to enhance the 

cloned gene expression. Expression vectors generally contain a strongly regulated promoter, 

antibiotic resistance gene, protein gene, terminating sequences and ribosome binding site 

[46]. Promoter genes enhance gene expression of the protein of interest. After cloning, the 

expression vector is inserted into appropriate host cells, mostly bacterial, in a process called 

transformation. Protein expression in cells involves two processes called transcription and 

translation. In transcription, the DNA code is converted to mRNA code, and translation 

generates an amino acid sequence from the mRNA code. 
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It is essential to understand the normal translational mechanism for its manipulation for protein 

engineering. In mRNA, three nucleotides form a genetic codon, and one codon translates to 

one amino acid. There are 64 codons in nature, of which 61 codes for amino acids and the rest 

three codons terminate the protein translation process. Codon AUG is the start codon, and it 

codes for the amino acid methionine. Protein translation (Figure 1.6) occurs in the ribosomes, 

and mRNA is read by transfer RNA (tRNA). The tRNA contains an anticodon region to read 

a complimentary genetic codon in the mRNA sequence. The other end of tRNA is charged with 

a corresponding amino acid to its mRNA codon. Aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase (aaRS) is the 

enzyme responsible for charging tRNA with its natural amino acid. The translation process is 

initiated by initiator methionine tRNA in response to the start codon. The polypeptide chain is 

elongated following the mRNA code, with aminoacylated tRNAs reading the code while 

adding corresponding amino acids. In normal translation, the polypeptide synthesis is 

terminated in response to stop codons by employing proteins called release factors, RF1 and 

RF2 [46].  

Figure 1.6. Normal translation mechanism: Schematic depicting normal 

translation terminated by release factors. Adapted with permission from [47].  
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After protein expression, the target protein must be isolated from the host cells in an active 

form. The cells are grown to desired density, harvested and lysed to release the components. 

Non-proteinaceous components are removed based on the similarity between proteins, and the 

target protein is purified from the protein mixtures based on their differences.  When expressed 

with affinity tags, target proteins could be well tracked throughout the expression and 

purification process. Some standard parameters used for protein isolation are solubility, charge, 

hydrophobicity and size. Commercial columns are available in markets based on such 

parameters and are convenient tools for maximising separation yield and efficiency.  

1.5. Optimising proteins for nanotechnology 

Native proteins are adapted to function in their natural environment. When taken out of their 

natural niche, they might not precisely preserve their desirable structure or functions. To confer 

desirable features to proteins, they should be purposefully manipulated to novel building blocks 

that will assemble to desired geometries while maintaining stability. This can be achieved by 

altering the structure or function of natural proteins. A deep understanding of natural proteins 

at structural and functional levels is a prerequisite for such manipulations. Different protein 

engineering techniques are employed to design and construct building blocks with enhanced 

properties over their wild type varieties. The first step is to choose between rational or irrational 

design strategy, followed by various mutagenesis methods [48]. The main objective of making 

a novel material is that the final material generated has improved value than the starting 

material. The following sections discuss protein engineering techniques used to enhance the 

properties of proteins from that seen in nature. Although the current methods are vast and not 

within this review’s reach, I have outlined few significant modifications used throughout this 

project.   

1.5.1. Structure-based strategies 

Structure-based approaches combine the structural information and software tools to change 

the structure and functions of proteins [49]. In this approach, it is vital to know the sequence-

structure correlations and fundamental rules behind protein folding to generate improved 
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versions [50]. Detailed structural and sequence-based data are obtained by X-ray 

crystallography [51] and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [52]. Structural information is 

combined with biochemical data obtained by molecular simulations to understand structure-

function correlations [53]. Based on this data, site-directed mutagenesis [54] is applied to 

improve the properties of natural proteins. For example, Zhu et al. used site-directed 

mutagenesis to identify and stabilise the side chains needed for improving the thermostability 

and catalytic efficiency of enzymes used in food technology [55]. 

Understanding how proteins form their complex structures is crucial for using them as a 

nanomaterial. The amino acid side chains of polypeptides play an essential role in determining 

how/where folds occur. Most amino acids have non-polar side chains, and are involved in weak 

van der Walls coupling. Some side chains are polar and therefore capable of forming hydrogen 

bonds. Some are positively or negatively charged and form ionic bonds. Thus, the primary 

structure folds to the secondary and tertiary level due to hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic 

interactions [56] to attain an energetically favoured states. The three-dimensional shape of 

proteins is directly evolved from the primary amino acid sequence and is related to its function. 

The protein’s environment also influences its structure; in hydrophobic conditions, such as 

those found in membrane proteins, a protein folds very differently than in hydrophilic 

environments [57]. The pH of a solution significantly affects protein assembly because it 

changes the charge state of a protein, which affects any electrostatic and other interactions. It 

is necessary to understand the mechanism by which the protein folds into its various structures 

and the chemistries used to stabilise the protein in various environments. This will enable us to 

predict how the protein will react in various conditions, what conditions the protein can be used 

under, and whether it will be structurally stable. It may be important to change the protein of 

interest to have improved stability or a different 3D shape in your conditions. 

1.5.2. Function-based strategies 

While the protein structure serves as an initial parameter for choosing an ideal starting material, 

in order to impart novel functionalities on proteins, suitable chemical handles are designed that 

are not found in native proteins. The designed functionalities can be used to achieve the 
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desirable features and diversify the proteins. This is achieved by modifying specific residues 

in the protein sequence with other amino acids or unique functional groups. Such techniques 

are essential for site-specific reactions on proteins to generate well-defined protein bio-

conjugates [58]. The following section provides a summary of different protein modification 

methods.  

1.5.2.1. Linker molecules 

When proteins are used in bionanotechnology, other molecules are often conjugated to confer 

desired properties not acquirable through sequence modifications [59]. This can be achieved 

by either directly attaching the desired molecule (Figure 1.7.A) or using linker molecules 

with specific functional groups at the ends (Figure 1.7.B). Considerations must be made 

while choosing the approach for bioconjugation. Depending on the application of the final 

material, molecules must be selected with desired functionality. These molecules are then 

evaluated to find available chemistries present in them. Spatial parameters must be considered 

for choosing the length of spacer arms to avoid steric crowding of molecules on proteins 

[60]. This is especially important for achieving complex functions in the final material. 

Single functional linkers may not be able to fulfil all criteria of such bioconjugations. 

Bifunctional linkers are thus utilised to attach complex molecules like fluorophores, 

nanoparticles, and proteins to the desired protein.  
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Figure 1.7. Linkers used to bind other molecules of interest: (A) Linker with a 

desired functional group; (B) Binding a third molecule (another protein) with the 

desired feature with a second functional group. Where a complex function is 

needed and a single linker cannot fulfil it, the latter strategy is more widely used. 

1.5.2.2. Natural amino acid modification 

Natural amino acids in the protein of interest can be subjected to chemical modifications. The 

chemical handles of amino acids are used as such for chemical reactions with corresponding 

functional groups forming covalent bonds. Natural amino acid modifications are easy in terms 

of accessibility because additional techniques like site-directed mutagenesis are not required to 

modify the protein sequence but complex in terms of the abundance of natural amino acids 

within the protein of interest. Site-specificity is only attained when the amino acid is present in 

less abundance. The position, abundance, and their contribution to protein folding, meaning 

whether they are involved in interactions holding the protein structure intact, are important 

parameters to be considered. The limitation of this modification is in terms of available 

functional groups, and chances of non-specific reactions from other biomolecules are common. 

The most commonly used handles for such non-specific modifications are amines and thiols 

due to their nucleophilicity [61], meaning commonly modified amino acids are primary amines 
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and cysteines [62]. Carboxylic acid chemical handles can be activated to react with 

nucleophiles [63]. Methods targeting other amino acids have also been reported, but I will brief 

about primary amine and cysteine modifications in this review.  

1.5.2.2.1. N-terminal primary amine modification 

Proteins have plenty of amine handles in them, but the α-amines of N-termini possess a unique 

reactive site for modifications [64]. Amino acid side chains like that of lysines, glutamic and 

aspartic acids are charged at neutral pH to assist solubility of proteins in aqueous solvents and 

are solvent-exposed, indicating their accessibility for modifications [65, 66]. However, 

targeting these residues make their site-selective modifications impossible due to their high 

abundance in the protein sequence [67]. Usually, each protein monomer possesses one N-

terminal amine, which makes them unique reactive sites. The N-terminal α-amines being basic 

and charged at neutral pH, are also expected to be solvent-exposed. A bioinformatics study of 

425 monomeric proteins suggests that 80.3 % of α-amines reside on protein surface [68]. 

Therefore, modifications of these handles can be utilised for generating variants without 

disrupting protein structures.   

A range of electrophiles reacts with primary amines such as activated acids, N-

hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) esters, sulfonyl chlorides, vinyl sulfones, iso(thio)cyanates, and 

squaric acids [66]. The most used electrophile for primary amine modification is NHS ester for 

its reaction to form stable amide bonds and easy commercial availability [61]. N terminal α-

amines possess lower basicity with a pKa of 6-8, compared to that of ~10.5 for other aliphatic 

amines because of the inductive effect from neighbouring carbonyl groups [69]. This results in 

selective acylation at these sites, which the pH of reactions can control. When the pH is 

maintained between 7.2 to 8.5, the reactions at N terminal α-amines are favoured (Figure 

1.8). However, such reactions are limited by the half-life of NHS groups and their rapid 

hydrolysis in aqueous solvents. Hydrolysis of NHS is a function of the reaction pH, and its 

rate increases with an increase in pH. Thus, pH is an important parameter determining the 

specificity and efficiency of acylation. The ester hydrolysis can be minimised by maintaining 

a high concentration of protein molecules [70].  
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Figure 1.8. Reaction of NHS ester to primary amines. 

1.5.2.2.2. Lysine acylation 

Lysines are the most commonly modified natural amino acids [62] because of the high 

nucleophilicity of their side chain primary amines [71]. The amine driven approach discussed 

above can be optimised to target ε-amines of the lysine side chain by preserving alkaline 

reaction pH (Figure 1.9). Lysines are present in all proteins and constitute 6 % of the total 

amino acid content [72]. The high abundance of lysines present many reaction sites on the 

protein and increases the probability of acylation. Such modifications are beneficial when site 

selectivity is not a concern for bioconjugates.  For instance, this modification was used to 

immobilise the protein ricin on gold surfaces [73], where an attachment is the desired 

outcome than site-specificity. Likewise, this was also utilised to conjugate the drug tubulysins 

to antibody trastuzumab for therapeutic applications [74]. 
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Figure 1.9. Linkage of primary amines from lysine to NHS ester. 

1.5.2.2.3. Cysteine modification 

Cysteines possess a thiol group in the side chain that is a strong nucleophile. At pH below 9, 

thiol groups (pKa 8) have greater nucleophilicity than lysine ε-amines (pKa 10.9). [61]. Thiol 

conjugations can thus be fine-tuned to attain a certain degree of site-specificity while avoiding 

cross-reactions from lysines [66].  Cysteines being the least abundant amino acids may not be 

available in target proteins. If not present naturally, site-directed mutagenesis can easily 

incorporate them [61]. Thiol groups can easily form disulphides or alkylate with suitable 

electrophiles (α-halocarbonyls) [75] and Michael acceptors (maleimides, vinyl sulphones etc.) 

[76, 77].   

Cysteines can react with other molecules containing disulphide bonds (Figure 1.10). The 

thiol disulphide exchange that occurs in this reaction requires oxidative conditions, and the 

bond formed is not resistant to reducing agents [61]. This reaction can be beneficial if the 

aim is to release the partner in a reducing environment. It is used in the cytosol of 

mammalian cells to release rhodamine from green fluorescent protein [78]. Maleimides, 

which react stoichiometrically with cysteines, are among the most widely used chemical 

groups for covalent bioconjugation through free thiols (Figure 1.10). Although the protein 

must be held in a reduced state, this reaction is highly effective and precise. This reaction 

is used to prepare an antibody-drug conjugate.
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A polyethylene glycol molecule functionalised with the drug doxorubicin and maleimide 

group was reacted with free thiol groups of antibody, following treatment with 

mercaptoethylamine [79].          

Figure 1.10. Thiol based reactions with maleimide and thiol reagents. 

1.5.2.2.4. Tyrosine modification 

Tyrosine residues contains phenolic hydroxyl group that confers special reactivity [80]. Due to 

the hydrophobic nature of this amino acid, it is generally buried inside the protein structure 

[62]. Since it is usually present around the active sites of proteins [72], it must be carefully 

considered for bioconjugation protocols. Tyrosines can be genetically inserted due to their 

charge neutrality without impacting protein structure or function and the net charge state [81]. 

When it comes to modifications of these residues, a variety of chemical methods can be used. 

Three-component Mannich reactions with aldehyde and aniline reagents [82], palladium-

catalysed alkylation [83], nickel(II)-catalysed radical coupling with magnesium 

monoperoxyphthalate, cerium(IV) ammonium nitrate-catalysed oxidative coupling, and diazo 

arylation in the ortho-position can all be used to target tyrosines [63]. 
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1.5.2.2.5. Other natural amino acid modification  

In the literature, there are a few examples of using other amino acid side chains. Bioconjugation 

of glutamic and aspartic acids via their carboxylic side chains is very popular due to their 

abundance in proteins [84]. Carbodiimide chemistry can activate the carboxylic groups, which 

can then be reacted with amines to form a peptide bond [61]. It is also possible to modify the 

carboxylic moieties with diazo compounds [85], resulting in reversible alkylation. Histidine 

has a nucleophilic property and has been used in traditional alkylation and acylation processes 

[66]. Methionine alkylation of thioether moieties enables the reversible incorporation of a 

variety of functional groups to form stable sulfonium analogues [86]. Tryptophan is an 

excellent choice for site-specific bioconjugation due to its rarity in proteins [61]. In situ 

produced rhodium carbenoid reagents were used to chemically modify the indole side chain 

group, resulting in alkylated indoles [87].  

1.5.2.3. Unnatural amino acid modification 

The 20 natural amino acids cannot fulfil all growing demands in nanotechnologies due to 

limited chemistries available on their side chains. Furthermore, it is challenging to achieve 

chemo and regioselectivity in a sea of functionalities featured by natural amino acids. The best 

way to accomplish this is by conferring novel functionalities to proteins unseen in the 

biological systems. Natural amino acids are modified by attaching unique reaction moieties to 

generate unnatural amino acids (UAA). Over 200 unnatural amino acids have been synthesised 

until now, featuring unique chemical handles. Besides providing novel biochemical properties 

to proteins, their functional chemistries are not interfered with by other biological environment 

factors, meaning no non-specific interactions involved.   Such site-specific reactions have vast 

impacts on industrial research for developing novel biomaterials [88], unnatural enzymes [89], 

custom made therapeutics [90] and flexible bioconjugations [91]. As in this thesis, I am 

interested in developing a starting material with a single site-specific functional point; I will 

discuss only such unnatural amino acids.  Some valuable unnatural amino acids available for 

such protein modifications are outlined in Table 1.1. 
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Table 1.1. Unnatural amino acids used for protein modifications. 

Unnatural 
amino acid 

Application Chemical structure Ref 

p-Azido-L-
phenylalanine 

A range of biorthogonal 
reactions to study protein 
structure and conformations 

[92, 
93] 

p-Iodo-L-tyrosine The heavy atom in this UAA 
facilitates structural studies and 
confer tyrosine phosphorylation 
sites 

[94] 

p-Benzoyl-L-
phenylalanine

Cross-linking agent at 350 -360 
nm with proximal C-H bonds 

[95] 

p-Acetyl-L-
phenylalanine

Biorthogonal reactions with 
hydroxylamines for site-
directed spin labelling  

[96, 
97] 

Lysine derivative- 
Tranexamic acid 

Transfusion therapy [98]
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Cysteine 
derivatives 

Biorthogonal reactions for 
tethering therapeutic cargo  

[99] 

4,5-Dimethoxy-2-
nitrobenzylserine 

Photocaged amino acid [100] 

Dansylalanine Fluorescent [101] 

Although many unnatural amino acids allow site-specific conjugation, azidophenylalanine is 

most the utilised. Azidophenylalanine is a modified version of the natural amino acid 

phenylalanine with an azide group on the side chain. There exists well-established literature on 

its incorporation into proteins and applications in nanomaterials. Furthermore, it offers simple 

reaction chemistries for bioconjugations. As I am interested in using azidophenylalanine 

chemistry for protein modifications, this will be reviewed in-depth in the following sections.  
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1.5.2.3.1. Incorporation of UAA into proteins 

Unnatural amino acids can be incorporated into recombinant proteins by various techniques 

depending on their chemical handles, application and target proteins. In general, the methods 

of incorporation can be in vitro and in vivo. In vitro techniques like solid-phase synthesis [102], 

native chemical ligation [103] and in vitro translation [104] offer low yields and are limited to 

the production of smaller homologous proteins. In vivo strategies utilise translational 

machinery of living cells and are more effective but difficult to execute; these are broadly 

divided into residue-specific [105] and site-specific methods [106].  

Residue specific incorporation is a simple method that does not require genetic manipulation 

of the host expression system [107]. This technique relies on the substrate flexibility of 

aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase (aaRS), the enzyme responsible for attaching a natural amino acid 

to tRNA. Endogenous aaRS charges its appropriate tRNA with an unnatural amino acid and 

incorporates it into proteins instead of natural amino acid [108]. In other words, an amino acid 

analogue is used to misacylate the tRNA rather than the actual amino acid. So, all natural amino 

acid residues intended to be replaced in the protein sequence are replaced with its amino acid 

analogue, resulting in their inclusion at multiple sites. The media is chemically manipulated by 

depleting natural amino acid availability and supplementing its amino acid analogue. This 

technique’s efficiency depends on the concentration of the natural amino acid intended to be 

replaced [105, 109].  This method is suitable for the global addition of unnatural amino acids 

in the desired protein and maximises the incorporation efficiency.  

Site-specific incorporation uses exogenous tRNA/aaRS pairs for the incorporation of unnatural 

amino acids [110]. This necessitates the genetic manipulation of host cells and chemical 

manipulation of the growth media. The unnatural amino acids are only added in response to a 

unique codon defined in the host cell gene. The endogenous tRNA should not recognise this 

codon to code for any natural amino acids [111]. Thus, one of the stop codons, amber (UAG), 

ochre (UAA), and opal (UGA), that usually terminates the protein translation, is utilised. 

Amber codon is generally used for unnatural amino acid incorporation because it is the least 

utilised (7 %) stop codons in Escherichia Coli (E.coli) [112]. Stop codons are placed on the 
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gene where we want an unnatural amino acid to be incorporated. Engineered tRNA/aaRS pair 

works in an orthogonal manner to the host translational system to recognise this codon.  

To minimise cross-talk with the host’s endogenous translation, the evolved aaRS should not 

aminoacylate any endogenous tRNA. Furthermore, the evolved tRNA should not act as a 

substrate for endogenous aaRS.  This is ensured by importing tRNA/aaRS pairs from a different 

host species. Four commonly developed tRNA/aaRS pairs are the Methanococcus jannaschii 

Tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase (MjTyrRS)/tRNACUA pair, the E. coli Tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase 

(EcTyrRS)/tRNACUA pair, the E. coli Leucyl-tRNA synthetase (EcLeuRS)/tRNACUA pair, and 

the Pyrrolysyl-tRNA synthetase (PylRS)/tRNACUA pairs from Methanosarcinae [113]. The 

orthogonality depends on the host organism chosen for protein expression, and a pair 

orthogonal for one organism may not be for other. For instance, the MjTyrRS/tRNACUA pair is 

orthogonal to E. coli but not to eukaryotic cells [113, 114]. A simplified classification of the 

abovementioned methods is presented in Table 1.2. Once the unnatural amino acid 

incorporation is engineered to the host translational machinery, all growth media are 

supplemented with the respective unnatural amino acid. The unnatural amino acids should be 

cell-permeable, non-toxic and stable inside the host cells for this technique to be successful and 

efficient. 
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Table 1.2. Methods of incorporating unnatural amino acids into proteins. 

Cell type Strategy Ref 

Bacterial 

expression 

• Using amber stop codon and engineered tRNA/aaRS pairs

to code for the unnatural amino acid of choice.

• Using two stop codons to code two unnatural amino acids

to the same protein.

• Using auxotrophic cell lines and growth media

supplemented with unnatural amino acid (analogous to

natural amino acids).

• Using engineered tRNA/aaRS pairs and designed

quadruplet codon to add desired unnatural amino acid

[115] 

[116] 

[117–

119] 

[120] 

Mammalian 

expression 

• Using tRNA/aaRS from Archaea that endogenously

incorporate lysine analogues.

• Using amber codon, suppressor tRNA from bacteria and

aaRS from yeast (in CHO cells)

[121] 

[92] 

Yeast 

expression 

• Using amber codon, tRNA/aaRS pairs modified from E.

Coli with promotor from yeast

Cell-free 

expression 

• Using cell-free protein synthesis from cellular

components of E. coli with release factor 1 removed.

[122] 

Chemical 

modifications 

• Using chemicals to alter the side chains of natural amino

acids.

[123]
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1.5.2.3.2. Amber codon suppression 

Certain species utilise stop codons to code for native amino acids. For instance, Methanococcus 

jannaschii adds tyrosine at an amber codon [110]. Such amber recognising tRNAs have been 

successfully used for incorporating unnatural amino acids in E.coli expression systems. To 

attain this a series of modifications must be carried out. The first step is modifying aaRS/tRNA 

pair to no longer code for the native amino acid. The first engineered pairs of aaRS/tRNA 

orthogonal to E.coli host are from Methanococcus jannaschii, where they code for tyrosine. 

The binding site of aaRS is modified from tyrosine to specifically recognise the unnatural 

amino acid (in this case, azidophenylalanine) [124] with minimal loss of aminoacylation 

efficiency [125]. A mutant library of aaRS active sites generated, and selection protocols are 

carried out to obtain the final aaRS. The tRNA is also mutated to acylate the unnatural amino 

acid of interest specifically. Furthermore, the tRNA anticodon is mutated to CUA to recognise 

the TAG codon. The charged tRNACUA then adds the unnatural amino acid in response to the 

TAG codon.  

The amber codon suppression technique uses two plasmids that are co-transformed into host 

cell lines (Figure 1.11). One expression plasmid contains the target protein gene and one 

suppression plasmid with the suppressor tRNACUA and evolved aaRS genes. Suppressor 

plasmid contains multiple copies of tRNA because a high copy number increases the yield of 

target proteins [92]. Moreover, low concentrations of aaRS are maintained to prevent cross-

acylation of endogenous tRNAs with unnatural amino acids. Several generations of suppressor 

plasmids were evolved to improve amber suppression [126–128]. The latest addition was the 

pEVOL plasmid [129], a key improvement to its predecessors, significantly reducing 

production time and cost.  This vector system uses a mixture of constitutive and inducible 

promoters that allows a more refined control of the suppression system. The constitutive 

promoter maintains a basal level of the suppressor system, which can be increased during 

protein expression by the addition of arabinose. A new plasmid system was formed following 

similar technology that allows single and multiple unnatural amino acid mutagenesis [130].  

Two different suppression systems (both amber and ochre) were encoded in this plasmid and 

is termed pUltra. The pUltra was used in conjunction with pEVOL to encode three different 

unnatural amino acids to the same protein.  
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Figure 1.11. Amber codon suppression: Amber codon suppression uses the amber 

codon as a sense codon in translation to add unnatural amino acids (UAA). An 

orthogonal aaRS aminoacylates the complementary amber tRNACUA, which is 

engineered to accept only unnatural amino acids. As a result, a protein with a UAA 

is made. Schematic adapted with permission from [47]. 

One major drawback of amber suppression is its recognition by release factors in the host cells. 

In prokaryotes, the translation is terminated by RF1 and RF2. The RF1 recognises ochre and 

amber, while RF2 releases ochre and opal [131]. When a normal translation is re-assigned to 

amber suppression, the tRNACUA has to compete with the RF1 protein, which causes undesired 

truncations of mutant proteins at the amber site. This issue could be solved by using RF1 

knockout strains of E.coli called C321.ΔA.exp. [132]. It was initially thought that the RF1 

knockout would be lethal to cell lines [133], but mutations of all essential genes coding amber 

by ochre made this possible. A genetically recoded cell line, C321.ΔA.exp. was constructed 

with all amber codons replaced with ochre allowing the deletion of RF1 and improving the 

amber suppression efficiency for the generation of full-length mutant proteins.  
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1.5.2.3.3. Click reactions 

One exciting advantage of engineering proteins with such unique chemical handles is the 

possibility of biorthogonal reactions [134], meaning these have the ability to undergo reactions 

in physiological conditions without interfering with native biochemical reactions [135]. A 

famous category of such reactions is click chemistry, a fast, efficient, high yielding, and 

chemoselective reaction [136]. Click reactions are typically exothermic due to highly energetic 

reactants [137] and proceed under mild conditions like room temperature, aqueous solvents 

without yielding toxic byproducts [138]. Due to the green aspect, there is a growing interest in 

click chemistry for applications like organic synthesis [139], bioconjugation [140], drug 

discovery [141], and material science [142]. Using click chemistry, novel materials can be 

generated with ease because of their ability to simplify complex covalent assembly [143]. 

Mimics of drugs, pharmacophores and natural products can be readily synthesised with this 

chemistry, choosing an appropriate building block [144]. They open the possibility of 

conjugating chemically dissimilar molecules like carbohydrates and peptides, fluorophores and 

proteins by simple reaction chemistry. Therefore, click reactions are an attractive alternative to 

conventional chemistry for conjugating and assembling proteins. This review describes azide 

click chemistry in detail, as I am interested in protein conjugation and assembly technology 

with azidophenylalanine. 

Azides are the most suitable groups for biorthogonal reactions because of no natural reaction 

partners are available in biological systems [145]. Unlike other unnatural amino acids 

containing ketone and aldehyde groups, azides are not present in biomolecules and have a small 

size, neutral net charge, and good physiological stability. In classic Staudinger reactions, azides 

(-N3) react with phosphines (-P3), forming aza-ylides [146]. These reactions, when used in 

chemical biology for bioconjugations, are termed Staudinger ligations. Aza-ylide intermediates 

react with ester carbonyl electrophiles forming five-membered rings, which are then 

hydrolysed to stable amide bonds (Figure 1.12.A).  A modified version of Staudinger ligations 

called traceless Staudinger ligation cleaves the phosphine oxide moiety from the final product 

[147]. This reaction has been used in peptide ligation as a cysteine-free alternative to native 

chemical ligation [148].  
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Along with native chemical ligation, Staudinger ligation has been applied when assembling 

nucleic acids [149]. Other applications involve in vivo and in vitro labelling of biomolecules 

[150], protein immobilisation on solid supports [151], protein detection [152] and protein 

modifications. However, such reactions have drawbacks because phosphine groups are labile 

to oxidation, resulting in the need for a high concentration of phosphine reagents. Additionally, 

phosphine groups cross-react with disulfides that might be problematic for some applications 

[114]. 

Figure 1.12. Bioconjugation with azides: (A) Staudinger ligation; (B) Huisgen 

1,3-dipolar cycloaddition; (C) Copper-catalysed azide-alkyne cycloaddition; (D) 

Strain promoted azide-alkyne cycloadditions. Green circles denote compounds 
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containing azides, while red stars denote molecules containing functional groups 

with azide affinity. 

Another class of azide click chemistry is cycloadditions. Huisgen first identified the 1,3-dipolar 

cycloaddition reaction between azides and acetylenes (Figure 1.12.B) to yield triazoles more 

than four decades ago [153]. Since the reaction necessitates high temperatures to reach 

appreciable speed and sometimes results in mixtures of the two regioisomers, it cannot be 

used in a biological system. This reaction has been modified to a more regioselective, 

copper-catalysed process, which is no longer a Huisgen cycloaddition [154]. The copper-

catalysed azide-alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) is a classic example of click chemistry, 

where azides react with alkynes to form triazole bioconjugates [155].  CuAAC is widely 

used in biological studies due to the efficient and chemoselective generation of 1,2,3-triazole 

ligation under mild conditions in the presence of Cu(I) (Figure 1.12.C). Furthermore, both 

groups can be presented in proteins without distorting the protein structure and function 

[61]. The activated Cu(I) binds to terminal alkynes generating Cu acetylides, which binds 

to azides, delivering a 5-membered triazole ring product [156]. CuAAC has been used for 

viral nanoparticle modifications [157], in vitro [158] and in vivo [159] labelling of 

phospholipids,  protein labelling and modifications [160], and affinity-based protein 

profiling [161]. One drawback of this method is the need for Cu catalyst that could induce 

undesirable reactions in sensitive functional groups leading to oxidative damage of 

biomolecules [162]; this limits their utility in biomedical applications [163].  

Different methods have been developed to overcome the issues associated with the Cu toxicity 

of CuAAC. One approach uses water-soluble ligands for Cu(I) coordination, forming an 

activated Cu catalyst that enhances the reaction at a low metal catalyst concentration [164]. 

Another approach utilises azide ligands with an internal Cu chelating group, which increases 

the Cu concentration at the reaction sites [165]. Finally, the introduction of ring strain to 

alkynes can proceed the cycloaddition in the absence of the Cu(I) catalyst [61].  Strained 

alkynes or cycloalkynes promote faster reaction kinetics to release the ring strain, in contrast 

to unstrained alkynes [166]. Such cycloadditions occur spontaneously and are termed strain 

promoted azide-alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC). SPAAC (Figure 1.12.D) is a powerful tool 

for biomedical uses because no additional reagents are required for the reaction and ligation 

is accomplished by simply mixing and stirring the reactants. SPAAC was effectively applied 

to antibody labelling, 
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western blot analysis [66], in vitro modification of fibroblast cells [167], tumour imaging in 

live mice [168], and viral modifications [169]. Nonetheless, the introduction of bulky 

hydrophobic groups like cyclooctyne could affect the protein structure and stability [170]. 

Furthermore, the synthesis of such groups without compromising reactivity and stability is 

complex. Attempts have been made to improve the SPAAC reaction rates by tailoring 

cyclooctynes. The most common cyclooctynes (Figure 1.13) employed in SPAAC include 

bicyclononyne (BCN), dibenzoazacyclooctyne (DIBAC or DBCO) and dibenzocyclooctyne 

(DIBO).  

Figure 1.13. Chemical structures of BCN, DIBO and DBCO. The red circles 

represent molecules to be conjugated.  

In conclusion, there are many approaches for increasing protein diversity for use as building 

blocks in nanotechnology. If natural amino acids can be modified in a protein of interest, it 

would be ideal since mutating a protein to have certain amino acids takes less effort. If natural 

amino acids are not sufficient to increase the functionality of your protein of interest, unnatural 

amino acids should be used instead. While mutating a protein with an unnatural amino acid 

requires more steps than normal protein expression, the payoff is bioorthogonality and a wider 

variety of functionalities applied to the protein of interest. 
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1.6. Choice of protein 

Bottom-up fabrication of complex nanostructures requires well-defined tectons that are stable 

to all conditions encountered during synthesis and application. Stable protein 1 (SP1) is an 

exceptionally stable protein nanoring resistant to a range of such conditions, making it an ideal 

tecton for bionanotechnology [171]. The protein was first isolated from aspen plants (Populus 

tremula), where its role is that of chaperones. Plants resort to several biochemical pathways to 

cope with environmental stresses like drought, salinity, or heat [172]. Stress induces specific 

genes that lead to accumulation of certain proteins identified as stress-inducible proteins [173]. 

The most common category of stress-inducible proteins is small heat shock proteins (Hsps) and 

are thought to protect cells during stressful conditions. Hsps are molecular chaperones that can 

recognise and bind to misfolded proteins selectively [174]. They have a high thermostability 

and self-assemble to stable multimeric complexes. SP1 is one such protein and can serve as 

biodegradable support for nanotechnologies.  

Figure 1.14. Schematic of SP1: Ring-shaped homododecamer assembled from 12 

identical units (PDB ID: 1TR0).  

One monomer unit of SP1 consists of a 108 amino acid polypeptide chain with 12.4 kDa 

molecular weight [175]. Twelve monomers self-assemble to a dodecamer that is the 
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biologically active form of the protein [176]. The dodecamer unit of SP1 is stable to a range of 

different conditions like extreme temperature, extreme pH change, salinity, and presence of 

certain organic solvents and detergents [177]. As shown in Figure 1.14 above, the crystal 

structure of SP1 reveals a doughnut shape, ~ 11 nm in diameter with an inner pore of ~ 2.5 

nm. The sequence of SP1 differs from that of other Hsps, implying that SP1 belongs to a 

new class of stress-induced proteins. SP1 has a high thermostability, with a melting 

temperature of 107 °C, as determined by differential scanning calorimetry. This indicates that 

the protein is boiling stable, a strategy used for the purification of recombinant SP1 [178]. 

1.6.1. Crystal structure of SP1 

The SP1 monomer has a ferredoxin-like fold [177], meaning it consists of alternating α/β 

structures (Figure 1.15). The protein chain has three α-helices and four antiparallel β-strands 

forming a β-sheet.  The α-helices labelled as H1, H2a and H2b are constituted by residues 

23-39, 74-81 and 84-93, respectively. An antiparallel β-sheet is formed by the strands B3 

(9-17), B1 (45-50), B2 (65-71), and B4 (97-108). The N-terminus points towards the solvent 

and is mobile. Residues 51–64 form a long loop that is mostly unstructured. This loop is used 

in dimer contacts and extends away from the molecule. H1 and H2 form an exterior convex 

surface with several hydrophilic and acidic side chains facing the solvent. The inner side of 

this surface and the β-sheet enclose a hydrophobic core cavity rich in aromatic and 

hydrophobic residues. This region  contains most of the phenylalanine residues of the protein.
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Figure 1.15. Crystal structure of SP1 monomer (PDB ID: 1TR0): Red ribbons (α-

helices) and pink ribbons (β-strands) represent secondary structure elements. The 

hydrophobic region comprises four strands (B1-B4) and the hydrophilic region of 

three helices (H1, H2a & H2b). 

A stable dimer is formed by strong interactions, specifically hydrogen bonding and 

hydrophobic coupling, between two monomers (Figure 1.16.A). The outer regions of β-sheets 

form a β-barrel like model that defines a pore. The loop formed by residues 51–64 at one end 

of the pore covers the distance between the two B4 strands in the dimer. The centre of the core 

is comprised of all hydrophobic side chains from strands B3 and B4. On the other side of the 

pore, closer to the N-termini are hydrophilic. Interdimer interactions are mediated by water 

molecules, include hydrophilic side chains, and charged groups. These interactions mostly 

occur along the B1, H1, and N-terminal tails. Six dimers join along a quasi 6-fold axis to form 

a ring-like dodecamer that closely resembles the electron microscopy images (Figure 1.16.B). 

The coils from dimers, comprised of residues 18–22, protrudes towards the solvent, while the 

N-terminal arms project towards the inner part of the ring. A structural analysis [177] of SP1 

inferred that its thermostability is due to a combination of all these factors.
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Figure 1.16. Crystal structure of SP1(PDB ID:1TR0): (A) SP1 dimer composed 

of two monomers (B) SP1 dodecamer along a pseudo-6-fold- axis. 

1.6.2. Why SP1 

As mentioned above, the benefits of using SP1 as the starting material in bionanotechnology 

are multifold. The well-defined ring geometry is capable of directing different dimensional 

assemblies. The intrinsic stability of SP1’s ring can be used to enhance the properties of other 

unstable molecules by scaffolding them and guiding their assembly. Moreover, thermostability 

adds up to the benefits that could make them robust supports. It is exciting to think about a 

protein that is both durable and capable of directing various functional molecules. Thus, SP1 

offers several advantages to bottom-up fabrication, where a lot many proteins fail. 

Functionalising SP1 monomers would provide novel scaffolds to orient and control other units 

to develop different nanoarchitectures. 

1.6.3. Current functionalisation techniques 

Being a superstable tecton with a unique structure, SP1 has been engineered for several 

nanotechnologies. The first mutant formed from wild type SP1 (WT SP1) was fusing histidine 
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tags at the N-terminal (6His SP1) that guided their assembly with gold nanoparticles to form 

nanotubes [171]. Due to the deprotonated N3 atom in the imidazole ring, histidine is a common 

metal-binding site in proteins. Histidine tags on SP1 attach to nanoparticles forming alternating 

protein and nanoparticle tubes. The same mutant was utilised for in situ formation and 

organisation of palladium nanoparticles inside SP1 rings [179]. The WT SP1 accumulates in 

tumours and displays no apparent immune response following repetitive injections in mice, 

meaning that it may be used to direct active nanoparticles to tumours for both imaging and 

therapy. Two cysteine mutants of SP1 were designed by site-directed mutagenesis by placing 

at two different sites in the ring. In the inner pore of the ring, cysteines were substituted for 

residue 43 (M43C SP1), and in the outer rim of the ring, cysteines were substituted for residue 

8 (L81C SP1) [179]. Both mutants were designed for selective and controlled attachment of 

proteins to unmodified gold surfaces via thiol groups. Various SP1 derivatives have been used 

as a scaffold to represent various protein domains, resulting in enzymatic one [180] and three-

dimensional structures [181]. The silica-binding peptide has been fused at the N-termini of SP1 

to site-specifically bind silicon nanoparticles at the inner core [179]. Similarly, another variant 

with fused graphite binding peptide was formed that selectively attach to sp2 hybridisation of 

carbon. This variant was exploited for templating the formation of two and three-dimensional 

nanodiamond structures [182].  

The unique properties of SP1 provide a framework for designing artificial enzymes that can 

withstand high temperatures. A57C SP1 mutant was designed and grown in auxotrophic cells 

to allow substitution of cysteines with selenocysteines [183]. These catalytic selenium centres 

generated an efficient artificial antioxidase build on SP1. This variant was later assembled to 

enzyme nanotubes with an enhanced catalytic activity using ethylenediamine linkers [184].  

Tyrosine mutants of SP1 were developed that assembled to different nanostructures by enzyme 

catalysis, forming dityrosine bonds (Section 1.5.2.2.4). The location of mutations dictated the 

nanostructure that formed; substitution of residue 84 (vertical A84Y SP1) generated nanotubes, 

while substitution of residue 98 (lateral S98Y SP1) generated nanosheets [185]. Although SP1 

has been modified by natural amino acid side chains and linker molecules, unnatural amino 

acid modification has not been yet explored for this protein.  
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1.7. Aims and objectives of this thesis 

The major goal of this thesis was to generate novel variants of SP1 by incorporating 

azidophenylalanine (pAzF) in the ring. A former Gerrard lab member (Dr. Frankie Conroy) 

has established protocols based on pEVOL plasmids for the tRNA suppression method and a 

C321.ΔA.exp cell line to incorporate azidophenylalanine into human peroxiredoxin 3. This is 

explored in detail in Chapter 3, and it is a work that I continue to develop with SP1. SP1 offer 

advantages over human peroxiredoxin 3 in terms of inherent protein stability. 

1.7.1. Chapter 2 

The materials and methods used throughout this thesis are discussed in Chapter 2. 

1.7.2. Chapter 3 

Chapter 3 generated two variants of SP1 by incorporating the unnatural amino acid, 

azidophenylalanine into the polypeptide chain of SP1 and ensured that these variants are stable 

and functional with various molecules attached to them. 

1.7.3. Chapter 4 

The azide groups were used in click reactions for site-specific conjugation of other functional 

molecules. However, the size range of molecules that can be attached to SP1 and the efficiency 

of the reaction is unclear. Chapter 4 evaluated the potential of SP1-pAzF variants to bind other 

functional molecules like fluorophore, enzymes and nanoparticle.  

1.7.4. Chapter 5 

The most useful bioconjugates formed in Chapter 4 were assembled into two-dimensional 

nanosheets in Chapter 5. Different techniques were used and compared to generate functional 
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nanosheets. This developed surface was electrochemically tested for any enhancement of 

properties associated with proximity effects.  

1.8. Conclusion  

Overall, this study demonstrates how the SP1 protein can be improved as a starting material 

for nanotechnological applications. This involves adding an unnatural amino acid into the 

polypeptide chain for generating novel variants of the protein. The development and 

improvement of SP1 tectons, constructed with an active and functional azide group, was 

illustrated for the first time utilising SP1. Moreover, the potential for scaffolding functional 

molecules and forming nanomaterials was demonstrated using these tectons. 
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Chapter 2.   Materials and methods 

2.1. Introduction 

This chapter outlines the materials and techniques used throughout this project. The techniques 

used vary from simple biochemistry to high-resolution scanning probes like atomic force 

microscope. The plasmid vectors used in this project were produced commercially by Epoch 

Life Sciences, Inc. (Sugar Land, TX, US). User manuals from GE healthcare Life Sciences 

guided basic protein purification and column maintenance procedures. Modified protein 

purification techniques established by Shoseyov et al. at Hebrew University of Jerusalem were 

implemented where appropriate.   

2.2. Materials 

The following subsections list all materials used throughout this project. 

2.2.1. Chemicals 

The majority of the chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Auckland, New Zealand) 

or Invitrogen (Victoria, Australia), unless stated otherwise. The water used throughout this 

thesis was purified in a Milli-Q system (Millipore) which was further filtered (0.22 μm) and 

degassed using a vacuum filter apparatus.   

2.2.2. SP1 constructs used 

To generate SP1 mutants, the crystal structure of the wild type protein solved by Wangxia et 

al. (PDB ID: 1TR0) was used to select the position/amino acid residues for mutation to produce 

functionalised constructs [177]. The PyMOL™ software package version 2.1.1 was used to 
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visualise and assess the mutation sites in the SP1 ring.  The alterations made in the monomer 

sequence for mutant generation are highlighted in coloured font in the sequence sections below. 

2.2.2.1. WT SP1 amino acid sequence 

MATRTPKLVKHTLLTRFKDEITREQIDNYINDYTNLLDLIPSMKSFNWGTDLGMESA

ELNRGYTHAFESTFESKSGLQEYLDSAALAAFAEGFLPTLSQRLVI DYFLY 

2.2.2.2. 6His SP1 amino acid sequence 

MRGS HHHHHH GS MATRTPKLVKHTLLTRFKDEITREQIDNYINDYTNLLDLIPSM 

KSFNWGTDLGMESAELNRGYTHAFESTFESKSGLQEYLDSAALAAFAEGFLPTLSQR

LVI DYFLY 

• Polyhistidine tag

2.2.2.3. S98pAzF SP1 amino acid sequence 

MRGS HHHHHH GS 

MATRTPKLVKHTLLTRFKDEITREQIDNYINDYTNLLDLIPSM 

KSFNWGTDLGMESAELNRGYTHAFESTFESKSGLQEYLDSAALAAFAEGFLPTLSQR 

LVI DYFLY 

• Polyhistidine tag

• Serine residue mutated to pAzF via unnatural amino acid incorporation
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2.2.2.4. A84pAzF SP1 amino acid sequence 

MRGS HHHHHH GS 

MATRTPKLVKHTLLTRFKDEITREQIDNYINDYTNLLDLIPSM 

KSFNWGTDLGMESAELNRGYTHAFESTFESKSGLQEYLDSAALAFAEGFLPTLSQRL 

VI DYFLY 

• Polyhistidine tag

• Alanine residue mutated to pAzF via unnatural amino acid incorporation

2.2.3. Bacterial strains 

2.2.3.1. DH5α 

This E. coli strain was used for propagation of plasmids pQE80L and pET151. The plasmid 

pEVOL was shipped in DH5α cells and was isolated as described in Section 2.3.6.2. 

2.2.3.2. BL21 (DE3) 

This E. coli strain was used for protein expression of WT SP1. Laboratory bacterial strains 

were commercially obtained from Life Technologies or were sourced in-house. Aliquots of 

competent bacteria were produced using the method of Section 2.3.1 to take the plasmid of 

interest.   

2.2.3.3. C321.ΔA.exp 

This special strain was used for unnatural amino acid (UAA) related work as detailed in 

Chapter 3. In order to reassign the translational function of the TAG stop codon, the E.coli 

strain C321 [132] has all its endogenous TAG codons replaced with a TAA sequence that 

allows the deletion of release factor 1, hindering the translational termination. Competent 
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samples of C321 E.coli were produced in-house using the method of Section 2.3.1 and 

plasmids were transformed in them as detailed in Section 2.3.2. 

2.2.4. Plasmids 

Table 2.1. List of plasmids used throughout this thesis. 

Plasmid Antibiotic 
marker 

Comments 

peT151 ampicillin WT SP1 sequence was cloned into pET151 vector (Epoch) 

pQE80L ampicillin This plasmid was used for unnatural amino acid related 
work and is compatible with C321.ΔA cells to express SP1 
mutants (Chapter 3). Protein is expressed with 6His tag at 
the N terminus. 

pEvol chloramphenicol This so-called suppression plasmid was used for unnatural 
amino acid work (Chapter 3) and generates the orthogonal 
pairs required for UAA incorporation and mutant protein 
expression. 

2.2.5. Growth media 

All media used for bacterial culture was prepared in Milli-Q water, were adjusted to pH 7.4 

and sterilised by autoclaving at 120 ℃. Media was stored at room temperature before use. 

Table 2.3 lists all media types used and the recipe components. 
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Table 2.2. List of media. 

Media Composition 

Luria-Bertani 1 % (w/v) Trypton 

0.5 % (w/v) Yeast extract 

1 %  (w/v) Sodium chloride 

Luria-Bertani agar 1 % (w/v) Trypton 

0.5 % (w/v) Yeast extract 

1 % (w/v) Sodium chloride 

1.2 % (w/v) Bacterial agar 

2YT 1.6 % (w/v) Trypton 

1 % (w/v) Yeast extract 

0.5 % (w/v) Sodium chloride 

2.2.6. Antibiotics 

Stock solutions of antibiotics were prepared by dissolving them in Milli-Q water/ethanol as 

required. Solutions were filtered with 0.22 μm syringe filters and stored as 1 ml aliquots at -20 
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°C for up to one year. The following table summarises the antibiotics used, their stock and 

working concentrations. 

Table 2.3. List of antibiotics used. 

Antibiotic Stock concentration Working concentration 

Ampicillin  100 mg/ml 100 μg/ml 

Chloramphenicol  37 mg/ml 37 μg/ml 

2.2.7. Buffers and solutions 

All buffers and solutions were prepared fresh in Milli-Q water and were degassed and vacuum 

filtered to 0.22 μm. The following table summarises the buffers used for this project. 
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Table 2.4. List of buffers and their composition. 

Process Buffer Composition 

Boiling 
purification 

Lysis buffer 20 mM Tris.HCl, 137 mM NaCl, 3 mM  MgCl2 and 1 
mM EDTA, pH = 8. 

Ion exchange 
chromatography 

Buffer A0 

Buffer B0 

20 mM Tris.HCl, 30 mM NaCl, pH = 8. 

20 mM Tris.HCl, 1 M NaCl, pH = 8. 

Immobilised 
Metal Affinity 

Chromatography 

Lysis buffer 

Buffer A 

Buffer B 

20 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 30 mM imidazole, 
pH = 8 

20 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 30 mM imidazole, 
pH = 8 

20 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 500 mM imidazole, 
pH = 8 

Size exclusion 
chromatography 

SEC buffer 10 mM PBS, pH 7.4 

Storage 
buffer 

20 mM HEPES, 50 mM NaCl, 50 % glycerol, pH = 8 

NHS linker 
binding 

PB buffer 100 mM sodium phosphate, 150 mM NaCl, pH = 7.4 

Strain promoted 
azide-alkyne 
cycloaddition 

CR buffer  100 mM PB, pH = 7.4 
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2.3. Molecular biology 

2.3.1. Competent cell preparation 

A CaCl2 chemical competent method [186] was used to prepare competent cells for this project. 

To make the cells, a fresh Luria-Bertani agar plate was streaked (Section 2.3.5) from glycerol 

stocks of previously made chemically competent cells, without adding antibiotics to the media. 

The plate was grown at 37 ℃ for 12 hours. A single colony was picked with a sterile tip and 

transferred to 10 ml of Luria-Bertani. This seed culture (Section 2.3.3) was incubated at 37 ℃, 

with shaking at 180 rpm for 12 hours. A 500 μl volume of this culture was used to inoculate 50 

ml Luria-Bertani in a 250 ml sterile flask and incubated for 1.5-3 hours at 37℃ with shaking 

until the optical density at 600 nm (OD600) reached 0.4-0.6. Cells were cooled on ice and 

harvested into ice-cold falcon tubes by centrifugation at 2500 g, 4 ℃ for 5 minutes. The pellets 

were resuspended in 25 ml ice-cold 0.1 M CaCl2 and incubated on ice for 1 hour. This 

suspension was centrifuged at 4000 g, 4 ℃ for 8 minutes, and was resuspended in 3 ml of ice-

cold 0.1 M CaCl2 supplemented to 15 % (v/v) glycerol. The cells were transferred in 100 μl 

aliquots to 1.5 ml sterile Eppendorf tubes and were flash cooled with liquid nitrogen and finally 

stored at -80 ℃. 

2.3.2. Bacterial transformation 

A CaCl2 heat shock method was used for transforming bacteria. A vial of chemically competent 

cells was thawed on ice for 10 minutes, 50-100 ng of plasmid was added and gently mixed by 

pipetting. Following incubation on ice for 15 minutes, the sample was subjected to heat shock 

at 42 ℃ for 45 seconds and was immediately transferred onto ice for an additional 5 minutes. 

The cells were diluted in 900 μl sterile Luria-Bertani followed by incubation at 37 ℃ for 40 

minutes with 350 rpm shaking. The cells were then centrifuged using Eppendorf 5417R 

Refrigerated Microcentrifuge at 12,000 rpm for 30 seconds and resuspended in 50 μl Luria-

Bertani. This was spread onto an Luria-Bertani agar plate with appropriate antibiotics and 

grown overnight at 37 ℃. 
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2.3.3. Bacterial seed culture 

A single colony was picked with a sterile tip from a Luria-Bertani agar plate and used to 

inoculate 15 ml of Luria-Bertani broth with antibiotic selection for the plasmid of interest. This 

was incubated for 12-16 hours overnight at 37 ℃ with shaking at 180 rpm. Bacterial growth 

was confirmed by the appearance of the culture as a cloudy haze. 

2.3.4. Glycerol stock preparation 

Glycerol stocks were prepared for long-term storage of bacterial strains. The overnight seed 

culture and Luria-Bertani with 50 % glycerol were gently mixed in a 1:1 ratio and were 

aliquoted into 1 ml volumes before flash cooling in liquid nitrogen for storage at -80 ℃. 

2.3.5. Bacterial streaking 

Starting from glycerol stocks of a transformed strain, an Luria-Bertani agar plate with 

appropriate antibiotic selection was streaked as follows. A vial of glycerol stock was taken 

from -80 storage and kept on ice to prevent it from thawing. Using a sterile loop, pipette tip or 

toothpick, a small amount of bacterial stock was picked and spread over a section of Luria-

Bertani agar plate containing appropriate antibiotics. This was streaked across the plate 4-5 

times, each time using a fresh sterile loop, pipette tip or toothpick. The plate was then incubated 

overnight at 37 ℃. 

2.3.6. Plasmid manipulation 

2.3.6.1. Commercially prepared plasmids 

WT SP1 gene was obtained in collaboration with Hebrew University of Jerusalem and was 

commercially cloned into the pET151 vector (Epoch Life Sciences). All protein genes of 
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interest used for this project were cloned into suitable vectors and were obtained from Epoch 

Life Sciences.  

2.3.6.2. Plasmid isolation from E. coli 

Small-scale plasmid isolation was performed with 5 ml overnight cultures of transformed 

DH5α using the commercial Qiagen mini kit (Bio-Strategy, Auckland, New Zealand). This was 

conducted for the sequencing of the transformed plasmids to ensure in-frame cloning and 

sequencing fidelity. Purified plasmids were kept at -20°C storage until required for sequencing 

or for transformation.  

2.3.6.3. Plasmid sequencing  

The fidelity of plasmid sequences was confirmed with Sanger sequencing conducted at the 

University of Auckland Genomics Centre as a service. The desired plasmid was transformed 

into BL21 (DE3) cells and was purified using a plasmid isolation mini kit before sending for 

sequencing with appropriate PCR primers. The data were analysed using the CLC viewer 

sequencing software. 

2.4. Protein expression 

2.4.1. Bacterial culture for protein expression 

Plasmids were transformed into appropriate bacterial cells as described in Section 2.3.2 and 

glycerol stocks were prepared (Section 2.3.4). All protein expression experiments start with 

the streaking of glycerol stocks on Luria-Bertani agar (Section 2.3.5) and the growth of 

overnight seed cultures (Section 2.3.3). Overnight seed cultures form the starter culture for all 

small scale and large-scale protein expression experiments. 
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2.4.2. Small-scale expression 

Small-scale expression trials were performed to optimise the temperature, induction timing and 

total incubation time. IPTG induction was used for this project. A 500 μl volume of overnight 

seed culture was used to inoculate 50 ml Luria-Bertani in each of several 250 ml sterile flasks 

that were subsequently incubated at a range of temperatures (Table 2.5) with shaking at 180 

rpm until OD600 reached 0.4-0.6. Protein expression was induced in all flasks by adding IPTG 

to a final concentration of 1 µM. Samples of 500 μl volume were taken at various time points 

(Table 2.5) and were harvested by centrifugation at 12000 rpm using an Eppendorf 5417R 

Refrigerated Microcentrifuge at 4 ℃ for 5 minutes. The cells were resuspended in 100 μl of 

NuPAGE loading buffer and heated at 100 ℃ for 10 minutes. Finally, 12 μl samples were 

analysed by SDS-PAGE (Section 2.7.2). 

Table 2.5. Small-scale expression trials: The range of temperatures and 

incubation times used for expression trails. Each of these conditions were 

harvested and analysed by SDS-PAGE. 

Induction temperature Time of incubation 

18 ℃ Overnight 

28 ℃ 8 hours 

30 ℃ 6 hours 

37 ℃ 4 hours 
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2.4.3. Large-scale expression 

The optimised conditions from small-scale expression trials were used to carry out large-scale 

expression of recombinant proteins. A 5 ml overnight starter culture was used to inoculate 500 

ml of Luria-Bertani (with antibiotics and PEG) in 2 L baffled culture flasks. The cells were 

grown at 37 ℃ with shaking at 180 rpm until the OD600 reached 0.4-0.6. IPTG was added at a 

final concentration of 1 mM for induction and the expression was carried out at the optimised 

temperature and incubation time. The cells were harvested by centrifuging at 4000 rpm in 1 L 

centrifuge bottles in a Sorvall RC6 plus (rotor F10S6x500Y) instrument for 30 minutes. The 

cell pellets were resuspended in 10 ml of suitable lysis buffer (Section 2.2.6, depending on the 

type of purification), either to be used immediately or stored at -20 ℃ for up to one month. 

This suspension could also be snap frozen in liquid N2 and stored at -80 ℃ for several months. 

2.5. Protein purification 

2.5.1. Protein extraction 

Cell lysis is the first step of protein extraction. A high-shear microfluidic homogeniser 

(Microfluidics M-110P Microfluidizer™) was used for cell disruption at 18,000 psi, 4 ℃ for 

the release of soluble protein from the bacterial suspension. The sample is passed through a 

disruption chamber at high speed and pressure where it is subjected to high shear forces to 

break open the cells. The lysate containing cell debris and soluble fractions was collected and 

centrifuged at 15,100 rpm for 30 minutes using an ultracentrifuge, Sorvall RC6 plus (2215-

8x50y rotor). For unknown proteins, 100 μl samples were collected from each stage of 

extraction for analysis by SDS-PAGE (Section 2.7.2) to characterise whether the protein of 

interest was present in insoluble or soluble fractions. Each of the SP1 proteins were expressed 

in the soluble fraction and were purified as described in the following sections.   
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2.5.2. Purification by heat denaturation 

Heat denaturation was conducted for WT SP1 without a 6His tag attached. Here we exploit the 

heat stable nature of SP1, where the total soluble fraction was heated at 85 ℃ for 30 minutes 

and then cooled on ice for 15 minutes. The boiling soluble fraction was collected by 

centrifuging at 15,100 rpm, 4℃ using a Sorvall RC6 plus (2215-8x50y rotor) instrument for 

30 minutes. The clarified boiling soluble fraction was filtered using 0.22 μm syringe filters and 

was purified further by anion exchange chromatography (Section 2.5.3).    

2.5.3. Ion Exchange Chromatography purification 

Ion exchange chromatography (IEX) was employed after boiling purification to further purify 

SP1. The purification is based on the charge and the ionic strength of the proteins and buffers. 

Elution was conducted using a linear gradient of salt concentration. Filtered boiling soluble 

fraction was loaded onto a 5 ml Hi-Load FF anion exchange column pre-equilibrated in buffer 

A0 for 10 column volumes using a Gilson peristaltic pump. The column was washed with an 

additional 10 column volumes of buffer A0 following protein application to remove any 

unbound or weakly bound species. The column was connected to an AKTA Explorer system 

(GE Healthcare) and protein was eluted by applying a linear gradient from 0-100 % buffer B0 

containing 1 M NaCl. Eluted protein samples were collected in 0.5 ml fractions in 96 well 

plates. Each fraction was analysed by SDS-PAGE (Section 2.7.2) and relevant fractions 

pooled, concentrated (Section 2.6.1) and further purified using size exclusion chromatography 

(Section 2.5.5). 

2.5.4. Immobilised Metal Affinity Chromatography (IMAC) purification 

IMAC purification was performed using pre-packed 5 ml HiLoad FF IMAC columns (GE 

Healthcare) for all SP1 mutants expressed with a 6His tag. The clarified lysate was filtered 

using combined 0.4 μm and 0.22 μm syringe filters, and was subsequently loaded onto IMAC 

columns pre-equilibrated with 10 column volumes of buffer A. The column was washed with 

10 column volumes of buffer A to remove all unbound proteins and residues. The protein was 
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eluted over a linear gradient (0-100%) of elution buffer B using an AKTA Explorer system. 

All flow rates were maintained at 5 ml/min. Eluted protein was concentrated and analysed by 

SDS-PAGE. 

2.5.5. Preparative Size Exclusion Chromatography 

Purified protein fractions from the above mentioned steps were further subjected to size 

exclusion chromatography (SEC) column as a final “polishing” step. A Superdex 200 10/300 

GL increase or HiLoad 300 pg 16/160 columns (GE Healthcare) were used depending on the 

quantity of sample and resolution of separation required. Separation was achieved at a flowrate 

of 0.7 ml/min in appropriate buffer and eluted proteins were collected in 0.5 ml fractions in 98 

well plates. Relevant fractions was analysed by SDS-PAGE, pooled, concentrated and stored 

at 4 ℃ for up to a week or flash frozen in liquid N2 and stored at -80 ℃ for long term storage 

(Section 2.6.3). 

2.6. Other Protein manipulations 

2.6.1. Protein concentration 

Protein samples at all stages of purification were concentrated to desired volumes using 

centrifugal concentrators. A range of concentrators was used depending on the molecular 

weight cut-off (~1/3rd of the molecular mass of the protein to be concentrated to avoid any 

protein loss) and sample volume to be concentrated. Bigger volumes were concentrated with 

15 ml Amicon filters (Millipore) of suitable molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) by spinning at 

4000 rpm using a Heraeus Multifuge™ X3R centrifuge, 4℃ for 15 minutes to final volumes 

of ~500 μl. Smaller volume concentrators either 2 ml or 0.5 ml capacity were used where the 

desired final volumes were ~20 μl and ~10 μl respectively. 
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2.6.2. Buffer exchange 

Buffer exchange was performed to remove the glycerol in storage buffers or when the sample 

buffer was not suitable for any particular experiment. Exchange was performed using any of 

the following methods: 

2.6.2.1. Concentrator 

Amicon 15 ml concentrators were used for buffer exchanging protein samples. A 500 μl 

volume of the sample in old buffer was added to 14.5 ml of the desired buffer and centrifuged 

at 4000 rpm, 4 ℃ using a Heraeus Multifuge™ X3R centrifuge for 15 minutes. The dilution 

and concentration was repeated to sufficiently dilute/exchange the old buffer.   

2.6.2.2. Dialysis 

Dialysis membrane (3000 kDa MWCO) from Thermo Fisher Scientific was prepared by cutting 

to the desired length and wetting in water followed by buffer. Protein solution was added up to 

a volume of ~25 ml to the membrane clipped closed at one end. The other end was clipped 

closed and the membrane suspended in a container filled with 2500 ml of the desired buffer 

solution. The buffer was stirred with a magnetic stirrer to increase the rate of transfer and 

dialysis was conducted in a cold room at 4 ℃. Dialysis was completed overnight.  

2.6.2.3. Size exclusion chromatography 

Total buffer exchange was also achieved using SEC (Section 2.5.5). Another quick and easy 

method for small volume buffer exchange that works on the same principle as SEC column 

uses the Bio-Spin6 columns from BioRad. These disposable buffer exchange columns were 

pre-equilibrated with new buffer and exchange performed according to manufacturer’s 

instructions.  
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2.6.3. Protein storage 

Purified proteins are stored at different conditions according to their stability and utility. For 

short-term storage up to a week, samples could be stored at 4 ℃ under reducing conditions. 

For long-term storage, protein sample was buffer exchanged to storage buffer with 50 mM 

NaCl and 5 % glycerol, flash cooled and stored at -80 ℃. SP1 and its mutants are usually stored 

at concentrations ~5 mg/ml and in 1 ml aliquots. It is advisable to use freshly thawed proteins 

for all experiments. Thawed proteins were buffer exchanged into fresh buffers as required for 

a specific experiment. 

2.7. Protein characterisation 

2.7.1. Calculating protein concentration 

2.7.1.1. Bradford assay 

The Bradford assay is based on the principle of visible colour change of Coomassie Brilliant 

Blue G-250 dye on binding to protein molecules. The Bradford reagent when maintained in 

acidic conditions appears brown in colour and protein binding stabilises the anionic form of 

the dye, which is blue in colour. Assays were performed using a BioRad Bradford kit in 96-

well plates with reference to a BSA standard. Assay reagent was diluted in Milli-Q water as 

per manufacturer’s instructions and was filtered with 0.2 μm syringe filters. BSA solutions 

were prepared at four different concentrations in the range of 0.1- 0.9 mg/ml and 10 μl of 

protein solution was placed in wells with 200 μl of the diluted assay reagent. Well solutions 

were gently mixed by pipetting and were incubated for 5 minutes. Absorbance was measured 

at 595 nm using a spectrophotometer and unknown protein concentrations were calculated with 

reference to a standard curve generated for BSA. 
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2.7.1.2. Nanodrop spectrophotometric analysis 

The concentration of purified protein can also be determined by measuring UV absorption at 

280 nm with a Nanodrop 2000 instrument. The Expasy ProtParam online server was used to 

calculate extinction coefficients of proteins from amino acid sequence. The following equation 

was then applied to calculate concentration: 

Concentration = (A280/ε280) * l 

Where A280 is absorption at 280 nm (AU), ε280 is the extinction coefficient at 280 nm (M-1 cm-

1) and l is the path length (1 mm for Nanodrop 2000). 

2.7.1.3. UV carry spectrophotometer  

For some critical experiments, highly accurate measurement of concentrations are required. A 

carry UV spectrophotometer 4000 was used to measure A280 in such cases. A 200 μl volume 

of diluted protein solution was measured in a 10 mm quartz cuvette from 200-800 nm and with 

subtraction from a blank solution containing no protein. The absorbance was maintained below 

1 to ensure measurements within the linear range by sample dilution and using the dilution 

factor as a multiplier for concentration calculations. 

2.7.2. Sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-

PAGE) 

Protein samples were characterised by SDS_PAGE under denaturing conditions to determine 

molecular mass with reference to a ladder containing different protein standards. The presence 

and absence of additional bands is indicative of protein purity. Protein samples of 7 μl volume 

were mixed with 7 μl of 2X NuPage loading dye and were heated for 5 minutes at 95 °C. The 

sample was then centrifuged at 10,000 rpm using an Eppendorf 5417R Refrigerated 

Microcentrifuge for 25 seconds at 4 ℃. A Novex™ precast protein gel cassette was placed in 

its matching gel tank after removing the white tab at the bottom, and was clamped in place 
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within the holders. The buffer tank was filled with 1X MES buffer provided by the 

manufacturer. The anode section was filled halfway with the same buffer and 12 μl of each 

sample along with 7 μl of ladder (Bio-Rad pre-stained protein standard) were loaded in the 

wells. Electrophoresis was carried out at 160 V for 45 minutes or until the ladder reached the 

bottom of the gel cassette. The cassette was recovered from the tank and carefully broken with 

a spatula without breaking the gel. The gel was then washed three times in Milli-Q water 

followed by staining with a Coomassie solution for 1 hour. The gel was again washed three 

times in Milli-Q water and soaked in de-stain for 1 hour. The gel was then documented 

electronically using a BioRad gel dock instrument.     

2.7.3. Blue Native PAGE (BN-PAGE) 

Native state molecular mass and homogeneity of the SP1 protein was determined using BN-

PAGE. This analysis is particularly important for SP1 to confirm both purity and the 

homogeneity of the assembled species in solution because thermostable proteins occur as 

multiple oligomeric bands on SDS-PAGE. In-house native loading buffer was prepared 

according to the manufacturer’s instruction. A protein sample of 7 μl volume was mixed with 

7 μl of loading buffer (no heat treatment) and was loaded into a native gel cassette set in a 

conventional gel tank (Section 2.7.2). Cathode buffer was added to the front section of the gel 

tank and the back side of the tank was filled with anode buffer to half-way. Electrophoresis 

was carried out at 100 V for 3 hours before the gel cassette was recovered and 

processed/imaged as described for SDS-PAGE.  

2.7.4. Analytical size-exclusion chromatography 

The sample preparation method remains the same as described in Section 2.5.5. For the 

bioconjugation experiments in Chapter 4, samples were analysed using two wavelengths to 

monitor conjugation. Co-elution of peaks at both wavelengths confirmed successful 

conjugation.   
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2.7.5. Circular dichroism spectroscopy (CD) 

The secondary structure of SP1 and its native state folding were examined using circular 

dichroism (CD). Protein solutions were diluted to 0.5 mg/ml with Milli-Q H2O and placed in a 

1 mm path length quartz cuvette [187]. A Chirascan CD spectrophotometer was employed with 

wavelength scans from 180 nm-300 nm at 20 ℃ temperature. The sample spectrum was 

subtracted from that of blank Milli-Q and data were converted to mean residue ellipticity by 

multiplying by a conversion factor calculated as shown in the equation below [188]: 

  [molecular weight (g/ml) * protein concentration (mg/ml)] 

Conversion factor  = 

[number of amino acids * path length (mm)] 

2.7.6. Negative stain transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

TEM was used to analyse microstructures of samples and image them. A high energy electron 

beam is transmitted through copper grids coated with a thin layer of sample. Differential 

scattering of electrons is achieved in negative staining by coating the samples with heavy 

metals [189]. This leads to phase contrast, generating images of the sample on the grid. 

Negative stain TEM was used to view the novel structures formed by SP1. Carbon-coated 
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Formvar 400 mesh copper grids (Electron Microscopy Sciences) were used for sample 

deposition. A 2% solution of uranyl acetate (UA) was used as negative stain for this project. 

The stain was filtered with 0.22 μm syringe filters (Millipore, MA, USA) prior to use. The 

grids were negatively charged with a glow discharge just before use and one of the following 

two techniques was used for sample preparation.  

2.7.6.1. Single droplet method 

A glow discharged grid was successively placed inverted onto 50 μl drops of 0.1 μg/ml protein, 

water, and UA stain for 60 seconds each. Filter paper was used to blot excess liquid from the 

grids that were then air dried for a few minutes before imaging [190]. 

2.7.6.2. Side blotting method 

A side blotting technique was applied to samples that tended to otherwise aggregate on the grid 

when the single droplet method was used. In this method, 3 μl of sample was placed on a glow 

discharged grid clamped with a self-closing, antistatic and anti-capillary tweezer. After 

incubating for 60 seconds, the grid was blotted from one side with filter paper letting the 

capillary action remove excess liquid. The grid was immediately flipped onto a 50 μl water 

droplet and side bloated and this procedure repeated two more time. The grids were quickly 

flipped onto a 50 μl drop of 2 % UA drop, incubated for 1 minute and side blotted using filter 

paper. This application of UA was conducted twice. The grids were air-dried for few a minutes 

before imaging [191]. 

2.7.7. Mass spectrometry 

2.7.7.1. Liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) 

The appearance of bands on a protein gel is indicative of their purity and molecular mass. 

However, any bands of unknown or ambiguous identity were confirmed to match with the 

protein of interest by conducting peptide sequencing. A gel band if interest was excised with a 
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razor, cut into 1 mm square pieces and processed by Martin Middleditch (Mass Spectrometry 

Facility, University of Auckland). The gel pieces were de-stained and proteins were extracted 

from the bands. Protein was additionally digested with trypsin and GluC proteases to a mixture 

of peptides, which were examined using LC-MS/MS. The data was also processed and analysed 

in collaboration with Martin Middleditch. 

2.7.7.2. Native state mass spectrometry  

Native state mass spectrometry was used to study the gas phase oligomeric states of SP1 and 

for quantification of the SP1 mutants developed (Chapter 3). The protein samples were buffer 

exchanged into 100 mM ammonium acetate, pH 8 using Bio-Spin6 desalting columns. Protein 

samples of 50 μl volume and 1 mg/ml concentration were washed four times with the buffer 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Section 2.6.2.3). This process removes buffer 

salts that might otherwise interfere in the analysis. Samples were given to Dr. Nicholas 

Demarrias for analysis (Mass Spectrometry Facility and School of Biological Sciences, the 

University of Auckland). Nano-electrospray ionisation mass spectrometry was conducted by 

diluting the samples to 20 μM and placing them into a Bruker SolariX XR 7T Fourier transform 

ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics, Billerica, MA) employing a 

nanoelectrospray ionisation source (NanoSpray, Bruker Daltonics, Billerica, MA). Samples 

were inserted into the instrument using gold-coated borosilicate capillaries and experiments 

were conducted under ion trap collision energy of 0 and 50 V. Software analysis and data 

processing were carried out by Dr. Demarrias.   

2.7.8. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging of proteins was used at different stages of this project 

to study topography profiles in addition to lateral imaging techniques like TEM [192]. Protein 

concentrations of 10- 20 μg/ml in suitable buffer (with divalent ions) were deposited onto a 

mica sheet cut into appropriate dimensions to sit on an AFM sample stage. The mica was 

cleaved repeatedly using tape until a smooth uniform surface was obtained. Following this, 20 

μl of protein solution was dropped onto the mica substrate and was incubated for 10 minutes. 
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Extra buffer (10 μl) was added to the existing solution and further incubated for 5 minutes. The 

substrate was then washed with water to prevent any buffer salt precipitation and was finally 

air dried for a few hours before imaging. Some SP1 assemblies including the Langmuir-

Blodgett (LB) film (Chapter 5) were immobilised directly from an LB trough onto freshly 

cleaved mica sheet (Ted Pella PELCO® Hi-Grade Mica, V2). For all AFM results presented in 

this thesis, the Cypher ES AFM was employed in contact mode using a silicon probe with a 

resonance frequency of 150 Hz (Tap150, Budget Sensors, Sofia, Bulgaria). 

2.8. Expression in an E.coli host 

Wang et.al successfully expressed and purified WT SP1 as a soluble sample [178]. The same 

protocol was used for initial purification trials of WT SP1. A peT151 plasmid containing WT 

SP1 gene was transformed into BL21 cells and expression trials conducted as described in 

Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, respectively. The expression conditions for WT SP1 were optimised 

by performing small-scale expression trails as detailed in Section 2.4.2, and the optimised 

system was applied for large-scale expression. Cells were grown from starter cultures incubated 

for ~ 3 hours, followed by induction with 1 mM IPTG and incubation for 4 hours at 37 ℃. The 

cells were harvested, resuspended in lysis buffer (Table 2.4), and lysed with a cell disruptor 

(Section 2.5.1).  

2.9. Dissolving pAzF 

For recombinant expression of SP1-pAzF mutants, growth media should be enriched with 

pAzF. Commercial pAzF was acquired from Bachem® and dissolved in a sodium hydroxide 

solution. A 1 M stock solution in 1 M NaOH was made fresh for every purification batch. This 

was added at a final concentration of 1 mM in expression cultures. 

2.10. Expression in C321.ΔA.exp. host 

Initial azide incorporation expression trials were conducted by building on the protocol 

previously established in the Gerrard lab [193]. The expression system for SP1-pAzF mutants 
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(S98pAzF SP1 and A84pAzF SP1) was slightly different from that of WT SP1. Two plasmids 

were induced in the new expression system at different time intervals, and pAzF was supplied 

in the growth media. For expression in E. coli, a 5 ml inoculum from an overnight seed culture 

was added to half a litre of 2YT media with both antibiotic markers (Amp & Cam). Cultures 

were grown for 4 hours until they reached an OD600 of ~1. Cultures were supplemented with 

L-arabinose to a final concentration of 5 % for induction of orthogonal pair expression.

Azidophenylalanine (1 mM) was added after 15 minutes of L-arabinose induction, followed by

IPTG induction (1 mM). The protein expression was conducted for 6 hours at 30 ℃ after which

cells were harvested. Negative controls were also expressed for S98pAzF SP1 and A84pAzF

SP1 without adding pAzF in the growth media. The cell pellets were resuspended in lysis buffer

(20 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl and 20 mM imidazole), and were frozen and thawed to initiate

lysis. The cells were then fully lysed using a cell disruptor and the insoluble fractions were

sedimented in the ultracentrifuge Sorvall RC6 plus centrifuge (rotor F21S-8×50Y) at 15,000

rpm for 30 minutes. The soluble fractions were then filtered with 0.22 μm syringe filters, loaded

onto a Ni-NTA column (HiTrap® FF, 5 ml), and were eluted over a linear gradient of 500 mM

imidazole (Section 2.5.4).

2.11. SP1-pAzF preparation for mass spectrometry 

The protein samples were washed with 100 mM PB buffer containing 10 mM EDTA in 

Amicon® concentrators, to eliminate any Ni ions leached from the Ni-NTA IMAC column. 

The samples were then buffer exchanged into 100 mM ammonium acetate of pH 8 using Bio-

Spin® P6 columns. Fifty μl volumes of 1 mg/ml protein samples of S98pAzF SP1 and A84pAzF 

SP1 were buffer exchanged 4 times with the ammonium acetate solution. 

2.12. Click reaction with Cy5-DBCO 

The fluorophore molecule Cy5, functionalised with DBCO, was acquired from Click 

Chemistry Tools. Azide-alkyne click chemistry was conducted simply by mixing and stirring 

the reaction mixtures containing SP1-pAzF and Cy5-DBCO. The reactions were performed by 

mixing 300 μl of 2 mg/ml S98pAzF SP1, A84pAzF SP1, or WT SP1 (sample without azides 
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served as a negative control) with 2 μl of 5x molar Cy5-DBCO. The samples were mixed by 

head-over-end rotation at room temperature for 8 hours. The reaction mixtures were purified 

using BioRad P6 spin columns to discard the unreacted and excess dye molecules. The samples 

were further purified by size exclusion chromatography (Superdex 200 increase 300/10 GL) to 

measure absorbance at two different wavelengths, 1) 280 nm absorbance (A280) for protein 

detection and 2) 650 nm absorbance (A650) for fluorophore detection. Click reactions were also 

verified by SDS-PAGE analysis with fluorescence imaging of dye incorporation and 

Coomassie staining for protein detection. 

2.13. Click immobilisation on agarose beads 

An azide-alkyne click reaction was also conducted on micron-sized agarose beads 

functionalised with DBCO (Click Chemistry Tools). A 250 μl volume of each of S98pAzF 

SP1, A84pAzF SP1, and WT SP1, were reacted with 20 μl of 5x molar DBCO functionalised 

agarose beads at room temperature, with head-over-end rotation for 4 hours. The supernatant 

solutions were analysed by SDS-PAGE. Bead samples were washed twice with 2 μm spin 

filters to remove unreacted protein molecules, and 10 μl of each wash was collected for PAGE. 

2.14. Attachment of GFP 

To functionalise GFP with DBCO, a bifunctional linker DBCO-PEG4-NHS (Click Chemistry 

Tools) was used. The linking was performed according to the manufacturer's protocol. The 

linker was first diluted in DMSO to a stock concentration of 25 mg/ml and frozen in aliquots. 

Aliquots were thawed to room temperature before every use to reduce the potential for 

hydrolysis of the NHS group. For linking GFP to DBCO-PEG4-NHS, the protein was buffer 

exchanged into a linker binding buffer comprising 100 mM PB [194] at pH 7 using Amicon® 

concentrators. Protein (2 mg/ml; 1 ml) was mixed with 2 mM linker (40 µl) and was incubated 

at room temperature for 4 hours with head-over-end rotation of the sample. The reaction was 

quenched with 50 µl of 1M Tris.HCl for 30 minutes to block all unreacted NHS groups. Excess 

linker in the reaction mixtures was then removed by buffer exchanging the samples twice using 
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Amicon® concentrators. This step avoids unreacted linkers binding to azide sites in SP1-pAzF 

and producing unproductive conjugation.  

Click reactions were conducted by mixing DBCO-PEG4-GFP (2 mg/ml; 250 µl) with 1 mg/ml 

(250 µl) each of S98pAzF SP1, A84pAzF SP1 or WT SP1 (no azide groups present) at room 

temperature for 6 hours, with head-over-end rotation. The reaction mixtures were spin filtered 

using 0.22 µm filters (Corning® Costar® Spin-X®) and were analysed by size exclusion 

chromatography using a  Superdex 200 Increase 10/300 pg column monitoring (by AKTA pure 

system) at two wavelengths, 280 nm for SP1 detection and 490 nm for GFP detection. Samples 

were visualised using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) with negative staining (Section 

2.7.6.1) to assess attachment efficiency and geometry.  

2.15. Attachment of GOX 

The linking and click chemistry protocols were slightly modified from those used for GFP 

experiments. For linking GOX to DBCO-PEG4-NHS, the pH of the linker binding buffer was 

modified from 7 to 7.4 (slightly alkaline). The concentration of proteins used were increased 

for GOX (10 mg/ml; 250 µl) to improve the acylation efficiency and for SP1 variants (5 mg/ml; 

250 µl) to improve the click reaction efficiency. Also, the size exclusion buffer was changed 

from 100 mM PB to 20 mM HEPES with 150 mM NaCl (higher salt concentration to preserve 

GOX structure). The PB buffer was changed to HEPES because the phosphate ions present in 

the buffer was causing dirty backgrounds on TEM grids [189]. The same modifications were 

also applied for cross-linking HRP and gold nanoparticles to the SP1 variants.  

2.16. Attachment of AuNP with ultracentrifugation  

The click chemistry protocol was slightly modified from that used in GOX experiments by 

adding an additional ultracentrifugation step. After click reactions, the reaction mixtures were 

ultracentrifuged by an Eppendorf 5417R Refrigerated Microcentrifuge at 14,000 rpm for 30 

minutes at 4 ºC. Samples were then spin filtered using 0.22 µm filters (Corning® Costar® Spin-

X®) and were analysed by size exclusion chromatography using a HiLoad 16/60 Superdex 200 
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pg column. Purified samples were then viewed using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

to visualise the attachments.   

2.17. Amplex™ red assay for enzymes 

The Amplex™ red assay is a facile and simple colorimetric method for the detection of 

hydrogen peroxide or peroxidase enzyme activity and quantification. Active GOX and HRP 

enzymes catalyse the oxidation of their respective substrates resulting in the oxidation of the 

Amplex™ red reagent to form a fluorogenic oxidation product called resorufin, which has an 

absorption peak centred around 570 nm at a pH of 7.4. The observed colour change when active 

enzyme is present is from colourless to pink and was monitored spectrophotometrically using 

SpectraMax® iD3 plate reader.  

For all enzyme assays, test solutions of unknown samples were prepared by serial dilution of a 

stock solution. Standard solutions of the respective enzyme were also prepared by serial 

dilution of an enzyme stock. Measurements were taken for both test solutions and standard 

solutions. A calibration curve was plotted from the standard curve of enzyme activity and was 

used to determine the activity of SP1-conjugated enzyme in the test samples.  

2.17.1. Amplex™ red assay for GOX 

The assay was conducted according to the manufacturer’s protocol. A working reagent solution 

was produced by mixing 50 µl of 100 µM Amplex™ red reagent in dimethyl sulphoxide 

(DMSO) with 100 µl of 10 U/ml HRP, 1.25 ml of 500 mM glucose, and 3.6 ml of 0.1 M 

phosphate buffer. The working reagent solution (100 µl) was added to each sample solution 

(100 µl) in a 1:1 ratio and the resulting solutions were incubated for 30 minutes at 25 ºC. 

Absorbance at 570 nm was taken in 96 well plates using a SpectraMax® iD3 plate reader. A 

standard curve was calculated for known activities of GOX solution and a linear fit was 

generated (Figure 2.1.B). The enzyme activities of test solutions were calculated from the 

equation of this linear fit (Figure 2.1.C). The Amplex™ red assay was performed on test 

solutions of 1 µg/ml protein samples of S98pAzF SP1-GOX and A84pAzF SP1-GOX along 
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with S98pAzF SP1 and A84pAzF SP1. Visible colour change was observed for both the 

conjugated species (Figure 2.1.A), which confirmed the presence of active GOX enzymes. 

Enzyme activities for all samples were calculated from the equation of standard GOX curve.             

Figure 2.1. Amplex™ red assay for GOX: (A) Visible colour change on addition 

of the working solution to samples containing GOX. (B) Standard GOX curve, 

where the measured absorbance was plotted for known concentrations of GOX. (C) 

Linear regression for the standard plot between 0 and 5 mU/ml GOX. 

2.17.2. Amplex™ red assay for HRP 

The assay was conducted according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The stock reagent solution 

for HRP consisted of 50 µl of 100 µM Amplex™ red reagent in dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO), 
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50 µl of 0.98 M H2O2 and 2.4 ml of 0.1 M phosphate buffer. The experiment proceeded 

identically to that of GOX from this point forward (standard curve - Figure 2.2). 

Figure 2.2. Amplex™ red assay for HRP: Measurement of enzymatic activity of 

horseradish peroxidase. (A) Standard HRP curve where the measured absorbance 

was plotted as a function of HRP concentration.  (B) Curve fit for the linear region 

of the standard plot. 

2.17.3. Stability tests for HRP 

Stability tests were conducted to study the change in enzyme activity post conjugation onto 

SP1 scaffolds. HRP activity was measured in SP1-HRP samples to estimate the amount of 

conjugated HRP; an equivalent amount of free HRP enzyme was taken as reference and 

stabilities were compared with respect to this.  

A thermal stability test was conducted by subjecting the 150 µl of 4.5 mU/ml vertical 

conjugates, A84pAzF SP1-HRP to temperatures ranging from 20 to 70°C for 10 minutes 

followed by equilibrating to room temperature. The Amplex™ assay was performed for each 

sample and corresponding activities were calculated from the standard HRP curve. These 

activities were converted to percentage activities by comparing with the 20°C experiments.  
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For the storage stability test, 150 µl of 4.5 mU/ml samples were stored at 4 ºC for between 1 

and 33 days with measurements taken periodically. Relative activities were calculated as 

outlined above for thermal stability testing.  

2.18. Phospholipid technique 

The PL films were assembled using the same protocol used for WT SP1 films [171]. DOTAP 

and DOPC lipids were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Stock solutions of lipid molecules (1 

mg/ml) were made by injecting chloroform into air-sealed bottles with a hygroscopic glass 

syringe. To eliminate all protein and lipid residues, the Teflon™ slide was thoroughly cleaned 

with ethanol followed by chloroform. On the Teflon™ slide, 30 μl of 0.3 mg/ml protein 

solution was placed. Lipid molecules (10 μl) were carefully dispersed at the air-buffer interface 

using a hygroscopic glass microsyringe in a 1:1 ratio. For the production of ordered protein 

monolayers, this was incubated for 30 minutes. A TEM grid was placed carefully (inverted) on 

the droplet's surface and incubated for one minute. The grid was then carefully withdrawn and 

stained with 2 % UA.  

2.19. Langmuir-Blodgett technique 

The literature has detailed protocols on preparing Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) monolayers [195]. 

Monolayer formation was conducted using Kibron Microtrough G2 and Firmware X software. 

The trough was thoroughly cleansed by detergents and ethanol to remove any residues. The 

subphase was a 10 mM HEPES buffer containing 150 mM NaCl, and ~200 ml of it was poured 

to the trough. The surface pressure–area isotherm was monitored first to verify buffer purity. 

If the surface pressure was not zero, subphase aspiration was performed to remove any particles 

or contaminants. Using a microsyringe, 0.5 mg/ml protein drops (30 μl) taken in 100 mM PB 

buffer was spread onto the sub-phase solution to generate the Langmuir-Blodgett film. After 

allowing the system to equilibrate for about 10 minutes, the surface pressure–area isotherm 

was recorded when the barriers were compressed at a constant rate of 70 mm/min. The protein 

films developed at the interphase was transferred onto a solid substrate (freshly cleaved mica) 

that was inserted into the sub-phase prior to film transfer, and each LB film was formed by 
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withdrawing the substrate upward (upward stroke) at a constant speed of 5 mm/min while 

retaining the pressure constant. The topography of the films deposited onto mica was examined 

using atomic force microscopy (Section 2.7.8).  

2.20. Electrochemical testing 

2.20.1. Sample preparation 

All samples were prepared in 0.1 M phosphate buffer at pH 7 that forms the supporting 

electrolyte. The activity of GOX/HRP cascade system was tested using glucose as a substrate. 

Glucose was titrated to PB buffer containing 5 mM potassium salts of [Fe(CN)6]4-/[Fe(CN)6]3-

, GOX (5 mU/ml), and HRP (5 mU/ml) in each measurement. The final concentrations of 

glucose varied from 0-20 mM. To test the activity of the cascade conjugated to SP1, PB buffer 

(0.1M, pH 7.4) containing 5 mM potassium salts of [Fe(CN)6]4-/[Fe(CN)6]3-, 0.25 mg/ml SP1-

GOX and 0.25 mg/ml SP1-HRP was titrated with various amounts of glucose (0-20 mM). Total 

volume of reaction mixture was set at 10 μl for all measurements. Instantaneous measurements 

were obtained as solutions were placed onto the IDE. To determine the activity of the cascade 

conjugated to SP1 films, LB films of SP1-GOX and SP1-HRP were formed (Section 2.19) and 

transferred to the working surface of gold interdigitated electrodes whose outer rim was masked 

with cellotape. The tape was gently removed after the films were dried properly for an hour.  

2.20.2. Cyclic voltammetry 

The experimental setup was checked using 5 mM each of potassium ferrocyanide and 

ferricyanide solutions in PB buffer. Gold interdigitated electrodes (Au IDE) with 5 μm bands 

were obtained from MicruX Fluidic, Spain. The electrodes were cleaned and activated 

electrochemically before each measurements according to the manufacturer’s protocol (except 

for the sequential measurements for films). First, they were cleaned by immersing in 70 % 

ethanol for 5 minutes and removing the solvent with Kimtech® wipes. They were rinsed twice 

with Milli-Q water and activated using 20 μl of 0,05 M sulphuric acid  by cyclic voltamerty 

using a PalmSens 3 potentiostat (PalmSens BV, Netherlands) run by a Windows 7 based PC. 
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The potential was cycled 13 times between -1 to + 1.3 V at a scan rate of 100 mV/s. After 

activation, the microelectrodes were cleaned twice more with Milli-Q water.  

The active electrode of Au IDE consists of 180 pairs. Each foot was 5 μm broad, with a 5 

μm space between them. The potentiostat was linked to a drop cell (MicruX Fluidic, Spain). 

The microelectrodes were inserted into the slot of drop cell for all measurements. The working 

electrode 1 from drop cell (of IDE) was connected to the potentiostat's working electrode and 

the working electrode 2 (IDE) from drop cell linked to both the reference and counter of 

potentiostat. Following that, 10 μl of test solution was pipetted onto the electrode surface prior 

to performing cyclic voltammetry. In cyclic voltammetry (CV), a potential scan was provided 

to an electrode while the current was measured. Between two vertex potentials, Evtx1 and 

Evtx2, a potential scan was done. Once a vertex potential is attained, the potential change is 

reversed. The cycles were performed with the following settings for each microelectrode: 

Tequilibrium = 15 s, Estart = 0 V, Evtx1 = 0.3 V, Evtx2 = -0.3 V, Estep = 50 mV, scan rate = 50 mV/s. 

All trials were conducted at room temperature and each prepared microelectrode was scanned 

once. The data were recorded and the potentiostat was controlled using the programme PSTrace 

4.8 (PalmSens BV, Netherlands). 
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Chapter 3. Developing SP1 tectons 

3.1. Chapter Overview 

In this chapter, the strategies that were developed to incorporate the unnatural amino acid 4-

azido-L-phenylalanine (pAzF) into SP1 using the cellular translational machinery of E.coli are 

outlined. Two different geometrical orientations of pAzF in the SP1 rings are defined 

to generate lateral and vertical tectons. This chapter also details the efforts to produce 

recombinant SP1-pAzF rings at a high yield.  

3.2. Purification of WT SP1 

3.2.1. Purification by heat denaturation 

The protein was purified from an E. coli lysate by heat denaturation (Section 2.5.2), and 

preparative size exclusion chromatography (SEC) was conducted using a Superdex 200 

Increase 10/300 GL column (Section 2.5.4). Size-exclusion chromatogram of the protein 

sample shows three peaks labelled 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 3.1.A; each peak was analysed by SDS-

PAGE (Figure 3.1.B). Two bands were visualised for peak 2 corresponding to the hexamer 

(~74 kDa) and monomer (~12.4 kDa) masses of SP1. Peaks 1 and 3 afford only very faint 

unknown protein bands. A typical yield of ~ 20 mg per litre of culture was obtained for WT 

SP1 by the heat denaturation method.  
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Figure 3.1. Purification of WT SP1. (A) Size exclusion trace of heat denatured 

(boiled) E. coli lysate indicating three peaks. (B) Reducing SDS-PAGE showing 

stages of purification; L- ladder, 1- cell lysate, 2- whole cell insoluble, 3- whole 

cell soluble, 4- heat denatured soluble, 5- concentrated heat denatured soluble, 6- 

peak 1, 7- peak 2 and 8- peak 3. The sizes of hexamer and monomer SP1 species 

are indicated.     

A more detailed SDS-PAGE analysis of fractions around the three peaks of size exclusion 

chromatogram revealed other protein species or impurities co-eluting with SP1 (Figure 3.2).   

This analysis confirmed the presence of some impurities in the purified WT SP1 sample and 

an additional ion exchange step (IEX) was conducted in future preparations prior to preparative 

size exclusion chromatography.   
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Figure 3.2. Reducing SDS-PAGE showing peaks fractions from size-exclusion 

chromatography; samples were taken from every alternate fraction under the three 

peaks and were then analysed. 

3.2.2. IEX chromatography 

WT SP1 was successfully loaded onto the column with no protein eluting in the flow-through 

and column wash. Under a salt gradient, three protein peaks elute as depicted in Figure 3.3.A. 

SDS-PAGE analysis identified peak 2 to contain SP1 protein. The peak 2 fractions were 

pooled, concentrated, and loaded onto a Superdex 200 increase 10/300 GL size exclusion 

column. The WT SP1 protein was eluted as a single peak in the size exclusion trace, as shown 

in Figure 3.3.B, and showed increased protein purity in combination with the additional ion-

exchange step. Reducing SDS-PAGE analysis of the size exclusion peak confirms a high level 

of purity (Figure 3.3.C), and displays three peaks that correspond to dodecameric (~116 kDa), 

hexameric (~74 kDa), and monomeric (~12 kDa) molecular masses of SP1. 
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Figure 3.3. Improved purification protocol for SP1 combining ion exchange and 

size exclusion methodologies: (A) Ion exchange chromatography profile showing 

three eluted peaks. (B) Size-exclusion trace of peak two from ion exchange 

purification appears as single sharp peak. (C) SDS-PAGE analysis depicting 

stages of SP1 purification. 
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3.3. Characterisation of WT SP1 

3.3.1. SDS-PAGE 

SDS-PAGE was carried out to study the existence of different oligomeric forms of SP1. Non-

reducing SDS-PAGE was conducted without adding the reducing agent, DTT. Reducing 

(Figure 3.3.C) and non-reducing conditions (Figure 3.4.A) showed similar patterns – this is 

unsurprising given the absence of cysteine residues and thus the inability to form disulphide 

bonds. Non-reducing SDS-PAGE was also used to study the dependence of SP1 oligomeric 

state on SDS concentration ([SDS]) and the effect of temperature. All concentrations of SDS 

was loaded with (+) and without heat treatment to study temperature dependence. This study 

revealed the hexamer as the predominant oligomeric state of SP1. The intensity of the 

hexameric band diminished with an increase in [SDS] and with boiling, as depicted in Figure 

3.4.B. Dodecameric bands were only visible with a high concentration of the loaded protein (> 

1 mg/ml). 

Figure 3.4. SDS-PAGE analysis of recombinant SP1 protein. (A) Non-reducing 

SDS-PAGE showing stages of ion exchange chromatography purification. The 

purified protein after size exclusion on the final lane appears in two bands 

corresponding to the monomer and a hexamer. (B) Non-reducing SDS-PAGE 

showing the effect of [SDS], temperature and protein concentration on the 
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oligomeric states of SP1. The hexamer is the predominant oligomeric band, and 

this band becomes less intense with an increase in [SDS] and with heating. The 

occurrence of the dodecamer band depends on the amount of protein loaded onto 

the gel, only appearing at >1 mg/ml protein concentration (0.5 mg/ml purified 

protein loaded on gel A vs 2.5 mg/ml on gel B). 

3.3.2. Blue Native-PAGE 

Blue Native-PAGE (BN-PAGE) was performed to study the native state of SP1 in solution. 

The gels were run as discussed in Section 2.7.3 in non-denaturing conditions. Only one band 

was seen for the purified protein when analysed under these native conditions (Figure 3.5.A 

& B) and shows high purity and monodispersity. This oligomer band corresponds in apparent 

mass to a dodecameric species (~ 148 kDa) the expected predominant form of the protein in 

solution in a cellular setting.       

 

Figure 3.5. Blue native-PAGE of WT SP1: (A) BN-PAGE showing stages of ion 

exchange chromatography purification. The sample following size exclusion 

chromatography (final lane), exists as a dodecamer band, confirming a high level 

of purity and monodispersity. (B) BN-PAGE showing monodisperse protein bands 

from different purification batches 2, 3, 4, & 5. 
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3.3.3. Native state mass spectrometry 

Samples were investigated with native state mass spectrometry to further probe the purity 

and oligomeric states of SP1 in solution. Samples were prepared as described in Section 

2.7.7.2, followed by buffer exchange into 100 mM ammonium acetate at pH 8 using Bio-

Rad® P6 spin columns. The solution was further diluted to ~10 μM and analysed using a 

Bruker SolariX XR 7T Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer (Bruker 

Daltonics, Billerica, MA) employing a nanoelectrospray ionisation source (NanoSpray, 

Bruker Daltonics, Billerica, MA). 

The mass spectra revealed a Gaussian distribution of charge states from 27+ to 29+ 

(Figure 3.6.A). The number of acquired charges correlates with the surface of a 

protein of similar size and molecular weight of the protein can be calculated 

from two neighbouring m/z ratios that differs by one charge unit. A molecular 

weight of 146 380 Da was calculated for SP1, confirming the identity of 

dodecamers.  Existence of narrow distribution of charge states (three) further proved 

the absence of any other oligomeric states or impurities. To confirm the makeup 

of each of the three ions detected, collision-induced dissociation studies were 

conducted, which dissociated the dodecamers to hexamers, tetramers, and dimers at a 

collision voltage of 50 V (Figure 3.6.B). In contrast to a dodecamer, dissociation of SP1 

revealed a larger distribution of charge states. These species were consistent with those 

detected by SDS-PAGE.     

Figure 3.6. Native mass spectrometry of recombinant SP1: (A) Native state mass 

spectrogram depicting three charged states of the SP1 dodecamer at CID = 0V. 

(B) A collision study on SP1 at CID = 50 V; calculations from the peaks shown

confirm the dissociation of dodecamers to hemamers, tetramers and dimers.
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3.3.4. Circular dichroism spectroscopy 

The secondary structure characteristics and native state folding of protein were studied by 

circular dichroism (CD). Protein was buffer exchanged into water at a concentration of 0.5 

mg/ml and was analysed as detailed in Section 2.7.5. The CD spectrum (Figure 3.7) confirmed 

proper folding of the protein and was typical of α/β mixed proteins. The observed minima at 

~208 nm and ~220 nm are indicative of β-strand secondary structure [187]. The peak maximum 

at ~190 nm was indicative of α-helical secondary structure. 

Figure 3.7. CD spectra show proper folding of SP1 with an α/β mixed secondary 

structure pattern. 
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3.3.5. Transmission electron microscopy 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed to view the ring structures of WT 

SP1. The purified protein was coated onto glow discharged copper grids using the single 

droplet method (Section 2.7.6.1).  The protein was visualised in 20 mM HEPES buffer (pH = 

8) with 150 mM NaCl, using a Tecnai 12 microscope and imaged under 97 k magnification to

view nanoring morphology at the highest resolution available. TEM imagery reveals hollow

ring structures with dimensions that complement the literature [177]. This further confirmed

the occurrence of a single dodecameric state for SP1. Different angular positions of individual

rings were also visible, as highlighted in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8. TEM imagery showing ring-like structures with outer diameter ~11 

nm. Different angular positions of the rings are seen, as highlighted with yellow 

circles. 
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3.4. Design and strategy of SP1-pAzF mutant production 

3.4.1. SP1-pAzF design 

Single amino acid substitutions in an SP1 monomer provides up to 12 total functionalisable 

sites on an assembled ring. Locations on SP1 were chosen based on previous research that 

produced tyrosine (Y) substituted mutants at residues 98 (lateral site) and 84 (vertical site) 

[185]. These locations are of particular interest due to their near perfect lateral and vertical 

projections of pAzF as analysed by visual inspection using the PyMOL™ software. These 

residues are also not involved in any secondary structure folding and were anticipated to 

preserve the overall native protein folding after pAzF incorporation. Thus, two 

design strategies were employed on SP1 that presented pAzF at two different positions in 

the ring (Figure 3.9). The substitution of serine (S) at residue 98 presents azides at 

lateral surfaces of the ring (S98pAzF SP1). In contrast, the substitution of alanine (A) 

at residue 84 presents the substitution on alternating top and bottom ring surfaces 

(A84pAzF SP1). These mutants were produced by mutating the corresponding codons in the 

SP1 DNA sequence with a TAG stop codon.  
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Figure 3.9. Designer SP1 tectons for lateral and vertical incorporation of azide 

functional groups. 

3.4.2. Suppression vector 

An amber codon suppression technique was employed for cellular incorporation of pAzF into 

SP1. This technique employs three exogenous features in the translational machinery to 

incorporate the unnatural amino acid at the desired site in the protein (Section 1.5.2.3.2). 

Orthogonal pairs of tRNA/aaRS were provided with the suppression vector pEVOL-pAzF that 

was developed by the Schultz group [115]. The pEVOL-pAzF is a 6125 base pair (bp) plasmid 

(Figure 3.10) with a chloramphenicol antibiotic resistance marker and was commercially 

available from AddGene. This vector system is compatible with the C321.ΔA.exp E. coli 

laboratory strain. 
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Figure 3.10. Plasmid pEVOL-pAzF designed by the Schultz lab and acquired from 

AddGene.  

3.4.3. SP1 expression vector 

A custom cloning service (Epoch Life Science) was employed to clone the mutated genes into 

pQE80L vectors that express the protein sequence with an N-terminal 6-His tag for affinity 

purification. The pQE80L vector was selected such that the antibiotic resistance marker did not 

overlap with that of the pEVOL-pAzF vector and also as compatible with C321 E. coli cells. 

The WT SP1 gene was also inserted into the same plasmid to serve as a positive control in this 

expression system. The N-terminal His tag increases the monomer mass of wild type from 

~12.400 kDa to ~13.809 kDa and thus, a produces a dodecameric mass of ~165.708 kDa.

3.4.4. Bacterial strains 

To reassign the translational function of the amber (TAG) stop codon, the E. coli strain 

C321.ΔA.exp [132] was used. This strain has all its endogenous TAG codons replaced with 

TAA and allows the deletion of release factor 1, hindering the translational termination. The 

pEVOL-pAzF plasmid was transformed into C321 cells using the chloramphenicol marker for 
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selection as described in Section 2.1.3. Glycerol stocks were made and used as transforming 

hosts for expression vectors. Expression vectors were transformed using two antibiotic 

markers, ampicillin and chloramphenicol, to select only those cells with both plasmids 

transformed. Glycerol stocks were made and labelled WT SP1, S98pAzF SP1 and A84pAzF 

SP1. Both antibiotic markers were used in the growth media in further streaking, seeding, and 

growth steps. 

3.5. Purification of SP1-pAzF mutants 

Mutants were successfully expressed as soluble folded protein and were bound to an 

immobilised metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) column with very little or no protein 

coming off in the flow-through or washing steps. There were peak elutions for S98pAzF SP1, 

A84pAzF SP1 and WT SP1 (Figure 3.11.A, B & C), all at an imidazole concentration of ~250 

mM. The eluted protein fractions were pooled and concentrated using Amicon concentrators. 

The concentration of proteins was assessed using a Nanodrop spectrophotometer. The yield for 

pAzF mutants (~8 mg per L culture) was significantly lower than that of the wild type SP1 

protein purified with the same technique (~20 mg per L culture).  
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Figure 3.11. (A, B & C) IMAC elution profiles of mutants S98pAzF SP1, A84pAzF 

SP1 and WT SP1 respectively; orange lines show the imidazole elution gradient 

(percent [imidazole]). 
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3.6. Characterisation of SP1-pAzF mutants 

3.6.1. Analytical size exclusion chromatography 

The concentrated fractions were further purified and analysed using size exclusion 

chromatography using a Superdex 200 increase 300/10 GL column. Spin filtered samples were 

injected into the column in 500 μl sample volumes and analysed with an AKTA Pure system. 

In Figure 3.12, size exclusion traces of the tectons appear sharp and eluted at the same elution 

volume as that of the WT SP1 protein, with a small peak appearing at the column void volume.  

SDS-PAGE (Section 3.6.2) confirmed that no impurities eluted from IMAC along with SP1-

pAzF and suggests a small amount of higher order oligomerisation or aggregation although. 

The peak fractions from SEC were collected for SDS-PAGE analysis and for use in additional 

characterisation or conjugation experiments. 
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Figure 3.12. (A, B & C) Size exclusion traces of mutants S98pAzF SP1, A84pAzF 

SP1 & WT SP1 respectively. The large main peaks in each chromatogram 

correspond to a dodecameric mass/oligomerisation state. 
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3.6.2. SDS-PAGE 

Fractions were collected from each stage of protein purification for analysis by SDS-PAGE. 

SDS-PAGE characterisation of IMAC samples are shown in Figure 3.13. S98pAzF SP1, 

A84pAzF SP1 and WT SP1 display the same pattern of banding, including the existence of 

oligomeric species that persist after SDS and heat treatments in sample preparation (as 

described in Section 3.3.1). Negative controls of mutants S98pAzF SP1 and A84pAzF SP1 

expressed with no pAzF in the growth media, show only faint bands as expected (Figure 

3.13.D).  

Figure 3.13. (A, B & C)  SDS-PAGE analysis of IMAC purification of S98pAzF 

SP1, A84pAzF SP1 and WT SP1, respectively. (D) SDS-PAGE analysis of growth 

control experiments; a comparison of S98pAzF SP1 and A84pAzF SP1 with the 
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negative (without pAzF supplemented in the growth media) and positive controls 

(WT SP1). A small level of expression in the negative controls suggests the 

formation of a small amount of SP1 with random amino acids incorporated at the 

target locations. 

3.6.3. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) characterisation 

TEM was used to view the ring structures or other assembled states of the mutants developed. 

A 0.2 mg/ml protein sample for each of S98pAzF SP1, A84pAzF SP1, and WT SP1, were 

deposited on glow discharged EM grids using a single droplet method and viewed with the 

Tecnai 12 microscope. S98pAzF SP1 (Figure 3.14.A) and A84pAzF SP1 (Figure 3.14.B) both 

retain wild type-like ring geometry following pAzF incorporation as revealed by the TEM 

imagery. The ring geometry corresponds to the dimensions for WT SP1 (Figure 3.14.C).  

   

Figure 3.14. (A, B & C) TEM imagery of S98pAzF SP1, A84pAzF SP1 and WT 

SP1, respectively. Imaging was carried out under 67 k magnification in 20 mM 

HEPES, 150 mM buffer at pH = 8. Scale bars are given in 50 nm as labelled in the 

figures. 
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3.6.4. Verification of pAzF incorporation in SP1 mutants 

Azide-containing samples were analysed by tandem mass spectrometry to quantify the pAzF 

incorporation into the SP1 monomers within the E. coli expression host. S98pAzF SP1, 

A84pAzF SP1 and WT SP1 were buffer exchanged into 100 mM ammonium acetate at pH 8 

using BioRad® P6 spin columns. Tandem mass spectrometry of the SP1-pAzF dodecamer 

mutants revealed a mixture of closely related masses that contained peaks corresponding to 

species with pAzF incorporation and WT species. Using ultra-high resolution mass 

spectrometry, the spectra showed protein containing methylation, oxidation, lack of 

incorporation, and a mixture of masses that resulted from loss of amino acids from the N-

terminal 6-His tag. Thus, the total incorporation of pAzF was determined by comparing all ions 

that corresponded to the pAzF SP1 mutant (including those containing the loss of 1-10 amino 

acids from the N-terminal 6-His tag) to all ions relating to 6-His SP1.  Despite the fact that 

amber suppression worked to a much greater extent in initial trials, the successful incorporation 

of azide in these scaled experiments was very low (<5%) and not useful for further applications. 

3.7. Optimisation of pAzF incorporation 

Considering the low efficiency of azide incorporation and yield of recombinant protein 

production for SP1-pAzF, the amber suppression system was optimised to maximise both 

protein yield and efficiency of azide incorporation. Previous results showed that the system 

was actively making WT species more than the azide species. This indicated the necessity to 

slow down the amber suppression process to ensure cells have enough time to translate proteins 

precisely. This was done by conducting expression at lower temperatures and by measuring 

time courses. Three different temperatures (18 ºC, 28 ºC, and 37 ºC) were chosen to be tested 

at two different expression times following induction (6 and 18 hours). Proteins were expressed 

and purified in 500 L culture for each condition and for both mutants (Figure 3.15). All samples 

were quantified to study any effect on azide incorporation efficiency.      
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Table 3.1. Efficiency of unnatural amino acid incorporation corresponding to all 

conditions tested for mutants S98pAzF SP1 and A84pAzF SP1. The efficiency of 

azide incorporation was dependent on the mutants, induction temperature and 

induction time.   

Figure 3.15. SDS-PAGE analysis of temperature and time dependent 

incorporation of azide into SP1. The samples are labelled as per Table 3.1.  
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Tandem mass spectrometry revealed a significant increase in efficiency for both mutants.  

While no 6-His WT SP1 was detected for the A84pAzF SP1 mutant (i.e. 100% efficiency), the 

S98pAzF SP1 variant showed differences in the efficiency of pAzF incorporation as a function 

of induction time and temperature. The efficiency increased significantly with a decrease in 

induction temperature, suggesting that a slow and steady system enhanced amber suppression 

in cells. An 18 ºC induction temperature and 6 hours expression time post induction, gave 

maximum efficiency of ~95 % for S98pAzF SP1 and ~100 % for mutant A84pAzF SP1. This 

amount was good enough to start using the tectons for scaffolding. 

A number of other factors were also addressed for further improvement of efficiency. A 

contributing factor for low incorporation efficiency could be the lack of enough orthogonal 

pairs to direct pAzF incorporation into the protein sequence. This was potentially improved by 

increasing the concentration of the relevant induction agent L-arabinose from 5 % to 10 %. The 

addition of reagents was fixed in the order; L-arabinose (tRNA synthetase induction), pAzF 

and IPTG (SP1 induction), to give cells enough time to prepare orthogonal pairs before protein 

translation occurred. A difference in induction initiation time for the two induction agents of 

only 15 minutes was increased to one hour to ensure maximal expression of orthogonal pairs 

before inducing SP1 protein expression. Cell masses were also cooled for 15 minutes in a cold 

room after the desired OD600 was achieved, ensuring that a slow and steady expression 

environment was achieved before the induction events were initiated. 

3.8. Verification of pAzF incorporation 

The incorporation of pAzF was measured again for the mutants purified under optimal 

conditions in three different ways. As detailed above, the efficiency of incorporation was 

already quantified with mass spectrometry. The incorporation was further proved by employing 

the pAzF sites for click chemistry with DBCO functionalised molecules. This methodology 

forms the backbone for bioconjugation as outlined in later chapters. Strain promoted azide-

alkyne cycloadditions on the protein samples were performed both with small fluorophore 

molecules and with large agarose beads. 
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3.8.1. Fluorophore labelling 

Given the ability to incorporate pAzF in SP1, these sites were then employed in click chemistry 

reactions (Section 1.5.2.3.3). SP1-pAzF species were investigated using strain promoted azide-

alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC) with dibenzocyclooctyne (DBCO) functionalised Cy5 dye 

molecules. The reactions were conducted for S98pAzF SP1 (A) and A84pAzF SP1 (B) as per 

the protocol described in Section 2.12. The same reaction was conducted in the absence of 

pAzF for WT SP1 (C) to ensure that the Cy5 labelling was not due to non-specific coupling. 

Upon removing excess dye from the reaction mixture (Figure 3.16), SP1-pAzF samples 

retained a pale blue colouration, whereas the negative control is colourless. This result indicates 

successful conjugation of the dye in S98pAzF SP1 and A84pAzF SP1 with no non-specific 

binding to WT SP1 that has no azide groups present and therefore no handle to attach the Cy5 

dye to. The clicked species were further characterised by both absorbance and fluorescent 

studies, as discussed in the following section. 
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Figure 3.16. Strain promoted azide-alkyne cycloaddition of fluorescent dye to 

SP1. Top: schematic of azide-alkyne cycloaddition reaction to produce 

functionalised SP1. Bottom: colour change following click reaction confirming the 

conjugation of Cy5 only for SP1-pAzF mutants. Sample labelling: A is S98pAzF 

SP1-Cy5, B is A84pAzF SP1-Cy5, and C is WT SP1+ Cy5.  

The dye-incorporated samples were subjected to size exclusion traces of initial trials (Figure 

3.17 A, B &C) with successful click labelling of SP1 demonstrated by sample absorbance at a 

wavelength of 650 nm. The absence of an absorbance peak at 650 nm in the negative control 

(WT SP1) further confirmed the lack of dye incorporation. A significant amount of higher order 

oligomerisation and/or aggregation was observed for the clicked species S98pAzF SP1-Cy5 

and A84pAzF SP1-Cy5, as seen in peak profiles between 8 and 12 ml elution volumes. This 

issue is more obvious for A84pAzF SP1-Cy5. The reactions were repeated, reducing the 

incubation time from 8 hours to 4 hours, which greatly resolved the 

oligomerisation/aggregation issue, as shown by the single sharp size-exclusion traces in Figure 

3.17 D, E and F. 
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Figure 3.17. Detection of dye incorporation using size exclusion 

chromatography: (A, B &C) Size exclusion traces of initial click trials for 

S98pAzF SP1, A84pAzF SP1 and WT SP1, respectively. The samples were 

incubated for 8 hours. Black lines depict A280 (absorbance at 280 nm) and blue 

lines correspond to A650. A and B show masses for higher order oligomers and/or 

aggregation (elution volumes between 8 and 12 ml) along with the species eluting 
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at ~14.3 ml corresponding to the desired dodecamer species.  (D, E & F) Size 

exclusion traces for clicked samples S98pAzF SP1, A84pAzF SP1 and WT SP1 

respectively at a reduced incubation time of 4 hours. Single sharp peaks were 

detected with no oligomerisation aggregation. Samples S98pAzF SP1-Cy5 and 

A84pAzF SP1-Cy5 again show overlapping signal at 280 nm and 650 nm for 

protein elution peaks, indicating successful conjugation of dye molecules.  

SDS-PAGE also proved successful Cy5 labelling. SDS-PAGE gels were subjected to 

fluorescence imaging (for Cy5 detection), and subsequently, Coomassie-staining for protein 

imaging. Gel fluorescence (Figure 3.18.A) is clear for SP1-pAzF species (S98pAzF SP1 and 

A84pAzF SP1), and corresponds with the oligomeric bands of SP1 on the gel. As expected, 

WT SP1 for this analysis shows no fluorescent bands.  

Figure 3.18. Detection of Cys-5 using SDS PAGE and fluorescence imaging: 

SDS-PAGE gels were fluorescently imaged before Coomassie staining. (A) 

Fluorescent bands (red) are visible for clicked species but not for S98pAzF SP1 

and A84pAzF SP1 before click reactions. (B) Coomassie-stained gel with 

corresponding protein bands depicted in greyscale. (C) Fluorescent imaging shows 

no fluorescence for WT control. (D) Corresponding protein bands in greyscale. 
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3.8.2. Click-immobilisation on agarose beads 

With successful click chemistry conditions in hand, it was of interest to apply this chemistry 

for immobilisation purposes. Click reactions were conducted to immobilise SP1-pAzF species 

(S98pAF SP1 and A84pAzF SP1) on DBCO functionalised agarose beads as per the protocol 

outlined in Section 2.13. As a negative control, WT SP1 with no azide groups present was also 

subjected to the same reaction. Based on the percentage of pAzF present in the protein, it was 

expected that SP1-pAzF species would attach to the beads. In Figure 3.19, some protein is 

visible in the flow-through for S98pAF SP1 and A84pAzF SP1, which could be the unreacted 

proteins, but very little protein was found in the wash samples suggesting successful 

immobilisation on the agarose beads. This experiment further confirms the efficient 

incorporation of azides in the mutants and the successful application of strain promoted azide-

alkyne reaction for bioconjugation. 

 

                  

Figure 3.19. Click immobilisation of SP1-pAzF on agarose beads: (A, B & C) 

SDS-PAGE analysis of S98pAzF SP1, A84pAzF SP1 & WT SP1, respectively.  
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3.9. Discussion 

This chapter reported the development of two novel SP1 tectons containing azide functional 

groups. As determined by mass spectrometry, the azide incorporation efficiency was sufficient 

for the conjugation of other functionalities, but these experiments also highlighted the 

heterogeneous mixture of closely related species, which resulted in complex data analysis. 

Mass differences between these species are small, further complicating the analysis [196]. 

Although heterogeneity can often be characterised by most modern tandem mass spectrometers 

[197], analysing SP1-pAzF species remained difficult. Difficulties in mass analysis caused by 

modification of amino acids in the gaseous state in the medium used for this study also 

complicate matters [198].  One simple alternative for calculating azide incorporation efficacy 

in these thermostable proteins might be to conjugate dye species using click chemistry to allow 

for quantitative fluorescence measurement [199–201]. Click reactions are easy to execute and 

spectrometric measurement is commonly used in colorimetric and fluorometric assays. This 

approach could enable solution state analysis without converting the species to gas-phase ions 

with the associated problems in analysis. 

The expression optimisation data for each mutant revealed a difference in the influence of 

expression temperature. While lateral mutants showed a trend of increasing efficacy as a 

function of lowering temperature, the vertical mutant did not. In the lateral tecton, efficiency 

was lower at higher temperatures, which greatly improved outcomes from 18°C experiments, 

whereas the vertical mutant was almost 100 percent efficient at all temperatures tested. The 

position of the mutation site in the protein sequence appears to play a significant role in 

determining incorporation efficiency [202–204]. Although the amber suppression system is 

considered more efficient at lower temperatures [205], it is inexplicable why this does not 

appear to be the case for the vertical mutant expression.  

Another observation from these experiments is the differential yield between azide mutants 

and wild type variants expressed under the same conditions. Azide mutants yielded ~8 mg per 

litre culture on average, compared to ~20 mg per litre for wild type proteins, although this is 

expected when incorporating unnatural amino acid mutagenesis [106, 206]. Protein yield is 

linked to the suppression efficiency, which is determined by the degree of orthogonal 
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translational (OTS) compatibility with the endogenous translational apparatus [207]. The 

engineered translational machinery used in this study recognises an unnatural amino acid and 

adds it to the polypeptide sequence alongside the host translational system. This system 

includes an orthogonal tRNA (o-tRNA) evolved to decode the amber stop codon [208, 209], 

and an orthogonal aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase (o-aaRS) evolved to charge the o-tRNA with 

unnatural amino acid. Once charged, the o-tRNA containing the unnatural amino acid should 

be delivered to the ribosome via the elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu). The delivery of charged o-

tRNA to the ribosome is limited by its low affinity to native EF-Tu. The native EF-Tu 

demonstrates a limited capability for incorporation of bulky unnatural amino acids [210, 211]. 

Due to the inability of native EF-Tu to bind charged o-tRNA (non-native substrate) to the 

ribosome A-site, OTS can be incompatible with the host translational apparatus [211, 212]. As 

a result, EF-Tu may need tailoring to allow for efficient delivery of an unnatural amino acid to 

the ribosome [210, 213, 214]. The affinity of native EF-Tu for UAAs with large aromatic side 

chains, might be increased by enlarging the aminoacyl-binding pocket of EF-Tu [215, 216]. 

Given the relevance of EF-Tu in the translational machinery, EF-Tu engineering could provide 

an improved orthogonal translation system, resulting in better protein yields. Such mutant EF-

Tus (S65A, D216A, and V274A), have shown a 4-fold improvement in suppression efficacy 

[106, 214]. The existence of release factor 1(RF1) is a second factor that affects protein yield 

in unnatural amino acid incorporation. Suppression efficiency is affected by competition for 

TAG codon binding between RF1 and o-tRNA [128]. This issue has already been addressed in 

this work by utilising the C321.ΔA.exp strain with all TAG codons substituted with TAA, 

allowing for the deletion of RF1 [217, 218].  

While the engineered translational system can successfully incorporate unnatural amino acids 

into recombinant SP1, there are other potential areas for improvement. Comprehensive studies 

of several o-aaRSs revealed that they have a lower catalytic efficiency than native synthetase 

enzymes and modifications may be considered to improve catalysis [219–221]. Apart from the 

orthogonal aaRSs/tRNAs pairs and EF-Tu in the modified translation system, ribosomes must 

be able to process the unnatural amino acid, which may require ribosome engineering in some 

scenarios. To accomplish this, orthogonal ribosome systems could be employed, noting the 

recent advancement of tethered ribosomes  (ribo-X, ribo-Q) in cells that enable alteration of 

the ribosomal subunits without compromising cellular growth [222–224]. While proper 
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expression of orthogonal translational system components is required, overexpression might 

be deleterious to cellular growth [225]. For maximum suppression efficiency and protein yield, 

an optimal balance between orthogonal and natural translational systems should be reached. 

There have been numerous studies in recent years focused on both enhancing the technique for 

adding unnatural amino acids at a high yield and on the use of this technique. We employed 

the amber suppression system based on the plasmid pEVOL for this project. Since we started 

this study, this vector has been improved with further modifications that might increase the 

protein yield [106]. Thus, all of these parameters may be considered and explored for further 

studies on this mutagenesis.  

3.10. Conclusion  

Two novel tectons of SP1 with azide functional handles were synthesised and characterised. 

Azides were incorporated using an amber codon suppression technique using the pEVOL 

suppression vector in E. coli expression. The azides incorporated in these tectons allow access 

to a range of bioconjugation partners using click chemistry. The conjugation of the fluorophore 

molecule Cy5 and the click-immobilisation on micron-sized agarose beads were both 

successful experiments. Based on these results, we have demonstrated the potential of 

unnatural amino acid incorporation to generate novel tectons with site-specific functional 

handles, setting the stage for the exploitation of these tectons for the preparation of numerous 

bioconjugates.   
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Chapter 4.    Attachment of functional molecules 

4.1. Introduction 

Chapter 3 discussed the development of SP1 tectons with geometrically defined azide 

functionalities that undergo click reactions. By having the azide groups in the ring, SP1 can 

serve as a scaffold to which other molecules can be attached, without any non-specific binding 

reaction and subsequently to direct their assembly into the desired nanostructures. While these 

azide sites can easily click small molecules like fluorophores without steric crowding on the 

ring, certain parameters should be considered when scaffolding larger molecules like proteins 

and nanoparticles. Spatial optimisation must be considered to reduce the potential steric 

hindrance between bound molecules that could hinder the attachment efficiency, and the 

activity and stability after attachment [226]. The next consideration in the attachment is the 

stability of the molecules with respect to buffering and other reaction conditions. In parallel, 

we should also select the chemistry of ligation according to the sites available on the potential 

attachment molecules.  

In order to generalise the use of SP1-pAzF as a nanoscaffold, a range of functional molecules 

including fluorescent proteins, enzymes and nanoparticles were considered for attachment. 

Attachment was afforded by using bifunctional linkers to avoid steric crowding of such large 

molecules on SP1 rings. The linker has a DBCO group at one end that clicks to SP1-pAzF, a 

spacer PEG4 sequence to increase solubility and decrease steric hindrance, and other groups at 

the other terminus depending on the attaching molecules. One popular chemistry to attach 

proteins using this method is the NHS ester group, whereby a lysine side chain or N-terminus 

of proteins reacts with the carboxylic group of NHS forming stable amide bonds. The 

specificity of this reaction is pH dependent, thus can be adjusted to improve the efficiency of 

conjugation to the N-terminal primary amine. The linking can be actively targeted to the N-

terminus in the pH range of 7-9 (Section 1.5.2.2.1), increasing the potential of this technique 

for attaching a high number of proteins.  
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As proof of concept, the chosen attachment proteins described in this chapter are green 

fluorescent protein (GFP), glucose oxidase (GOX) and horseradish peroxidase (HRP). These 

proteins present different functional uses in nanomaterials and have a range of sizes as 

compared to that of SP1. 

GFP is a widely used fluorescent tag in biology that emits fluorescence on exposure to visible 

light. GFP was first isolated from the jellyfish Aequorea Victoria, where it generates 

fluorescence in combination with the luminescent protein aequorin [227]. Excitation of 

Aequorea opens the Ca2+ membrane channels that activate aequorin protein, generating blue 

light from the energy of ATP hydrolysis. This excites GFP molecules via resonance energy 

transfer and results in the emission of green light via fluorescence. The chosen variant of GFP 

as described in this chapter has a molecular mass of 25 kDa, which is less than a quarter of that 

of SP1. The small size, coupled with its fluorescence properties, make it a primary indicator to 

monitor bioconjugation. The protein has a stable structure demonstrated by its tolerance of 

heating up to 65 °C and of pH ranging from 5.5 to 12 [228]. The stability of GFP is due to its 

compact and extensively hydrogen bonded structure comprising an 11 stranded β-barrel with 

the post-translationally modified peptide fluorophore inserted through the middle of the 

structure (Figure 4.1.A).   
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Figure 4.1. Crystal structures of attachment molecules; A) green fluorescent 

protein (GFP), B) glucose oxidase (GOX), C) Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and 

D) an amine terminated gold nanoparticle (AuNP-NH2).

GOX from molds like Aspergillus niger, are a widely known biocatalyst that catalyse the 

oxidation of glucose to form D-gluconic acid and H2O2 [229]. GOX is found on the surface of 

molds to protect them from bacterial infections by generating the cytotoxic by-product, H2O2 

in the catalysis. It is a widely used commercial enzyme for sensing glucose in blood samples 

[230] and is an extremely stable dimeric protein of 150-160 kDa, thus was chosen as a model

enzyme for attachment onto SP1. Moreover, the enzyme activity post-attachment can easily be

detected by colorimetric Amplex™ red assay. The crystal structure of the GOX dimer is known

and is depicted in Figure 4.1.B and shows appropriate N-termini locations for SP1 attachment

for use in this project.
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HRP is a glycoprotein isolated from the roots of horseradish plants [231]. It is a member of the 

peroxidase enzyme family, which catalyse redox reactions cleaving peroxides [232]. The active 

site of HRP contains a heme chemical moiety that facilitates the cleavage of H2O2 to water and 

oxygen. The presence of the heme group gives the enzyme its rich brown colouration with an 

absorption maximum at 403 nm. HRP is a commonly used enzyme label in immunoassays and 

sensors due to its commercial availability in high purity [233]. The crystal structure of HRP 

was solved by Gajhede et.al [234] and is an α-helix rich protein as shown in Figure 4.1.C. Its 

molecular mass of 40 kDa and was selected as having an ideal size for anchoring onto SP1 

rings. Moreover, the enzymatic activity of SP1-HRP can be easily detected with colorimetric 

assays.  

The potential of the attachment techniques was also tested for the inclusion of nanoparticles. 

The nanoparticle selected for this work was a gold nanoparticle (AuNP), due to its potential 

application in a wide variety of fields ranging from electronics to biomedicine. AuNPs 

possesses unique optical and electrical properties that are tunable with the size, shape and 

morphology of the particles. AuNPs are biocompatible, non-toxic and possess relative chemical 

stability (compared to other noble metal nanoparticles), making them suitable for medical 

applications [235]. In addition, the surface of AuNPs can be easily modified due to their strong 

affinity for thiol groups. In this chapter, an amine functionalised 5 nm AuNP (Figure 4.1.D) 

was used for acylation to the NHS group of the linker. The ideal size of a AuNP for attachment 

onto SP1 ranges from 1-3 nm, but such particle sizes were not available commercially. AuNPs 

are efficient in absorbing and scattering light giving peak maxima around 516-522 nm 

depending on their size.  Thus, the cross-linking of 5 nm AuNP with SP1-pAzF rings can be 

monitored by taking absorbance at 520 nm.     

4.2. Chapter overview 

This chapter highlights the potential of SP1 tectons, developed in Chapter 3, as nano-scaffolds 

for the attachment of functional molecules ranging from fluorophores, to enzymes and 

nanoparticles. I assessed attachment conditions for proteins to SP1 tectons, first taking a simple 
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and small protein GFP as the principle molecule. The optimised conditions for GFP were then 

used for attaching the larger functional proteins GOX and HRP. I have also assessed the change 

in the inherent properties of these molecules after attaching them onto the SP1 scaffold. Having 

conjugated protein molecules successfully, this technique was also assessed for its potential in 

attaching AuNPs. 

4.3. Linking of molecules 

There are a variety of techniques to conjugate another molecule to a protein. This project aims 

to use SP1-pAzF as a generalisable nanoframework that can scaffold a range of different 

molecules. Thus, the linkage method was chosen such that it is accessible to many, diverse 

molecules. The chosen linkers used in this project are bifunctional with an NHS group at one 

end that can bind to any molecules containing an accessible primary amine. The linking 

reaction was adjusted to only target primary amines, such as the N-terminus of a protein, and 

not lysine residues, by maintaining a pH of 7-9 (Section 1.5.2.2.1). The other end of the 

bifunctional linker has a DBCO group that can site-specifically click to SP1-pAzF resulting in 

the attachment of molecules to SP1 via the linker. The linker also contains a PEG4 spacer that 

reduces steric hindrance between the two linked molecules and improves the solubility of the 

linker in aqueous buffer solutions.  

To ensure that linkers do not bind to the primary amines of SP1-pAzF, it is important to react 

the bifunctional linker with the functional molecules prior to conducting the click reaction to 

the SP1 protein. This will also minimise the potential for ester hydrolysis caused by exposure 

of the NHS functional group to the click reaction buffer that could decrease the efficacy of 

linking and conjugation. After linking, the excess linkers not bound to molecules are quenched 

by exposing them to 1 M Tris.HCl and removing them from the reaction mixture by buffer 

exchange or dialysis. This ensures that no unreacted NHS groups remain in the reaction mixture 

to cause undesirable conjugation with SP1-pAzF. Following the click reaction, reaction 

mixtures were characterised by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) and transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) as detailed in Section 2.7.6 of the methods. 
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Figure 4.2. Attachment of molecules: (A) Bifunctional linker with DBCO group 

that can bind SP1-pAzF and NHS group targeting primary amines of molecules. 

(B) NHS binding to primary amines of molecule R forming amide bonds. (C)  R-

functionalised with DBCO clicking to SP1-pAzF. (D) Final reaction product with

R bound to SP1 via DBCO-PEG4-NHS.
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4.4. Attachment of GFP 

GFP was chosen as a model protein for attachment because of its small size and fluorescent 

nature.  The chosen variant of GFP has a molecular mass of 30 kDa that is big enough to be 

seen under electron microscopy but small enough not to cause any steric crowding on SP1 

rings. The attachment can be easily monitored due to the green colouration of the GFP.  

Purified GFP for this work was kindly provided by Dr. Francesca Conroy. Click reactions were 

conducted as detailed in Section 4.3 for both azide-modified SP1 constructs, S98pAzF SP1 

(lateral modified) and A84pAzFSP1 (vertical modified). To validate the attachment of GFP to 

SP1-pAzF, the same protocol was applied to WT SP1 (no azide groups present) that served as 

negative control for this experiment. Due to the green colouration of GFP, the incorporation of 

the fluorescent cargo into SP1 can be monitored using two wavelengths in size exclusion 

chromatography: 1) 280 nm for aromatic amino acids and 2) 490 nm for the green emission. 

As GFP absorbs at 490 nm and SP1 does not, this can be used to monitor the incorporation 

process. 

As shown in Figures 4.3.A and 4.3.B, size exclusion traces depict high molecular mass species 

(with co-elution at 280 nm and 470 nm) for preparations of both mutants, which might be cross-

linked SP1-pAzF and GFP. In Figure 4.3.C, a small peak at this same elution volume was also 

seen for the negative control (WT SP1 + GFP) indicating protein aggregation or perhaps protein 

assembly. This might be due to Ni2+ ions falling off from the IMAC column during purification 

of proteins that triggered a non-specific assembly of molecules via Ni-His affinity [236]. The 

elution of small concentrations of Ni2+ ions from IMAC purification of SP1 and GFP might 

have provided metal centres about which SP1 and GFP could bind via His tags – known 

assembly behaviour for proteins [236]. For A84pAzF SP1 (vertical modification in Figure 

4.3.B), the peaks obtained were broad with several shoulder peaks. The Superdex 200 Increase 

10/300 size exclusion column did not provide sufficient resolving power to separate the 

complex peak pattern for this sample. S98pAzF SP1 (lateral modification in Figure 4.3.A) 

displays a simpler peak pattern of higher mass species with a single peak with a small shoulder 

that again cannot be resolved by the column used. 
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Figure 4.3. SEC analysis of SP1-GFP clicked species: (A) S98pAzF SP1-GFP 

eluting as two peaks both showing absorbance at 280 nm (black line-general 

protein absorption) and at 490 nm (green line-GFP absorption), (B) A84pAzF 

SP1-GFP eluting as a broad band with numerous shoulder peaks showing 
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absorbance at both wavelengths. (C) Negative control (WT SP1 + GFP) also 

displays an eluted species at ~10 ml volume.  

In subsequent rounds of linker experiments, the purified proteins were washed in spin 

concentrators with a buffer containing 10 mM EDTA to strip any bound Ni2+ ions present in 

the protein or solution. Cycloadditions were repeated and the clicked species were analysed 

using a HiLoad 16/600 Superdex 200 pg column to obtain better separation profiles. With the 

additional EDTA washing step, the size exclusion traces showed highly similar profiles for 

S98pAzF SP1-GFP & A84pAzF SP1-GFP (Figures 4.4.A and 4.4.B), and a clear difference to 

the negative control, WT SP1+GFP (Figure 4.4.C). Size exclusion analysis provided peak 

elution volumes of SP1 and GFP separately from control experiments that aid in the 

interpretation of the S98pAzF SP1-GFP and A84pAzF SP1-GFP data. S98pAzF SP1-GFP and 

A84pAzF SP1-GFP samples show a large single peak with an elution volume of ~45 ml with 

a common distinct pattern of shoulder peaks (potentially 3 additional species) eluting between 

~55-65 ml. These experiments confirm attachment of GFP to both tectons and that unreacted 

SP1 and GFP elute separately from the conjugated species and can be separated. 
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Figure 4.4. SEC and TEM analysis of SP1-GFP clicked species following EDTA 

treatment: (A) SEC trace for S98pAzF SP1-GFP elution showing absorbance at 

280 nm (black lines- general protein absorption) and at 490 nm (green lines-GFP 

absorption). (B)  TEM image of this sample showing some GFP attachment around 

the rings. Yellow circles highlight some of the GFP-containing constructions. The 

inset image shows a zoomed view of an SP1 ring with 4 GFP attachments around 

its circumference. (C) SEC trace for A84pAzF SP1-GFP elution showing the same 

trend; (D) TEM image of this mutant shows some GFP attachment on top and 

bottom surfaces of SP1 rings.  (E) SEC trace of the negative control, a sample of 



WT SP1 and GFP with no linker chemistry displaying distinctive elution volumes 

and obvious peak separation.  

TEM imagery (Figure 4.4.B) of S98pAzF SP1-GFP (lateral modification) revealed the 

attachment of GFP around some rings in the lateral incorporation sites, but not all. A84pAzF 

SP1-GFP (vertical modification) showed a similar trend with lesser numbers of GFP 

attached onto the SP1 rings in the vertical incorporation sites (Figure 4.4.D). Visualising the 

attachment in this experiment was difficult due to the geometrical positioning of molecules on 

the top and bottom of rings. The efficiency of attachment was less than expected despite 

GFP being a relatively small molecule and modelled to have little or no steric hindrance at 

full occupancy on the SP1 rings. Two parameters need to be considered for improving the 

attachment, first the efficiency of NHS binding to molecules and second the click reaction 

efficiency.  

Several factors in improving efficiency were considered going forward. Altering the pH of the 

linker binding buffer within the range of 7.2-8.5 (slightly alkaline) to maximise 

acylation efficiency [237]. Acylation is accompanied by a competing NHS hydrolysis 

that could be minimised by using higher concentrations of all cross-linking partners to 

force the reaction. Click chemistry efficiency is directly proportional to the time and 

temperature of the reaction. As such, further attachments were performed by considering all 

these parameters.     

4.5. Attachment of GOX 

To test the potential of this conjugation technique in attaching larger molecules and the 

ability of SP1 to scaffold them, GOX was attached to SP1-pAzF. Glucose oxidase is an 

extremely stable dimeric protein of 160 kDa mass and was chosen as a model enzyme for 

attachment onto SP1. The enzyme activity of GOX post attachment can easily be detected 

by using simple colorimetric assays. As GOX is as large as SP1, the attachment efficiency 

was expected to be low due to steric hindrance. Commercially available GOX was used for 

this experiment.                                                                                                     
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Reactions were conducted by slightly modifying the protocol established for GFP (detailed 

in Section 2.15) to improve attachment efficiency and were analysed using a HiLoad 

16/600110Superdex 200 pg size exclusion column. Figure 4.5 shows the size exclusion 

traces of initial cross-linking trials with GOX that indicates high molecular mass species 

are formed in all system; S98pAzF SP1-GOX (Figure 4.5.A) and A84pAzF SP1-GOX 

(Figure 4.5.B) as expected, but also WT SP1+GOX (Figure 4.5.C) with a single peak that 

should theoretically elute at ~160 kDa (corresponding to an elution volume of ~74 ml), 

but that elutes at an approximate mass of ~320 kDa or ~57 ml elution volume. The 

multiple peak profile of the mutant experiments with two to three overlapping peaks 

eluting between ~47 and ~59 ml volumes suggests some incorporation of GOX into the SP1 

rings. 

The unexpected apparent mass difference in the control system might be explained by the lack 

of salt in the reaction mixture and the SEC buffers used that might have affected the GOX 

stability. Salt is essential for proteins to preserve their native structure and fold properly 

in solutions [238]. We hypothesise that SP1 is attaching to a GOX molecule due to its 

inherent chaperonin activity [175] and that a non-specifically bound SP1-GOX species is 

being eluted as a single larger than expected mass. To avoid such unproductive interactions, 

the SEC buffer was adjusted with 150 mM NaCl for subsequent cross-linking trials.  
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Figure 4.5. SEC traces of SP1-GOX clicked samples: Traces A, B and C represent 

S98pAzF SP1-GOX, A84pAzF SP1-GOX and WT SP1+GOX systems respectively. 
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The yellow dashed line represents the expected elution volume of SP1 and GOX in 

the negative control if they were separated proteins in solution with the same mass 

and highlights the deviation from the experimentally observed peaks.  

The SEC traces depicted in Figure 4.6, show the next trial of the SP1-GOX conjugation and 

shows clear differences between the mutant and the control traces. For WT SP1 + GOX (Figure 

4.6.C), a single peak was obtained at an elution volume of ~74 ml that corresponded to a mass 

of 160 kDa. This confirmed the co-elution of SP1 and GOX as separated protein species in 

solution. For S98pAzF SP1-GOX (Figure 4.6.A) and A84pAzF SP1-GOX (Figure 4.6.B), 

three to four overlapping high mass peaks were obtained at elution volumes between ~47 and 

~62 ml in addition to the SP1-GOX peak that again elutes at ~74 ml. These results suggest the 

incorporation of different numbers of GOX within SP1 rings. TEM studies of these species 

revealed greater detail about the incorporation and the structures of the species formed.  
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Figure 4.6. SEC traces of SP1-GOX clicked samples: Traces A, B & C represent 

S98pAzF SP1-GOX, A84pAzF SP1-GOX and WT SP1+GOX respectively.  
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TEM studies were conducted for all clicked SP1-GOX species to further verify the results of 

cross-linking experiments. Samples for SP1-GOX species prepared by a single droplet method 

were seen as aggregates on imaging by negative stain TEM. This could be caused by an 

instability of the protein species in water; sample preparation involves several water 

washing steps (Section 2.6.1). This aggregation issue was resolved by switching the sample 

preparation technique to a side blotting method that greatly reduced the time that grids 

were exposed to water before fixation with uranyl acetate (Section 2.6.2). In the TEM 

micrographs depicted in Figure 4.7, GOX molecules are seen anchored onto SP1 rings for 

both lateral and vertical mutants. Samples taken from the first SEC peak for both mutants 

(S98pAzF SP1-GOX 1 and A84pAzF SP1-GOX 1), presumably with the greatest number 

of attachments, were unstable and tended to aggregate on the grid (Figures 4.7.A and 

4.7.B). The TEM imagery (Figures 4.7.C and 4.7.D) of samples taken from the second 

SEC peak (S98pAzF SP1-GOX 2 and A84pAzF SP1-GOX 2), with masses suggesting 1-3 

of attachments per SP1 ring, appeared to be stable and the most useful species for further 

applications. Protein from the third peak (S98pAzF SP1-GOX 3 and A84pAzF SP1-

GOX 3) was also suitably stable and non-aggregating but showed lesser numbers of 

GOX attachments (Figures 4.7.E and 4.7.F). The fourth peak eluting for both mutants can 

be identified as containing unreacted SP1 and GOX without any apparent attachments 

(Figures 4.7.G and 4.7.H).  Differences in the appearance of lateral and vertical anchoring 

of GOX molecules on mutants S98pAzF SP1 and A84pAzF SP1 are clear in the TEM 

analysis.  
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Figure 4.7. TEM images of SP1-GOX: Images A & B depict the TEM imaging of 

samples from the first elution peaks from SEC of S98pAzF SP1-GOX and A84pAzF 

SP1-GOX respectively. Second (C) & third (D) peaks of S98pAzF SP1-GOX 

demonstrating lateral attachment of GOX on SP1. Second (E) and third (F) peaks 

of A84pAzF SP1-GOX showing vertically attached GOX on SP1. Samples from the 

fourth elution peaks G (S98pAzF SP1-GOX) & H (A84pAzF SP1-GOX) highlight 

separate (unconjugated) GOX and SP1-pAzF for the respective mutants. Yellow 

circles highlight some of the good GOX containing species.  
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GOX being a larger molecule than the GFP previously imaged, allows better visibility of 

vertical attachment in particular in the TEM images. Higher resolution imaging was conducted 

to view the lateral and vertical conjugation better, using samples derived from the second peak 

of SEC for both mutant systems. Figure 4.8 depicts high resolution images which differentiate 

between lateral and vertical conjugation and highlights with yellow circles the most obvious 

examples of effective conjugation. Laterally modified species (Figures 4.8.A and 4.8.B) are 

highlighted with three GOX molecules around single SP1 rings, while vertical mutants 

highlight two GOX attachments (Figures 4.8.C and 4.8.D), one each from top and bottom ring 

surfaces.  The GOX conjugation appeared to be more efficient compared to that of GFP despite 

the larger size of GOX, and this might have resulted from the changes adopted with GOX 

attachment within NHS-linking and click reaction protocols (Section 2.15). In particular, the 

change in pH of from 7.0 to 7.4, along with the use of more concentrated linking molecules in 

reaction conditions could have contributed to better acylation of linkers to GOX. 
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Figure 4.8. TEM images of SP1-GOX: A & B depict S98pAzF SP1-GOX showing 

lateral conjugation while C & D depict A84pAzF SP1-GOX with visible 

vertical conjugation. Yellow circles highlight the most obvious examples of 

conjugated species clearly distinguishing visible differences between the 

lateral and vertical modification. Yellow circles highlight some of the good 

GOX containing species.  

4.5.1. Activity assays of SP1-GOX conjugates 

An Amplex™ red assay was conducted to monitor the activity of GOX conjugated to SP1 

(Section 2.17.1). As shown in Figure 4.9, enzyme activity was retained by the SP1-GOX 

species albeit at lower levels. Comparative calculations of enzyme activity in these systems is 

difficult to calibrate to the different species and variable attachment numbers involved. The 
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preservation of GOX activity on the SP1 scaffold, suggests its applicability in building 

functional nanomaterials.  

Figure 4.9. Amplex™ red assay for SP1-GOX: Samples A, B and C demonstrate 

enzymatic activity in free enzymes and SP1-GOX conjugates.  SP1-GOX is lowered 

when compared to that of free GOX, which may be due to geometric restrictions in 

the conjugated systems or to non-comparative amounts of enzymes present in equal 

concentration of these samples (variable attachment numbers).  

4.6. Attachment of HRP 

Having successfully attached GOX to SP1-pAzF, it was of interest to attach another 

oxidoreductase enzyme, horseradish peroxidase (HRP) with the future aim of producing a 

paired system (GOX/HRP, Section 5.1.2) and proof of concept for SP1-based scaffolded 

enzymatic cascades.  HRP has a mass of 40 kDa and was thus expected to have an ideal small 

size for anchoring onto SP1 rings in both lateral and vertical sites. Commercially-sourced HRP 
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was readily available for this work and reactions were conducted using the same protocol as 

that used successfully with GOX attachment. 

The conjugation of SP1-pAzF and HRP was evaluated by SEC by monitoring the elution 

profile at the 280 nm and 403 nm wavelength. The SEC profiles shown in Figure 4.10 depicts 

the co-elution of the SP1 and HRP proteins and suggests multiple overlapping peaks at volumes 

between 50 and 70 ml. The negative control experiment shows SP1 eluting at a volume of ~75 

ml and HRP at ~88 ml; comparison with conjugated samples suggests an incomplete reaction 

and a large excess of HRP in the sample analysed.  Samples of protein from the eluted peaks 

were viewed by TEM using a side blotting technique. 
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Figure 4.10. SEC traces of SP1-HRP conjugation experiments: Elution was 

monitored at 280 nm (black; general protein absorption) and 403 nm (brown; HRP 

absorption). (A) S98pAzF SP1-HRP. (B) A84pAzF SP1-HRP. (C) WT SP1+HRP. 
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The TEM images of SP1-HRP show HRP conjugation as small circular shapes attached to SP1 

rings. Analysis of the S98pAzF SP1-HRP sample (lateral conjugates) shows HRP has been 

incorporated around the SP1 rings with several species present with attachment numbers 

ranging from 3-6 per ring. The A84pAzF SP1-HRP (vertical conjugates) sample also shows 

cross-linking of 2-4 HRP per SP1 ring.  

Figure 4.11. TEM images of SP1-HRP assemblies. (A) & (B) Show S98pAzF SP1-

HRP lateral conjugation with 3-6 HRP per rings. (C) & (D) show A84pAzF SP1-
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HRP with vertical incorporation of 2-4 HRP on the top and bottom ring surfaces 

as expected.  

4.6.1. Enzymatic activity of conjugated HRP 

Enzymatic activity was monitored in SP1-HRP samples as per the protocol outlined in Section 

2.17.2. The conjugated species show ~60% of the activity of the HRP control (Figure 4.12). 

This could again be explained by differences in the quantity of HRP present in the samples that 

is difficult to quantify or could indicated a loss of some activity from the tethered enzyme.  

Figure 4.12. Amplex™ red assay for SP1-HRP activity measurements: 

Enzymatic activity was assessed in laterally conjugated SP1-HRP (B) and in the 

vertically conjugated equivalent. (C) Samples A, D, and E are positive and negative 

control experiments as indicated by the labels.  The activity of SP1-HRP conjugates 

is lower than the free HRP enzyme, which might reflect difficulties in protein 

quantification or an inherent loss of activity in tethered enzyme.   
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Having established that the activity of SP1-conjugated enzymes, the stability of the HRP 

system was characterised. Thermal stability and the storage characteristics of SP1-conjugated 

HRP were examined using the Amplex™ red activity assay with respect to equal amounts of 

free HRP protein (Section 2.17.3).  

4.6.1.1. Thermal stability of vertical SP1-HRP 

The thermal stability of vertical SP1-HRP conjugate was compared with that of free HRP by 

measuring enzymatic activity over a range of temperatures (Figure 4.13). The enzyme activity 

was plotted relative to 20 ºC (100%) for each sample and showed a distinct difference between 

free enzyme and conjugated enzyme. Between 20 ºC and 65 ºC, the free enzyme activity 

steadily drops in a curve from 100% to less than 30% of the original activity. In contrast, the 

SP1-HRP remains fully active to 55 ºC and retains ~80 % of the initial activity at 65 ºC while 

almost all free HRP activity is lost.  The experiment suggests that attachment to SP1 tectons 

protects the HRP enzyme from the denaturation effects of high temperatures and demonstrates 

the potential of the SP1 scaffold in scaffolding enzymes for commercial applications. Although 

similar studies have been conducted by encapsulating enzymes inside peptide nanotubes to 

good effect [239], the nanotube wall might block the diffusion of substrates into the tube. Our 

system displays advantages in enhanced stability but also potentially in providing better access 

to enzyme substrates in solution.  Further studies could be conducted using as one example, 

differential scanning fluorimetry to verify the temperature stability effects inferred by 

colorimetric enzymatic assays.   
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Figure 4.13. Thermal stability of SP1-HRP compared to free HRP enzyme in 

solution at a temperature range of 25-65 º C.  The percentage of initial enzymatic 

activity is shown as a function of temperature.  

4.6.1.2. Storage characteristics of vertical SP1-HRP 

Similarly, to the thermal stability experiment, the enzymatic activity of SP1-HRP and free HRP 

enzyme was compared following various time periods of storage at 4 ºC (Figure 4.14).  SP1-

HRP retains ~85% of initial activity after 33 days or storage and greatly outperforms the free 

enzyme sample at ~55% of activity as the same time interval.   
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Figure 4.14. Storage characteristics of SP1-HRP and free HRP at 4 ºC and over 

a time period of 33 days total. Percentage activity shown as a function of storage 

days.  

4.7. Attachment of gold nanoparticles 

A final attachment system was explored. Gold nanoparticles (AuNP) were chosen as an 

attractive attachment due to their potential therapeutic applications and commercial availability 

in different size ranges. Primary amine coated AuNP for this work was obtained from the 

Sigma-Aldrich. Linking and clicking were performed using the same protocol established for 

HRP and GOX attachments.  

SEC traces of SP1-AuNP are depicted in Figure 4.15. The gold nanoparticles in the control 

experiments elute after the column void volume at a volume of ~50 ml and in the same position 

as we might expect to see conjugated complexes with SP1 making it difficult to monitor 
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attachment via SEC.  No visible difference was observed between SP1-pAzF AuNP and control 

(WT + AuNP) traces. The species were viewed under TEM for further analysis.   
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Figure 4.15. SEC experiments with AuNP and SP1: The experiments were 

monitored at two wavelengths, 280 nm (black lines) and 520 nm (red lines) specific 

for AuNP absorption. (A) S98pAzF SP1-AuNP. (B) A84pAzF SP1-AuNP. (C) WT 

SP1 + AuNP. 
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TEM micrographs (Figure 4.16) show co-localisation of SP1 and AuNP in all samples 

(including negative control), suggesting non-specific attachment as a complicating factor in 

analysis. In SP1-pAzF samples (Figures 4.16.A, 4.16.B, 4.16.C & 4.16.D), 1-3 SP1 were seen 

attached around one AuNP. It was also noted for the A84pAzF SP1-AuNP (vertical conjugates) 

that this sample has assembled into a range of tubular species that might be under the influence 

of the vertically placed azides. Although no proteins were seen linked to the AuNP in WT 

SP1+AuNP sample (Figures 4.16.E & 4.16.F), this did not indicate no interaction. The proteins 

eluted with gold nanoparticles with some proteins seen clustered near them, which might be 

indicative of unproductive interactions. This called for an additional step that could minimise 

such non-specific interactions of metal nanoparticles and proteins.   
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Figure 4.16. TEM images of SP1-AuNP systems: (A) & (B) S98pAzF SP1-AuNP. 

(C) & (D) A84pAzF SP1-AuNP. (E) & (F) WT SP1 + AuNP.
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It was also noted from these images that the nanoparticles appeared bigger than the specified 5 

nm size. Interestingly, 5 nm AuNP prior to cross-linking reactions, were seen as 10 nm clusters, 

which was confirmed by imaging them separately under TEM as shown in Figure 4.17. This 

was in accordance with the images depicted on the supplier’s site and the size variation could 

be caused by the surface amine coating.  

Figure 4.17. TEM images of amine coated AuNP before cross-linking experiments. 

One possible way to avoid non-specific interactions of proteins to metal nanoparticles is by 

incorporating ultracentrifugation into the sample preparation [240]. The conjugation reaction 

was repeated with ultracentrifugation following the click reaction step as described in Section 

2.16. The SEC traces obtained appear no different to those of previous experiments. These 

species were analysed by TEM as depicted in Figure 4.18. The S98pAzF SP1-AuNP sample 

(Figure 4.18.A, 4.18.B & 4.18.C) shows protein attachment around gold nanoparticles. 

A84pAzF SP1-AuNP (Figure 4.18.D, 4.18.E & 4.18.F) also shows attachment with some non-

attached proteins in the background. In the negative control (Figure 4.18.G & 4.18.H), most 

of the SP1 protein is seen in the background, with minimal interaction to AuNP. However, 

some rings are still visible clustered near to gold nanoparticles.  
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Figure 4.18. TEM imaging of SP1-AuNP systems: (A), (B) & (C) S98pAzF SP1-

AuNP. (D), (E) & (F) A84pAzF SP1-AuNP. (G) & (H) WT SP1 + AuNP.  
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The results of gold nanoparticle conjugation are still not convincing with the suggestion of 

nonspecific binding still present as proteins are eluting with AuNP in SEC experiments in the 

negative control. All protein species- S98pAzF SP1, A84pAzF SP1 and WT SP1 contain 6His 

tags at their N-termini and the His tags have known affinity to gold nanoparticles [241] that 

might be causing such unproductive interactions. However, the expression vector pQE80L 

utilised to generate these variations lacks a cleavage site for removing His tags, which would 

prevent this issue. While this attachment could be improved by using an expression vector with 

a His tag cleavage site and smaller nanoparticles (1-2 nm), the possibility of nonspecific 

binding still exists. Such interactions are complicated to understand and difficult to avoid 

completely. Within the constraints of the PhD project, gold nanoparticle experiments were 

concluded with further effort put into the development and characterisation of the more useful 

conjugated species developed earlier. 

4.8. Discussion 

This chapter demonstrated the potential for binding a variety of functional molecules to novel 

SP1 scaffolds using a click chemistry-based bioconjugation approach. The advantage of this 

technology is its versatility in attaching a variety of molecules such as fluorophores, enzymes, 

and nanoparticles site-specifically into SP1. SP1, which has 12 azide sites in the ring, has been 

demonstrated to bind a maximum of six HRP (Figure 4.11) and three GOX molecules (Figure 

4.8) per ring in a lateral location. As a result, the binding efficiency was not 100% using this 

technique and appears dependent on steric factors (molecular size and spatial arrangement of 

the SP1 sites). Such steric effects are typical in bioconjugation, as demonstrated in a prior study 

by Choi et al., where shorter linkers utilised to bind two GFPs resulted in lower binding 

efficiencies when compared to longer linkers [242].  In the experiments outlined in this chapter, 

enhanced click conjugation efficiencies were made by increasing the concentration of 

crosslinking proteins (both for NHS ester linkages and click reactions), based on observed 

differences in conjugation efficiency between GFP and GOX/HRP crosslinkings (Sections 4.4, 

4.5 & 4.6). These differences might be explained by higher NHS coupling to proteins with 

minimal hydrolysis, which is usually reported in acylation protocols [243, 244], as well as 

increased click reactions [245, 246]. 
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The fusion of enzymes to SP1 has been shown to improve both their catalytic activity and their 

stability (Section 4.6.1). A fusion protein conjugate typically achieves the biological activity 

of each member [247]. Therefore, SP1-enzyme conjugates retained both the enzyme catalytic 

activity and the SP1 stability property. Such approaches have been used in previous studies for 

enzyme stabilisation. For example, Bergeron et al. described the synthesis of an enzyme-

chaperone chimeric protein consisting of penicillin amidase and a thermophilic chaperonin 

[248]. Molecular chaperones can extend the efficacy of biocatalysis, by stabilising enzymes 

under denaturing conditions. SP1 is a chaperonin protein that was evolved in plants to protect 

plant proteins from denaturation and to aid in proper refolding under stress conditions [175]. 

Hence, these SP1-derived tectons may be employed as versatile scaffolds for protein 

engineering. Due to their high intrinsic thermostability, they exhibit a high degree of mutational 

robustness, making them suitable scaffolds for a variety of protein engineering applications 

like enzyme evolution [249]. Numerous studies in enzyme evolution have established a clear 

trade-off between protein function and stability [250, 251]. It is quite difficult to introduce 

mutations for functional evolution without affecting enzyme stability significantly. Given that 

proteins with a higher mutational robustness are more evolvable, these may serve as structural 

scaffolds for functional evolution [252, 253].  Protein mutants generated in the presence of 

chaperonins demonstrate increased mutational robustness in comparison to those formed in the 

absence of chaperonins [254]. At this point, it is uncertain whether the conjugation between 

SP1 and the enzymes used in this project will remain stable under unfavourable conditions or 

whether the bonds will break and the unbound SP1 species in the mixture stabilised the 

enzymes through chaperonin activity. A simple control experiment utilising non-cross-linked 

wild type SP1 and enzymes might be performed to determine whether the presence of SP1 with 

the enzymes is sufficient to cause such stabilisation.   

The conjugation of gold nanoparticles to SP1 tectons was also accomplished via azide click 

chemistry (Section 4.7). The results from the negative control experiments (WT SP1 without 

azides plus gold nanoparticles) were confounding, with protein-nanoparticle assemblies 

apparent.  Although these interactions could be minimised through ultracentrifugation, they 

could not be completely avoided or eliminated. Extensive research has been conducted on 

understanding the adsorption features of proteins of gold surfaces [255–258]. Protein–gold 

interactions remain poorly understood due to experimental constraints in elucidating binding 
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kinetics, as well as the conformation and orientation of a protein during adsorption [259]. The 

forces driving protein binding to gold surfaces must be identified in order to comprehend and 

anticipate protein adsorption sensitivity. Cohavi et al. examined the binding properties of 

protein tags on gold and gold nanoparticle surfaces [255]. This work using a β-lactamase 

inhibitor protein, demonstrated that a fusion of 3His tag at the N-terminus of the protein 

increased its adsorption on both surfaces without any dissociation. This binding was observed 

to increase in proportion to the length of the His tag sequence for up to six residues and no 

increase was observed further. Ozboyaci et al. later proposed a detailed mechanism for the 

binding of histidine residues at the N-terminus of β-lactamase inhibitor protein to gold surfaces 

using molecular simulation [259]. The terminal histidine residue affinities are mostly 

determined by metal coordinate bonds and other weak interactions, and their N-terminal 

location confers geometric flexibility on the proteins, allowing them to alter orientation to a 

more thermodynamically favourable configuration, thus increasing adsorption [259, 260]. 

While these investigations suggest a possible mechanism, they were all conducted using the 

same model protein, whether a similar mechanism is occurring with SP1 is unclear.  

In conclusion, the WT SP1 protein utilised in this study contains a 6His tag at the N-terminus, 

which may be responsible for undesirable adsorption to gold nanoparticles. Although previous 

studies have only demonstrated the affinity of 6His SP1 with Ni-NTA functionalised gold 

nanoparticles [171], the possibility of 6His adsorption to gold cannot be ruled out. This might 

be demonstrated in more refined control experiments by combining WT SP1 without the 6His 

tags with gold nanoparticles and comparing this result to 6His SP1 to see whether the His tags 

are responsible for adsorption. Additional experiments using SP1-pAzF mutants with cleavable 

His tags would allow conjugation experiments following His cleavage and removal. This may 

help inhibit protein adsorption on gold and gold nanoparticle surfaces. Another factor to 

consider is the size of the gold nanoparticle employed in the crosslinking process. With an SP1 

dodecameric inner pore measuring ~2.5 nm, a ~1.5 nm gold nanoparticle was determined to be 

the optimal size for conjugation to WT SP1 [171]. The appropriate choice of nanoparticle size 

is illustrated by another ring-shaped protein, Hcp1, where different sized particles caused 

different assemblies including hedgehog like formations [261]. These scenarios could also be 

investigated for SP1-nanoparticle cross-linking.  
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The bioconjugation technique employed in this project is facile and occurs simply by mixing 

and stirring the reagents together in the absence of stringent experimental conditions. A critical 

drawback to click chemistry bioconjugation in our hands is the heterogeneity of SP1 species 

produced (e.g. mixtures of three molecules linked to SP1 and two molecules linked to SP1). 

Although the effectiveness of conjugation can be adjusted by varying the reaction time and 

reagent concentration [162], this strategy will make it difficult to manage the exact number of 

species per ring. Separation of species with variable conjugation numbers was not possible in 

this project using conventional size-exclusion columns. Reverse phase HPLC may be able to 

resolve such mixtures and isolate conjugates with uniform numbers [262]. Another limitation 

of our approach could be the dependence of click efficiency on the reagent concentration. In 

the practical use of such approaches in physiological circumstances, when reagent dilution 

occurs, click reactions might be rendered ineffective [263]. Despite such small issues, click 

chemistry conjugation holds enormous potential as a highly effective and adaptable tool for a 

broad range of biological applications.  

4.9. Conclusion 

This chapter explored the potential of SP1 tectons as nanoscaffolds for attachment of a range 

of different functional molecules. Conjugation was achieved using SPAAC of azide 

functionalities for site-specific biorthogonal conjugation of alkyne functionalised molecules. 

The distinguishing feature of this method is its simplicity and versatility in fusing different 

molecules to SP1 without the requirement of stringent reaction conditions. The method has 

shown the retention of the inherent properties of the molecules post attachment, for example, 

enzymatic activity or inherent fluorescence properties. In particular, the method showed great 

potential as biocompatible supports (SP1) in stabilising enzyme preparations relative to free 

enzyme to protect from temperature fluctuation and degradation in long-term storage. This 

study introduces novel SP1 mutants as robust scaffolds for building bionanohybrids with 

different size ranged molecules and functional characteristics.  
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Chapter 5. Designing functional nanomaterials 

5.1. Introduction 

Stable protein frameworks are crucial for the development of advanced materials with custom-

made properties. They support the assembly of other molecules with nanoscale precision to 

one, two and three-dimensional structures. Bionanotechnology is particularly interested in 2D 

protein frameworks as they enable the high-density display of functional sites desired for 

applications like sensors, therapeutics, and catalysis. Moreover, it enables the simple design of 

a functional interface on a robust backbone.   

5.1.1. 2D arrays 

Only a limited number of proteins can self-assemble into 2D arrays, forming fixed frameworks. 

For example, bacteriorhodopsin is a membrane protein that instantaneously assembles to 2D 

arrays [264]. Since most proteins are unable to form 2D arrays independently, methods to 

promote their assembly have been developed. Two methods for promoting the assembly of 

vertical SP1-pAzF (A84pAzF SP1) tectons to 2D arrays were tested in this chapter. Each 

method has its own set of benefits and drawbacks, which will be discussed here. SP1 is a 

suitable protein that can form monolayers at an air-water interface because of its amphiphilic 

nature, containing both a large hydrophobic domain and smaller hydrophilic regions. SP1 

contains a large hydrophobic part along with the hydrophilic regions [176]. The following 

section explores the two different techniques. The vertical A84pAzF SP1 shall be referred to 

as SP1 for the sake of simplicity. 
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5.1.1.1. Langmuir-Schaefer film 

Soluble proteins can be ordered to monolayers on planar lipid films [265]. This method, 

proposed by Kornberg et al., is based on the specific interaction of soluble proteins with ligand 

lipids in a lipid film formed at the air-liquid interface. The protein monolayers are generated in 

three steps, as shown in Figure 5.1. A lipid film constituting two types of lipid molecules, 

ligand lipid and dilution lipid, is formed above a small amount of protein droplet (~30 µl) 

placed on a Teflon™ surface. The hydrophilic end of ligand lipids exposed to the buffer 

contains charged groups [171, 266] that can interact with the protein molecules by a simple 

molecular recognition process, therefore concentrating and partially ordering them at the 

interface. The dilution lipids maintain the stability of the lipid film while the ligand lipids 

concentrate protein molecules from the subphase to the lipid film. Protein-lipid complexes 

interact with each other and allow lateral diffusion in the monolayers leading to an increased 

organisation. The generated protein monolayers at air-water, called Langmuir films, can be 

horizontally deposited to a solid substrate to form a Langmuir-Schaefer film (LS film).  

Figure 5.1. 2D arrays of SP1 formed on phospholipid films: (1) A lipid monolayer 

is made by spreading lipid molecules from an organic solvent at an air-buffer 
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interface. (2) Protein molecules present in the buffer start diffusing towards the 

ligand lipid in the monolayer due to molecular interactions. (3) Protein-lipid 

complexes spontaneously interact and organises into ordered 2D arrays. 

A combination of 1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-propane (DOTAP) and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-

glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) was used to crystallise WT SP1 in two dimensions [171]. 

The ligand lipid was DOTAP, which contains a positively charged ammonium ion, while the 

dilution lipid was DOPC that maintains monolayer stability. The isoelectric point of SP1 is 

about 4.3 therefore, it exhibit negative charge at near-neutral pH, and can be easily targeted 

with a cationic ligand lipid (DOTAP). The hydrophobic component of the lipid provides the 

lipid layer with its stability and fluidity. Since crystallisation of the lipid chains has been proven 

to inhibit protein ordering by limiting its lateral mobility, the lipid layer must be in the fluid 

phase at the experimental temperature [267, 268]. A cis double bond in the alkyl chains (Figure 

5.2) offers sufficient fluidity in most scenarios. Furthermore, the lateral cohesion of lipid 

molecules must be strong enough to allow the formation of a stable monolayer and prevent the 

lipid from being solubilised as micelles or liposomes [269]. These parameters are usually met 

by a double alkyl chain with 18 carbon atoms (dioleyl). 

Figure 5.2. Phospholipids used for 2D crystallisation: (A) Ligand lipid, DOTAP 

(B) Dilution, lipid DOPC.
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5.1.1.2. Langmuir-Blodgett film 

A classic approach for creating ordered films of amphiphilic molecules is Langmuir-Blodgett 

(LB) [270] which involves compressing and expanding molecules spread at an air-liquid 

interface to form Langmuir monolayers. Protein LB films can be made if the protein molecules 

can stay at the interface, without dissolution into subphase [271]. An LB trough (Figure 5.3) 

consists of Teflon™ compression barriers, a Teflon™ well, substrate dipper and a Wilhelmy 

plate sensor. The trough is first filled with a suitable subphase (usually buffer or water), then 

the protein droplets are deposited on top. Small concentrations of drops ensure that molecules 

are spread widely apart, with no aggregation (gas phase). The barriers compress and extend the 

molecules symmetrically, resulting in ordered 2D arrays. Van der Waals interactions, hydrogen 

bonding, and/or electrostatic interactions are the key driving forces at the air-buffer interface 

for molecular organisation [272]. Furthermore, the pH of the liquid subphase, and salt 

compositions, might influence the molecular arrangement. 

Figure 5.3. Langmuir-Blodgett trough: (A) Schematic of LB trough showing 

major parts. (B) Kibron Microtrough G2 used for this work. 
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The growth of monolayers can be monitored by measuring surface pressure of the subphase. 

The Wilhelmy plate sensor, which is commonly a platinum wire sensor linked to the system 

can detect this change. As the barriers compress, the molecules interact and pass through a 

series of phases (gas, liquid and solid). The nature of surface pressure-area (π-A) isotherms can 

reveal the phase transition of monolayers (Figure 5.4). As a result, this approach provides for 

precise control of film thickness, packing, and composition. Figure 5.5.B shows a solid 

substrate dipped in the subphase and then retrieved in a controlled way with the protein film 

adsorbed onto it, to transfer the film onto the substrate. The transfer procedure is done at 

constant surface pressure and can be repeated several times to produce multilayers of various 

thicknesses and compositions [270, 271, 273].  

Figure 5.4. 2D arrays of SP1 formed on Langmuir-Blodgett trough: SP1 

compression isotherm indicating variation of phases in the monolayer generation. 

Surface pressure for the transfer process can be detected from the nature of the 

isotherm. Quality ordered films occur at the solid phase when the films are 

transferred onto substrates (at 35 mN/m pressure in this case). 
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Monolayer structure is often altered during the transfer process to a solid substrate [270]. 

Careful control of process parameters is, therefore, necessary to form high-quality films. 

Important parameters to be considered are; monolayer stability and homogeneity, subphase 

characteristics (composition, pH, salinity and temperature), substrate type, substrate transfer 

rate, compression speed, surface pressure during transfer, and the number of monolayers to be 

transferred [274]. The LB method involves vertical dipping of a solid substrate to transfer 

Langmuir monolayers from the interface. However, in the PL method, monolayers are 

transferred by horizontal placement of a substrate (parallel to the interface). This transfer, 

termed as Langmuir-Schaefer transfer, is relatively difficult to execute.  

Figure 5.5. Langmuir monolayer transfer processes: (A) Langmuir-Schaeffer 

transfer with horizontal placement of substrate on the monolayers. (B) Langmuir-

Blodgett transfer with vertical placement of substrate on the monolayers. 

5.1.2. Enzyme cascades 

Biological processes require multistep enzymatic reactions that are structured to complex 

networks. Some reactions proceed in a sequential order, generating cascade systems where the 

first reaction products are employed as substrates for the next. For instance, hydrolysis of 

oligosaccharides is a two-enzyme cascade system occurring in a specific order. Exoglucanase 

(first enzyme) mediates the breaking of 1,4-glucosidic linkages, releasing cellobiose 
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(intermediate), which is then channelled as the substrate of β-glucosidase (second enzyme) to 

produce glucose [275]. If these enzymes are not proximal, the intermediate has to diffuse to 

reach the second enzyme, slowing the cascade process [276].  This can also decrease the 

cascade efficiency for systems involving unstable intermediates that are susceptible to 

degradation. Natural systems tackle this issue by compartmentalisation [277] (placing enzymes 

in the same chamber) or molecular scaffolding [278] (building supports that anchor enzymes 

in proximity). Inspired from nature, enzymes have been cross-linked [279], encapsulated in 

materials [280] or anchored on scaffolds [281] to build effective cascades. Confining enzymes, 

this way, has resulted in enhancement of catalytic rates compared to free enzyme systems. Such 

transport of intermediates between successive enzymes without diffusing to the bulk solution 

is called substrate channelling [282].  

GOX and HRP are another cascade pair that is commonly employed in colorimetric glucose 

detection. GOX oxidise glucose to gluconolactone releasing H2O2, which forms the substrate 

of HRP (Figure 5.6.A). If the rates of individual enzymatic reactions are comparable in the 

cascade system, the overall reaction rate is determined by the rate of hydrogen peroxide 

diffusion into HRP [282]. As a result, decreasing the inter-enzymatic distance between GOX 

and HRP increases the overall reaction rate. This concept has been used to enhance the total 

reaction rates of cascade systems employing proteins, nucleic acids and inorganic scaffolds for 

co-confining cascades. For example, Wang et al. immobilised GOX/HRP in a toluidine blue 

polymer film, resulting in a glucose biosensor with increased sensitivity [283]. Similarly, Yan 

et al. encapsulated this cascade system on porous DNA flower scaffolds (Figure 5.6.B), 

regulating their spatial organisation in micron scale [284]. A protein scaffold called gamma-

prefoldin was utilised by Lim et al. for spatial organisation of the cascade system [285]. The 

filamentous protein self-assembles to nanofibers, resulting in 1D-cascade nanostructures 

(Figure 5.6.C). 
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Figure 5.6. GOX/HRP cascade system on biological scaffolds: (A) GOX/HRP 

cascade reactions. (B) Encapsulated in DNA nanoflowers and subsequently 

characterised via electrochemical detection mechanism. Adapted  with permission 

from [284], © 2020, Elsevier. (C) Anchored on filamentous protein, gamma-

prefoldin that was later assembled to nanofibers forming 1D cascade. Adapted with 

permission from [285], © 2019, WILEY‐VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, 

Weinheim.  

The catalytic activity of such nanostructured enzyme cascades have been amplified, and can 

be easily tested by colorimetric or electrochemical analysis. Among both, electroanalysis is 

simple to use because of inexpensive device, ease of operation, high sensitivity, excellent 

selectivity, fast data processing and applicability for real-time detection. Following the 

conjugation of both GOX and HRP on SP1 scaffolds in Chapter 4, the next step was to 
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assemble both species together in 2D arrays. This will result in an SP1 surface with co-

conjugated GOX/HRP (Figure 5.7.C), allowing for improved cascade efficiency.  

Figure 5.7. Schematic representing GOX/HRP cascade reaction and films: (A) 

GOX/HRP enzyme cascade system. (B) Vertical SP1-pAzF films compared to (C) 

GOX/HRP cascade co- conjugated on SP1-pAzF films. 

Bioelectrocatalysis is the mechanism chosen to investigate the cascade system. Catalytic 

reactions are coupled to electrodes through redox mediators (Figure 5.8). The cascade 

efficiency is determined by electrical communication between enzymatic reactions and 

electrode. The GOX catalyse glucose oxidation utilising [Fe(CN)6]3-  and HRP catalyse H2O2 

reduction using [Fe(CN)6]4- . In other words, GOX reduces [Fe(CN)6]3- to [Fe(CN)6]4- using 

glucose and HRP oxidises [Fe(CN)6]4- to [Fe(CN)6]3-  using H2O2. So, the system channels 

electrons, in the form of [Fe(CN)6]4-/[Fe(CN)6]3- shuttle. The flow of [Fe(CN)6]4-/[Fe(CN)6]3- 

from one enzyme to the next can be considered as a current flow, which can be measured as 

their apparent diffusion coefficient. Now we look into three scenarios: 1) both GOX and HRP 

are free in solution, 2) SP1-GOX and SP1-HRP are in solution (conjugated onto SP1) and 3) 

SP1-GOX and SP1-HRP deposited as LB films, co-conjugating the cascade on molecular scale. 

The first and second scenarios depict solution state diffusion, in which enzymes are not close 
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enough to one other, resulting in slower redox cycling. The GOX/HRP system, supported in a 

thin film (case 3), accelerates the [Fe(CN)6]4-/[Fe(CN)6]3- cycling, strongly affecting the current 

response. The electrode system for testing these materials are discussed in the next section. 

Figure 5.8. Bioelectrocatalysis mechanism of GOX/HRP cascade: Relates 

cascade reactions to electrodes through redox mediators. Three case studies 

should be conducted; (1) Free GOX/HRP in solution (2) Conjugated GOX/HRP 

species on SP1, tested in solution (3) Co-conjugated GOX/HRP on SP1 film. Redox 

cycling expected to amplify the current response for co-conjugated cascade 

systems.  

5.1.3. Electrochemical testing 

Microelectrodes are important electroanalysis tools because the nonlinear diffusion to their 

edges facilitates rapid mass transport, resulting in increased sensitivity [286]. They have a 
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number of advantages over conventional macroelectrodes, including a smaller sample volume, 

high current densities resulting from enhanced mass transport, high signal-to-noise ratios, and 

reduced solution resistance [287]. Microelectrodes come in various geometries, such as 

microbands [288], microrings [287], and microdisks [289]. Interdigitated electrodes (IDE), 

containing two individually addressable array strips, are commonly employed for the ability to 

polarise each set of microbands separately, generating an array of anodes and cathodes with 

structured electrode bandwidth [286]. This causes electroactive species to cycle between two 

adjacent microbands, amplifying the current output of a static solution [290–292]. Gold is an 

excellent sensing material for electroanalysis because gold surfaces are biocompatible and may 

easily be immobilised with biomolecules. Gold-based interdigitated electrode (Au IDE), with 

5 μm microbands, was used for testing the developed biomaterial (Figure 5.9).  

 

Figure 5.9. Gold interdigitated microband electrodes: (A) Micrux® Au IDE 

showing two working electrodes, WE1 and WE2 (B) Working area of the electrode 

with interdigitated array strips from both electrodes. (C) AFM image of the 

microbands of Au IDE demonstrating 5 μm wide bands. 

The immobilisation of the cacscade LB film at a microband of Au IDE is schematically 

depicted in Figure 5.10. Enzymatic reactions occur when a voltage is applied between the 

microbands, resulting in redox cycling. Figure 5.10.C depicts a simplified redox cycling 

scheme in which reduction of [Fe(CN)6]3- releases an electron to the anode and oxidation of  

[Fe(CN)6]4- consumes an electron from the cathode. This establishes electrical contact between 

the enzymatic reactions and the electrode. The current responses to three different scenarios 
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(Figure 5.8) will be compared using cyclic voltametry (CV). For films formed by immobilising 

enzymes on nanoscale dimensions, redox cyclicing is expected to be accelerated, implying a 

larger current response. 

Figure 5.10. Schematic of enzyme cascade preparation on Au IDE and detection 

mechanism: (A) Two interdigitated fingers from WE1 and WE2 (B) LB films are 

immobilised on Au IDE (C) Potential difference applied between WE1 and WE2 

triggers the cascade system. Redox species cycle between anode and cathode of 

one microband.  

5.2. Chapter overview 

This chapter highlights the potential of vertical SP1-pAzF tectons for the fabrication of an 

enzyme cascade interface. Here, we have used and compared the LB and PL technologies for 

fabricating the enzyme cascade film. I then evaluate the novel biomaterial performance by 

immobilising them on Au IDEs followed by cyclic voltammetry studies. The influence of co-
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localising enzyme cascade on SP1 films was proofed and compared to free enzyme systems in 

solution.  

5.3. 2D arrays by PL technique 

The lipid technology was first applied to the A84pAzF SP1 (vertical variant) as a model system 

to optimise the parameters for 2D crystal growth before applying this on more complex SP1-

enzyme conjugates. As the scale of this technology is extremely small (conducted in ~30 µl 

droplet size), the growth of 2D arrays was first characterised by electron microscopy (Section 

2.18). The TEM grid, being delicate, stays on the protein drop without distorting the monolayer 

formation and is compatible with the Langmuir-Schaefer transfer utilised in this technology. 

The sequential growth of 2D arrays was monitored at 5 minutes interval, as depicted in Figure 

5.11. The time required for A84pAzF SP1 to form homogenously covered 2D arrays was half 

an hour in the experimental conditions presented here. This lag period for the growth might be 

explained by the time taken for the protein molecules to diffuse and concentrate towards the 

ligand lipid plane, which was observed for similar systems employing lipid technologies [293].  
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Figure 5.11. Growth of 2D arrays of A84pAzF SP1 imaged by TEM: Time after 

injection of lipid molecules to the protein drops: (A) 5 minutes; (B) 10 minutes; 

(C) 20 minutes; (D) 30 minutes. (A) Protein molecules are randomly distributed

over the grid surface. These rings diffuse, concentrate and grow to ordered 2D

arrays from A-D.

TEM imagery of SP1 PL films, as shown in Figure 5.12, revealed highly ordered and 

continuous array (visual representation). Two types of ordered patterns (diagonal and 

hexagonal) are depicted in the insets of this image.  
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Figure 5.12. TEM imagery of a section of ordered PL films: Inset with 

superimposed hexagons showing diagonal and hexagonal close packing.   

A detailed analysis of SP1 PL films revealed defects in some areas, such as the cracks in the 

film seen in Figure 5.13.B. This could be due to monolayer disruption during manual film 

transfer, which is a major drawback of this approach. 

Figure 5.13. TEM imagery of PL films: (A) Considerably ordered region vs (B) 

Region with cracks that might be caused by monolayer disruption during transfer 

of films. 
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For the synthesis of enzyme cascade films, the same approach was used, employing SP1-GOX 

and SP1-HRP species. The cascade system is depicted in Figures 5.14.A and B, where the 

sheets appear to be orderly but are more densely packed with moelcules. Due to the obvious 

conjugated enzyme species present in this system, along with the SP1 species, this was 

expected. In contrast to SP1 PL films, which highlight the SP1 rings and inner pore clearly on 

the film structure, the enzyme cascade films obscure the inner pore due to dense packing of 

additional species. 

Figure 5.14. TEM imagery of enzyme cascade PL films: (A) & (B) Different 

regions of the enzyme cascade film showing densely packed array (C) SP1 PL film 

compared to (D) Enzyme cascade PL film. 
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The next goal was to characterise film morphology and height profiles by transferring them to 

mica sheets and analysing them using atomic force microscopy (AFM). Such attempts were 

limited by the rupture of the film induced by a solid substrate, such as mica. Mica sheets, unlike 

delicate TEM grids, are rigid substrates that may break monolayers during the transfer. This 

transfer was obviously incompatible with this strategy. Figure 5.15 shows AFM images of SP1 

PL films, which show extremely damaged films. Such films must be grown in situ on mica 

sheets that have been pre-functionalised with phospholipids [293], necessitating the use of 

specific methods for growth on different surfaces. Due to various limitations with this 

methodology, such as scalability and consistency of film quality while transferring onto 

different substrates, a new strategy should be established to address these issues. This is 

essential for film immobilisation on substrates such as Au IDE, which is required for testing 

purposes. Furthermore, the phospholipids in the PL films could cause IDE blockages, 

interfering with the electrochemical detection. As a result, we decided to stick with an 

automated LB approach, which has been shown to preserve consistent film quality under 

optimal settings. 

Figure 5.15. AFM images of SP1 PL films: (A), (B) & (C) Damaged PL films 

while transferring to mica sheets. Height profile characterisation proved 

incompatible with this transfer. 

5.4. 2D arrays by LB technique 

The LB approach is beneficial over the phospholipid approach because it enables accurate 

control of the monolayers as predicted by the π-A isotherms. As described in Section 2.19, this 

method was used to produce SP1 and enzyme cascade films. The π-A isotherm for tracking the 
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formation of SP1 films is shown in Figure 5.16. After SP1 was spread at the interphase, the 

isotherm depicted an increase in surface pressure during compression. The SP1 monolayer 

exhibited phase transition from gas to liquid phase at 20 mN/m and solid phase was attained at 

30 mN/m. LB films were made with 70 mm/min compression rate and transferred to mica 

sheets in solid phase, at a constant surface pressure of 40 mN/m, at 5 mm/min rate. After film 

transfer, the isotherm shifted to a lower area, indicating loss of molecules at the interface and 

thus successful transfer. The characteristics of these isotherms were consistent for a protein 

spread of 0.5 mg/ml and 30 μl. 

Figure 5.16. Compression isotherms tracking the formation of SP1 LB films: 

Cleaning isotherm taken before spreading protein molecules with zero surface 

pressure. Surface pressure elevated upon spreading protein molecules for 

isotherms before the transfer procedure. After film immobilisation to substrate, the 

isotherm shifted to a smaller area, indicating loss of molecules and successful film 

transfer. 
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To carry out topographical analysis, protein films were transferred to a freshly cleaved mica 

sheet at a constant surface pressure of 40 mN/m and imaged with AFM in tapping mode. The 

AFM images of SP1 LB films illustrating the height profiles are shown in Figure 5.17. The 

Gwyddion software was used to track and compare the height profiles of SP1 and cascade 

films, which were drawn over three arbitrary lines in the image. Figures 5.17.A & B show SP1 

films with an average height of ~2 nm that appeared lower than their actual width of 4.5 nm, 

which could be due to protein flexibility to AFM tips or lack of hydration in the gaseous state 

[198] AFM studies. In comparison, Figures 5.17.C & D depict cascade films with an average

height of ~4 nm. The Gwyddion software estimated the root-mean-square (RMS) roughness,

Sq from the AFM images and determined it to be ~1.8 nm for SP1 films and ~2.7 nm for the

cascade films, respectively.

Figure 5.17. Height profile of LB films: (A) AFM image of SP1 film (B) Protein 

height profile of AFM film drawn over 1, 2 & 3 in A. (C) AFM image of enzyme 

cascade film (D) Protein height profile of AFM film drawn over 1, 2 & 3 in C.  
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Figure 5.18 displays AFM images demonstrating ordered arrays over huge surfaces, which is 

still another advantage of this approach. Figures 5.18.A, B, and C show SP1 films at various 

magnifications compared to enzyme cascade films depicted in Figures 5.18.D, E, and F. Films 

were made at 70 mm/min speed and transferred at 5 mm/min rate, regulated by the Kibron 

software. A 40 mN/m pressure is found to be the ideal pressure for transfer of a 30 μl size 0.5 

mg/ml protein spread.  

Figure 5.18. AFM images of LB films: (A), (B) & (C) SP1 films made at 70 mm 

min-1 speed vs (D), (E) & (F) cascade films formed at 70 mm min-1.  

Though the films generated at 70 mm/min were considerably ordered, their formation was 

studied at various compression speeds to determine whether the ordering and quality were 

affected. Figures 5.19.A, B, and C show films made at a speed of 140 mm/min, which appear 

to be less ordered than Figures 5.18.D, E, and F. Films made at a slower speed of 20 mm/min 

did not vary significantly from those made at 70 mm/min. As a result, it was chosen to maintain 

a moderate speed of 70 mm/min, which was neither too fast nor too slow. 
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Figure 5.19. AFM images of cascade LB films tried at different compression 

speeds: (A), (B) & (C) LB films made at 140 mm/min. (D), (E) & (F) Films at 20 

mm/min speed.  

Having established the optimal settings for LB film preparations, they were transferred to 

copper grids and viewed under transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Figures 5.20.A & B 

depict SP1 LB films that are not as ordered as PL films. With both approaches, the clarity of 

TEM images differed, which might be because grids were dipped in a highly saline solution 

(in LB approach), which interfered with uranyl acetate staining, resulting in high backgrounds 

[189]. As expected, the cascade LB films shown in Figures 5.20.C & D were more densely 

packed with molecules than the SP1 LB sheets. Although the film quality was marginally 

inferior to that of the PL approach, the LB approach enables large-scale smooth preparations 

with consistent quality. Additionally, the adaptability of transferring high-quality films to a 

variety of substrates adds up.  
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Figure 5.20. TEM images of LB films: (A) & (B) depict SP1 LB films while (C) 

& (D) show enzyme cascade LB films.  

In conclusion, effective formation and characterisation of SP1-GOX/HRP enzyme cascade LB 

films were achieved. The materials were then subjected to electrochemical testing. 
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5.5. Electrochemical investigation 

5.5.1. Solution state studies 

The free GOX/HRP and conjugated SP1-GOX/HRP experiments were conducted on Au IDE 

to investigate the cascade system for solution state diffusion. The cascade activity was 

evaluated for its ability to detect glucose at concentrations ranging from 0 to 20 mM. When a 

potential sweep was applied between the working electrodes of IDE, the cascade reactions 

begin as seen in Figure 5.8. Cyclic voltammograms obtained for solution state studies are 

shown in Figures 5.21.A and B. To compare the trends for free and conjugated systems, the 

current response at 0.25 V was plotted versus the glucose concentration (Figure 5.21.C). 

          

                                 
Figure 5.21. Cyclic voltammograms obtained for solution state systems: (A) Free 

GOX/HRP enzyme cascade. (B) Conjugated GOX/HRP cascade in solution. (C) 
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Currents at an arbitrary potential, 0.25 V plotted vs glucose concentrations 

ranging from 0 to 20 mM.    

The IDE does not behave as expected because the CV plots did not reach a plateau within the 

specified voltage range. This could be due to solution drop measurements on top of the 

electrode, which led to a large amount of current flowing through the non-interdigitated parts. 

The current increased slightly with an increase in glucose concentration in both systems. The 

difference in performance between the free and conjugated systems was not significant. This 

was predicted, given SP1-GOX and SP1-HRP species are both free in solution, despite the fact 

that GOX and HRP are both conjugated to SP1. Unless both species are conjugated to the same 

SP1 ring, solution state investigations are unlikely to result in an increased cascade rate. The 

data collected were insufficiently good to fit into a linear range. Additional optimisation is 

required to determine the linear response range for this system. Within the time limit of this 

project, the same parameters were tested for co-conjugated films in order to monitor any 

increase in current responsiveness. 

5.5.2. Deposition of LB films on Au IDE 

For electroanalysis of the cascade films, they should be immobilised on the working area of 

IDE. As described in Section 2.20.1, the film was transferred exclusively to the interdigitated 

area, excluding the outer rims of the two working electrodes. LB films were immobilised on 

Au IDE using the optimal parameters developed in Section 5.4 for enzyme cascade films. 

Figure 5.22 shows AFM images of the immobilised films, taken of randomly selected spots 

on the gold surface sized 2 μm × 2 μm and 1 μm × 1 μm before and after film immobilisation. 

The bare gold surface (Figure 5.22.A &C) exhibited the characteristic grainy structure 

associated with sputter formed thin film electrodes [294]. However, the immobilised films 

(Figure 5.22.B &D) had finer grain patterns, which may be explained by the cascade film on 

top. The RMS roughness, Sq, of the bare gold surface was determined to be ~5 nm using the 

Gwyddion software, whereas the film layer on top had an average roughness of ~8 nm. This is 

due to the fact that the cascade film was anchored on the Au IDE surface. Thus, the films were 

effectively immobilised on the Au IDE. 
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Figure 5.22. AFM images of enzyme cascade films on Au IDE: (A) & (C) AFM 

images of bare gold working area.  (B) & (D) AFM image after immobilisation of 

SP1-GOX/HRP films onto the electrode. 

5.5.3. Testing on films 

On Au IDE, the SP1-GOX/HRP cascade films were analysed to determine the impact of co-

conjugation on current responsiveness. The cascade film was evaluated for its ability to detect 

glucose at concentrations ranging from 0 to 20 mM, similar to electroanalysis in solution states. 

It is essential to highlight a slight difference in the analysis of films because, unlike solution 

state investigations, the electrodes were not cleaned and activated before to consecutive glucose 

titration measurements. The cyclic voltammograms for the films (Figure 5.23.A) were plotted 

against the glucose concentration and compared to solution state systems in Figure 5.23.B.  
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A current response was obtained, indicating that the enzyme film does not block the 

electrochemical reactions of solution species. So, the enzymes in the film were active, and 

current cycled between the IDE. The films did exhibit increased responses when compared to 

free and conjugated systems, indicating that co-conjugation on nanoscale scaffolds results in 

increased cascade efficiency. However, the film showed a decreasing trend for an increase in 

glucose concentrations. An exact explanation for this trend was unknown for this system, which 

hasn't been conducted previously employing cascade film immobilisation on Au IDEs using 

LB technology. A probable explanation is related to the stability of films immobilised on Au 

IDE or any other substrates in liquid medium. Certain species may leak from the films during 

successive glucose titration measurements, resulting in non-homogeneous film surface or 

breakage. A simple technique to determine this was to examine the topography of IDE 

following electroanalysis. 

Figure 5.23. Electrochemical investigation of enzyme cascade film: (A) Cyclic 

voltammograms obtained for enzyme cascade film (B) Currents at 0.25 V plotted 

vs different glucose concentrations (ranging from 0 to 20 mM) to compare the three 

cases; free, conjugated and co-conjugated.   

To determine this, the surface of the microelectrodes covered with enzyme cascade film was 

visualised by AFM after cyclic voltammetry measurements. AFM images following 

electroanalysis with an average Sq of 7.6 are shown in Figure 5.24. It was still difficult to 
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justify species leakage at this level, as it may have occurred at random spots that were not 

picked for analysis. To summarise, the films have the potential to demonstrate increased 

cascade efficiency. Proper stabilisation of LB films on substrates will be a future research topic 

raised by this investigation. Following that, electrochemical quantifications can be conducted 

to calculate the diffusion coefficients of redox species that can justify this hypothesis in future. 

On this remark, I would like to conclude this study.  

Figure 5.24. AFM images of enzyme cascade films on Au IDE after electroanalysis. 

5.6. Discussion 

Two distinct strategies were used and optimised to fabricate ordered arrays of novel SP1-pAzF 

tectons (A84pAzF SP1) and SP1-GOX/HRP species. Both SP1 and enzyme cascade films 

showed high ordering patterns with PL technology. This technique, however, proved to be 

ineffective for forming consistent-quality films and immobilisation on a range of substrates. 

Moreover, the phospholipid layer contained within the protein arrays may passivate the IDE 

surface, blocking redox cycling [295, 296]. Due to the incompatibility of this methodology 

with electroanalysis of cascade films, it was succeeded by LB technology. LB films were also 

made for SP1 and cascade systems, although were less ordered than PL films. However, the 

scalability of films obtained using the LB method was not comparable to that achieved using 

the PL method. The advantages that LB provided for film transfer to a range of substrates such 
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as mica sheets, TEM grids, and Au electrodes were significant. Such were generally obtained 

benefits offered by LB approach in previously reported studies [271, 297–299].  

In this work, we have characterised and tested the enzyme cascade efficiency of LB films on 

Au IDE. Under optimal experimental parameters (HEPES buffer subphase, pH 8, 30 μl of 0.5 

mg/ml protein spread, target pressure 40 mN/m), the monolayer formed at the air-buffer 

interface is highly stable and effectively transferred to Au IDE. For the detection of glucose, 

solution state investigations in both free and conjugated cascade systems demonstrated the 

anticipated trend [279, 283]. However, with the glucose concentrations employed, there was 

only a slight increase in current responsiveness. The system can be revised in order to find a 

linear detection range for substrates and to optimise enzymatic concentrations. Films 

containing co-conjugated enzymes on nanostructured biological supports demonstrated an 

enhancement in glucose detection responsiveness, as observed for similar studies conducted on 

DNA [284] and protein scaffolds [285]. However, in order to compare SP1 systems to previous 

findings, further study is required. It is necessary to make detailed optimisations of enzyme 

concentrations and ratios (GOX:HRP) that affect cascade performance [279]. Taken together, 

the experimental results on substrate channelling as a function of reduced interenzyme distance 

(between GOX and HRP) indicate that substrate channelling occurs to a notable level at 

distances of ~11 nm [282]. Experiments on the interenzyme distance for both GOX and HRP 

clicked on the same SP1 ring can be undertaken in the future. This should result in an 

interenzyme distance of less than 11 nm.  

This system, however, demonstrated a declining trend with increasing glucose concentrations, 

in contrast to solution state investigations. This could be an indication of a leakage mechanism 

in action and loss of species from monolayers over successive measurements, causing film 

homogeneity to be disrupted. The monolayer properties, particularly its stability, need to be 

thoroughly examined since they are crucial for creating stable and repeatable responses, which 

are required for biosensing applications [300]. According to previous study, pure amphiphilic 

monolayers were unstable, because of its partial solubility in the water based solvents [301]. 

Thus, strategies for minimising species dissolution in water-based solvents may be 

implemented. According to Miller et al., the electrostatic interaction between protein and 

detergent promotes the synthesis of a protein/detergent complex, which is significantly less 
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soluble than proteins [302]. As a result, incorporating detergents into the film formation process 

could be one way to reduce species leakage from films by improving lateral cohesion of 

species. Despite the fact that SP1 tectons have 6His tags at their N terminals, which are noted 

for their ability to bind to Au surfaces [259, 303, 304], we overserved SP1 leakage. Another 

criterion to consider is improving the cohesion of films on gold surfaces. In this study, the LB 

films were physisorbed on gold surfaces, which might be inducing film instability when 

rehydrated during measurements. Monolayers can be chemisorbed to a pre-functionalised gold 

surface with appropriate bifunctional molecules that improve protein molecule adhesion [305]. 

A linker molecule LB film can be formed and transferred to gold, followed by a cascade LB 

film. This might improve the effectiveness of liquid state measurements in LB films. 

Despite these limitations, the film’s capacity to construct nanostructured cascade systems 

remains intriguing. The investigation will require detailed quantifications, which can be 

structured as follows. The IDE can be calibrated by adjusting the concentrations of the redox 

couple to see how it affects the current signal. Individual enzyme kinetic constants to cascade 

systems should be computed using GOX with ferricyanide for various glucose and GOX 

concentrations. Similarly, the HRP enzymatic reaction will be investigated for various H2O2 

and HRP concentrations, employing ferrocyanide as a mediator. For evaluating the enzyme 

catalytic kinetics, the Michaelis–Menten plots can be used. The GOX/HRP systems, 

both in free and conjugated states, will then be compared to nanostructured films. 

The GOX/HRP combination can be used as a proof molecule for realising the 

potential of vertical SP1 tectons. The versatility of this technology resides in the ability 

to attach various cascade systems, such as oxidoreductase proteins for biofuel [306] 

or for the production of chemicals [307].  

5.7. Conclusion 

To summarise, novel SP1 tectons were effectively used to create a nanostructured enzymatic 

interface. Two techniques were utilised and compared for their formation. The new material 

was electrochemically evaluated using interdigitated microelectrodes, for proximity effect-

induced catalysis improvement. For GOX/HRP systems, the catalytic activity of co-localized 

systems was discovered to be elevated, paving the way for further research into these 

thermostable scaffolds. 
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Chapter 6. Conclusion and future perspectives 

6.1. Thesis overview 

Self-assembling proteins with well-defined and stable geometries make excellent 

nanotechnology tectons. Stable protein 1 (SP1) is one such protein that self-assembles from 

monomers into ring-shaped structures that may subsequently be assembled into various higher 

order nanostructures. Due to its intrinsic stability and ring-shaped architecture, SP1 is a well-

studied protein for this purpose. My doctoral research focuses on the development of a unique 

self-assembling protein scaffold based on SP1. The first section of this study focused on 

constructing this SP1 scaffolding by the use of unnatural amino acid mutagenesis, a novel and 

exciting technique previously unexplored for SP1. This is demonstrated in Chapter 3 by the 

development of two unique tectons of SP1 with geometrically defined orientations of unnatural 

azide functional groups. This chapter detailed methods used for the design and fabrication of 

these genetically encoded SP1 based scaffolding system. In Chapter 4, the azide sites were 

shown to cross-link a range of functional molecules through azide-alkyne click chemistry. This 

chapter verified that the conjugation of enzymes to the SP1 scaffold enhances enzymatic 

activity and provides a stabilising influence on their shelf life. Therefore, I expanded this 

scaffolding framework in Chapter 5 to allow for the co-conjugation of a catalytic cascade of 

two enzymes. As a proof of concept, the scaffolding of GOX/HRP onto SP1 frameworks 

generated a successful enzymatic cascade. Electrochemical characterisation of this cascade 

interface on gold interdigitated electrodes, revealed enhanced reaction rates when compared to 

unbound enzymes in solution. Overall, this study has developed a versatile tool of self-

assembling protein-based materials suitable for use as conjugation frameworks for enzymatic 

biocatalysis. To our knowledge, this is the first time SP1 tectons containing unnatural amino 

acids have been used as a successful nanomaterial scaffolding material. A schematic outline of 

this thesis is depicted in Figure 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1 Summary diagram of results obtained in this thesis 
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6.2. Remaining research questions 

A major challenge remaining in this study is how to incorporate SP1-scaffolded enzyme 

cascades on gold electrodes to build high-level applications such as biosensors. Relying on 

chemisorption of LB films onto the gold surface may be a route to such applications, although 

this requires further exploration.  

Determining the ideal composition of scaffolded enzyme arrays need optimisation. This 

optimisation could be studied by modelling each enzymatic reaction step separately, in order 

to find the ideal operating parameters for cascades. Idealised enzyme ratios and masses must 

be determined before implementing protein arrays in future for practical use.  

Finally, a question remains around the incorporation of GOX/HRP on the same SP1 rings 

compared to results obtained with GOX/HRP on distinct rings. Can our conjugation strategies 

based on click chemistry enable the facile crosslinking of multiple functional molecules on the 

same ring? This concept was not explored in my thesis, but if it is feasible, it opens up a variety 

of applications for these protein-based scaffolds. 

6.3. Future perspectives 

6.3.1. Enzyme-chaperonin scaffold 

In comparison to mesophilic proteins, thermostable proteins exhibit a high level of mutational 

robustness [249]. This work has shown that conjugating less stable molecules, such as enzymes 

to SP1 (thermostable protein) can enhance enzyme stability and activity. As a result, the 

potential for commercial enzyme stabilisation using chaperonin proteins like SP1 is enormous. 

Enzymes are widely used in a variety of industries, including pharmaceuticals, food processing, 

cosmetics, and textiles. Enzymes used in these applications must be stable to changes in 

temperature, pH, and the presence of denaturants and organic solvents [308]. Several 

techniques exist for enzyme stabilisation, two of which can be accomplished via SP1 

scaffolding. First, SP1-enzyme scaffolds can be utilised to confer mutational stability to 
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enzymes for the purpose of enzyme engineering [309]. When enzymes are immobilised onto 

SP1, they may allow for structural and functional modifications without compromising their 

stability in the way that, for example, a directed evolution experiment on the isolated enzyme 

may. Secondly, the SP1-enzyme conjugate can be employed directly for applications using 

otherwise unstable enzymes when the application requires high temperatures or the presence 

of strong chemical solvents or reagents [310–312]. Thirdly, by simply refrigerating enzymes 

at 4 ℃, their shelf life can be extended, and SP1 conjugation enhances this thermal stability 

with enzymes stored in solutions for up to one month not losing activity compared to controls. 

While the applicability of SP1 scaffolds to other enzyme systems is unknown at this point, the 

fundamental concepts underlying such applications was established using SP1-HRP conjugates 

and might be extended to numerous other enzymes. 

6.3.2. Nanotubes 

Lateral SP1 mutants with azide groups around the rings, and their conjugates, were not 

explored for nanomaterial fabrication. Looking forward, a feasible application of this scaffold 

would be in the creation of enzymatic cascade nanotubes, which may be induced by Ni-NTA 

coated gold nanoparticles with a diameter of ~1.8 nm [171]. Due to the bifunctional nature of 

this scaffold, which contains azides around the ring (GOX conjugation) and His tags within the 

inner cavity (gold nanoparticle binding), it may be used to generate functionalised alternating 

SP1/gold nanotubes. This will couple enzyme cascade reactions to gold nanoparticles and 

potentially increasing the “channelling” of substrates/products in cascade reactions. Other than 

their use in enzyme cascades, these dual functional scaffolds may be used to immobilise 

multiple nanoparticles. Immobilization of two or three distinct metal nanoparticles in protein 

scaffolds may be highly intriguing for electronic applications.  

6.3.3. Biosensing 

Enzyme cascade films are well-suited for biosensing. Numerous studies have been conducted 

on glucose biosensing probes utilising various scaffolds such as nucleic acids [284] or 

inorganic nanomaterials [313]. I used GOX/HRP as model enzymatic systems in my study. 

Due to the modularity of the technique used, further cascades with more intriguing applications 
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may easily be constructed on SP1 scaffolds, for example, in detecting pollutants in industrial 

effluents, which is critical for ensuring the quality of waste management. Phenolic compounds 

are a significant source of pollution in a variety of industries, including those producing 

plastics, medicines, and agricultural fertilizers [314, 315]. Their detection is critical for 

regulatory compliance with industrial process requirements and environmental protection. 

Cascade systems might be utilised to provide sensing interfaces for phenolic compounds. One 

cascade that fascinates me is the work by Jin et al. coupling alkaline phosphatase, which 

catalyses the conversion of o-phosphonoxyphenol (OPP) to catechol, and titanium dioxide 

nanoparticles, which creates an in situ nanozyme after catechol binding, exhibiting H2O2-like 

activity [316]. In this system, the H2O2 activity could be detected by redox cycling, 

immobilising the films on microelectrodes, as we did in this project. Thus, an interface for 

quantitative electrochemical biosensors might be composed of two species conjugated on SP1 

scaffolds: alkaline phosphatase and titanium dioxide nanoparticles. Miniaturized real-time 

electrochemical sensors might be utilised to monitor the quality of drinking water, as detection 

of phenolic compounds in drinking water is integral for ensuring its safety [317]. 

6.3.4. Biotherapeutics  

Enzyme cascades have applications beyond industrial utilities. They can have anti-infective 

[318] and anti-tumour properties [319]. Cascades that generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

can accomplish these aims, as ROS are extremely toxic to both bacterial and tumour cells [320]. 

With few changes to the GOX/HRP cascade system developed for this work, related systems 

may be used as carriers/films for infection and tumour therapy. GOX catalyses the oxidation 

of glucose, generating H2O2, which is then catalysed further by HRP, the cascade pair used for 

this work. However, nanoparticles (NP) such as gold [321] and magnetite [322] can catalyse 

the second reaction of this cascade, producing ROS species. One issue that these applications 

are attempting to address is the low level of ROS species formed, which is insufficient to cause 

cell death [320]. Thus, clicking multiple GOX/NP species in a single nanoscaffold may afford 

effective nanocarriers for inducing cascades in tumour cells. Glucose is available endogenously 

in tumour cells and can be targeted by GOX, so initiating the cascade [323]. If functional SP1 

tectons are capable of accommodating both GOX and NP on a single ring, this would be 

favourable for such therapies. If we consider a different case of film formation, in which these 
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GOX/NP cascades are attached to the vertical tectons of SP1, followed by the formation of LB 

films, we might develop ROS-producing sheets immobilised on SP1 scaffolds that can 

substitute for the metal organic frameworks [324], currently being used for such applications. 

These technologies have the potential to be employed as protein scaffolding based antibacterial 

films. 

6.3.5. Green technology 

Conventional scaffolding platforms depend on the chemical modification or immobilisation of 

enzymes on solid supports [325], which has a number of drawbacks. First, such alterations are 

not feasible in many enzymatic systems given the limited stability of the enzymes. Secondly, 

it is technically challenging to achieve cascade systems with complex enzyme networks [326]. 

Moreover, immobilisation on chemical supports might result in depletion of enzymatic activity 

[327, 328]. As a result, we must turn to more eco-friendly biological-based approaches for 

catalysis and manufacturing [329, 330]. Synthetic biological approaches, such as those 

explored in this thesis, could be used as non-toxic alternatives for green technology [331]. For 

instance, the modular SP1-scaffolding could be applied for immobilising a carboxylic acid 

reductase-based cascade, which could catalyse the reduction of carboxylic acids to aldehydes 

under mild reaction conditions [332, 333]. This approach has been used in a number of cascade 

reactions for the production of food flavours and fragrances [334], as this enzyme can be 

employed in place of harmful lithium-based reductants. It is appealing to adapt such cascades 

that might potentially replace traditional manufacturing systems that produce toxic by-

products. The advantage of employing SP1 scaffolds over other proteins is that they are 

inherently stable in the presence of these chemical substrates.  

6.3.6. Industrial perspectives 

Purification of proteins using E. coli bacteria is inexpensive, although the use of unnatural 

amino acid adds a significant expense. A huge challenge in translating SP1-based scaffolding 

for industrial applications would be bulk protein manufacturing, which would likely raise the 

entire cost of production. SP1 tectons synthesised by pAzF incorporation, and the high cost of 
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azides would raise the overall manufacturing cost. To be employed industrially, they must be 

manufactured at a concentration that enables economic scaling [335]. Therefore, only high-

value applications will be economic for the SP1 tectons at the present cost. 

6.4. Conclusion 

This work has developed a novel biological platform capable of supporting and improving the 

properties of scaffolded molecules. Our system's modular design enables a plethora of 

intriguing uses that may be explored in future.   
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